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ITS USEFULNESS OVER.

By

Small

It was voted to raise $3500.

chosen.

Majority.
An

SANFORD TOWN MEETINGInteresting and lively Session Hold
Yesterday.

CITIZENS PARTI CARRIES SIX OF
THE SEVEN WARDS.

J. Manchester

©Kn©

Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acts
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the system effectually, dispels colds, headaches and fevers and cures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Svrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it promptly for any one who
wishes to try it Do not accept any
substitute.

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP GO,
SAN FRA USI SCO, CAL.
NEW YORK. U.V.
LOUISVILLE. KV.

Chosen

Haynes

Mayor

of

Augusta by Big Plurality—Exceedingly
GovernQuiet Election m Belfast—City
ments

Organize.

ISPECIAT, TO THE PRESS.)

Citizens’
Biddeford, March 14.—The
two years has held the
for
which
party,
balance of power and conducted

munici-

was
pal affairs on non-partisan lines,
at the polls, today, electsuccessful
again
for Mayor and carrying Levi VV. Stone
wards. He received
ing six of the seven
the
1014 votes, Col. Luolus H. Kendall,
and Frank J.
802,
nominee,
Republican
In Ward three,
Smith, Democrat, 191.

the citizens failed to elect their
where
nominees, there was a fusion of straight
The new
Republicans and Democrats.
board oi aldermen will be composed of:
Michael J. Boland, George H Hussey,
J. Byron Campbell,
James G. C. Smith,
Caleb J. Emery.
BIG

Joseph
North

Etchells,
M.
West,

smoked

Augusta/March 14.—Hon. J. Manchester Haynes, Republican,was today elected

you

Beal, Republican,
Mason, Democrat, and Lewis Robinson,
Beal,
The vote was:
Prohibitionist.
1745; Mason, 1227: Robinson, 42; Real's

If not try

one

A

morning.

For

smoke.

this

genteel
sale

at

first class di alers in perfcctos and londres.

25c.

FOR

THREE

10s,

lerfiii L, Hail & Oo.
DISTRIBUTING AGENTS,
Mass.

I5os?3sb,

lm

tu.tli&sat

marl

SPRING : STYLES.
IB©©fl and Slices
ARRIVING.

NOW

ARE

Our line will embrace everything
that is’new and stylish for Spring
Call and examine our line bewear.
fore nytldng your selection.

REPAIRING.
As many people do not care to put
shoes at this season of the
to make their old
year but prefer
ones last until later in the season, we
would call attention to our Repairing
Department where first class work is
and at reasonable
done promptly
on new

Give

rates.

us

a

call.

21 out of 28 members of the city council, the same as last

vote taken to consolidate the two
high schools at Springvale and Sanford
and to provide for a
couple ot police
officers, one at each of the two villages.
The Republicans elected all their officers except second seleotmen and one of
was

to

raise

a

sum

of money to pay
town

i_dtflstp

a. m.
lier husband with his

K-r-r-r-r-r-r-r-r !

“Hello 1”

“Hello,this 202-2,Foster’s Dye House?”
“Yes

“Please call at 903 State St., and get
curtains to dc
carpet to dust and lace

up."

What does A stand for ? When
some friend suggests that your
blood needs A sarsaparilla treatment, remember that A stands for
AYER’S. The first letter in the
alphabet stands for the first of
sarsaparillas; first in origin, first
in record, first in the favor of the
family. For nearly half a century

right, thanks.”

“All

AN0£PiSOri ADAMS &
Fire

Insurance

Co”

Poor,

Repairs in streets,

Incidentals,

Police,

etc. There’s a book about
these cures—“ Ayer’s Curebook, a
story of cures told by the cured,”
-t-which is sent free on request, by
Dr. J. C. Ayer, Lowell, Mass. The
book will interest you if you are
sick or weak, because it tells not
what it is claimed the remedy will
do, but what your neighbors and
fellows testify that it has done.
Will it cure you ? It has cured
thousands like you. Why not you?

Lewiston, March 14.—The representatlvr
a Lewiston manufacturing corporation

says that it is the intention of bis people
to plant a new cotton
roanufacturlnia
enterprise in Lewiston this year, and tc
work as soon as possible, aftei
of the nresent war rcare. Thf
purpose is to establish a plant of about
30,000%pindles to produce a new line ol

begin

the

the end

oottoa.

Until

greatly fatigued ty Friday’s

Cuba.— Unimportant

day.

Hawaii
further
action on the
till next session.
treaty
$5,000
The more pronounced pre-Cuban sena2,000
2,500 tors did not accept in very kindly spirit
tho adjournment suggestion and Senator
I |000
declared
1,500 Mason was among those who
1,000 that it coud not he accomplished until
15°
something should be done for Cuba.
L000 The
was also made that an
1000
000

500
L0
1000
550

Interest on debt,
Voted to pay M. G. Merrill and Joseph
when the
Brearey who wore injured
town house broke down, 8100 each.
For lot in cemetery for paupers, $150;
school

new

mni f.nv-y

school

in

house

imTirnYomfints

District 7, $500;
at
Sm’inorvale

house, $860; street in Springvale,

$25.

curing all

diseases—scrofula, eczema, tetter,
rheumatism, erysipelas, blood poi-

soning,

London,

affairs,
cabinet

was

GOOD WAY"

TO

SETTLE

TROUBLE.

Mar. 14.—Senator Mason
the challenge sent him hv
the editor of tlio Spanish illustrated
The document is
El
Cardi.
paper
printed and is signed by the Editor, the
marquis De Alta Yritla. The challeuge
suggestion
is for a combat with swords and is prein
result
would
early adjournment now
ceded by a column of personal abuse in
in tho which Mr. Mason is described as “An
a
special session of Congress
ignoble yankee Senator who scolds like
autumn.
a woman and who has not the valor to
fight like a man and who would take a
NEW REVENUE CUTTERS.
slap in the face without resenting it.”
TheAmeriean people are referred to as
Senate Passes Bill Ordering Construction!
and whose
a “People who deal in pigs
of Eight.
flag is the almighty dollar.”
The Senator accepts the challenge in a
Washington, March 14.—During its sesspirit. He says he will have to
of three hours today the Senate jocose
sion
caa f.liA marmiin hflfnrfi lip.
t. O
ftOnumber of bills
considerable
a
passed
but that it scarcely accords with
eept
__1
.lolnrulnr
nlYintlff t.hll
Spanish modesty for the challenging
number being one authorizing the con- party to name the weapons, as is done
struction of eight new revenue cutters in this instance.

Washington,
today received

S

ENGLISH CABINET

NON-COMMIT-

TAL.
Maroh 14.—In the House of
London,
Commons today the parliamentary secretary for the foreign office, Mr. George N.
Curzon, replying to Mr. Michael Davitt,
who asked the government whether Great
Britain would send men of war to the
United States in case of war, said the
government has not made such an offer.
Answering a series of questions, which
Mr. Davitt put with the view of ascertaining whether there had been any negotiations for an alliance between Great
Britain and the United States,or whether
Great Britain has offered to mediate in
the Cuban crisis, Mr. Curzon said these
questions were of suoh a nature that it
was inexpedient to reply to them.
-tyLi—'

I.-.

--

COL. BANGS INVITES RECRUITS.

Lewiston, March 14.—A letter has been
received by the G. A. R. posts in Lewiston and Auburn from Col. I. S. Bangs,
of Waterville, who commanded forts at
the mouth of the Mississippi river during
the Civil war.^in regard to the raising
of

a

regiment of G. A. R.

offer its services
letter was road in

men, who will
The
to the country.
the meeting of Knox

post this evening.
BRAM TRIAL

BEGINS TODAY.

March 14.—A number of the
government witnesses in the trial of
to open in the United
Bram which is
States Circuit court tomorrow, arrived
from Halifax last night and now await
the call to testify. One of the arrivals today as Jonathan Spencer, the ocok of the
He was dressed in the bight of
Puller.
fashion in a well fitting light suit and
overcoat, and wore a pink in his button
hole.

Boston,

-Washington, March 14.—Forecast for
for Maine, New Hampshire and SENATOR THURSTON’S WIPE DEAD
Hallowell, March 14.—The new city
colder,
Fair and slightly
Vermont:
New York, March 14.—A despatch to
World from Havana snvs a
government was duly installed this even- winds
becoming northerly.
iu uuu liiajui
1UB;.
telegram received by Cousul Gen. .Lee
for
forecast
14.—Local
Mar.
Boston,
from Consul Barker his afternoon says
important suggestions, notably being Uoston ana vicinity lur xue&unj.
the wife of Senator Thurston diod today
the recommendation that tlio next legison
hoard the yacht Anita at Sagua harwinds.
westerly
charto
amend
the
bor.
lature be asked
city
Thurston before her marriage,
Mrs.
Looal Weathur Report.
ter so as to do away with the board of
was Miss Martha Poland, a niece of Luke
counabolish
the
common
of Vermont, prominent years ago
registration,
Portland, Me., March 14.—The local Poland
in the
House of Representatives. Mr.
cil and to elect the city marshal, city
tbe
to
as
weather bureau office records
Thurston celebrated their siland Mrs.
and
school
commissioner
street
clerk,
here last fall. They have
ver wedding
weather are as follows:
inof
the
a
vote
The cause of the death
committee by
several children
people
'Thermom29.873:
8 a. ni. Barometer
She was an exceedingly
stead of by the aldermen and counoil- eter 40; Dew Point 27; Humidity 50; was apoplexy.
and assisted her huswoman
brilliant
men as at present.
Wind SW.: Velocity 9; weather, clear.
band materially in his political; preferThermom30.013;
Barometer
m.
of the Daughmember
8
was
a
ment. She
p.
The contest for city marshal has been
eter 41; Dew Point 23; Humidity 40; ters of American Revolution and recentbut
no
decision
was
fought
sharply
Wind W: Velocity 7; weather, clear.
ly eleoted vice president of the national
reached today.
Mean daily thermometer 44; maximum body.
__
thermomthermometer 50; minimum
BRAKEMAN FATALLY INJURED.
eter 38; maximum velocity wind 17, SW;
BIG STRIKE PROMISED.
total precipitation .0.
Lewiston,March 14.—-William TewkesCleveland, March 4.—Thomas Young,
a brakeman on Conductor Robinmanager of the M. A. Hanna coal combury
is quoted as snying: “A strike
Weather Observation.
pany,
son’s
train on tbe Grand Trunk was
involving about SO,000 miners will probThe agricultural department weather struck
by a bridge at Lewiston Junction
ably soon be in fuil swing in Central

Tuesday

The

civjvsi woes

h ao

operators

twuiv

declare

—

and is

charge scale and

Atlanta, Go., March 14.—-The dining
of the Kimball house was the scene
of a sensational encounter between Judge
John Berry of the city court of Atlanta,
and Orth Stein, a well-known newspaper
man, and at present editor of the Booking Glass, a weekly publication. The dining room was tilled and the affair oreated
The two men
the greatest excitement.
tell different stories of the affair, but it
with a
is said that Berry struck Stein
catsup bottle und the latter attempted to
pull a revolver. Berry got it away from
him and beat him to insensibility with
The trouble arose over an article in
it.

Stein’s paper.
The gun boat Mnchias has been ordered
from Norfolk, Va., to Boston, and will
sail this morning.

believed

to have been

fatally

in-

i’ jured.
FIRK IN HARRISON.
14.—Tbe store of Mrs.
and millinery stook of C.
Briggs, Harrison village,
were totally destroyed by flro las* night.
The loss is I85U0; insured for 82800.

Bridgton, March

S. H. Ricker,
E. & E. M.

JUDGE AND EDITOR FIGHT.
room

Whether itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, pimply, or blotchy, whether simple,
scrofulous, or hereditary, from infancy to age,
speedily cured by warm baths with Cuticura
Soap, gentle anointings with Cuticura (ointdoses
ment), tho great skin cure, and mild
blood
of Cuticura Resolvent, greatest of

purifiers

and humor

AMAZONAS

WILL

START

FOR

cures.

MAINE POSTMASTERS.
March 14.-Fourtb class

Washington,

postmasters have
lows for Maine:

been

appointed

as

B»bJ

*lem'

Paper Says

President Will

Be Told So.

HALE’S VIEWS-

Maine

Was

Blown

Up

By

HOPES HE WON’T BE EGGED INTO

Outside Agency.

WAR BY SPECULATORS.

who
Bangor, March 14.—Senator Hale,
in Bangor for a few days was interviewed by the Commercial today on the
is

Other

Vessel Will Follow at Earliest Pos-

Moment—Pack of Competent Naval Engineers—Marines 1).‘tailed for
sible

Newly Fitted Out Cruisers.

Washington, March 14.—A week’s negoations closed today with the purchase by
the Navy Department in London of the
two cruisers built and building at Elswick for the Brazilian goverment. Spanish agents had been striving to secure
these ships. The United States llag will
be hoisted over the new ships within a
weok probably, and as soon as tho crew
oan be put aboard thelAmazonas, she will

Spanish crisis.

here to be internot come
viewed,” said Senator Hale, “and I do
not want to be questioned about tho situ“I

did

ation
“You may say, however, that I do not
War is a great blunder.
believe in war.
It is a great crime. But I fear tho newspapers may drive us into it.”
“Are yon,” was asked, “in favor of a

rigid policy of statesmanship with
tion to this question?”

rela-

“Well,” was the reply, “that is a pretty broad and general question. I may say,
however, that I believe the best way to
avoid war is to be prepared for it.”
start for the United States.
Privately, to friends in the Bangor
The other vessel will follow at the earThe terms of sale house, to several of whom he spoke with
liest possible moment.
freedom, Senator Hale expressed the beare secret.

France.
in
struction
today that the two ships

desirable acquisitions

Mr.

Lane said

would
to the American
latest and best-

Spain

Advised Not to Fall Into

Laid
She

Any Trap

By Washington, and is Told That
Now

Has No

Serious

Reason for

declaring War.

London, March 14.—Tha Vienna

corre-

of the Times telegraph! an abstract of an article in the St. Petersburg
whioh he thinks “deNovoe Vremya,
"
as giving
an
sconattention
serves
rate account of the views and intentions
of at least three of the great powers.”

spondent

says the articles asssrt the United
aware that in declaring war
Is
against Spain they could not connt on
the approval of
any of the European
He

States

lief that

All, it alleges, would sympathize with Spain, if not actively, certainly by categorical protest against President McKinley’s conduct. This is well-

tunity

known

persons who had had an opporlook closely at the matter could
not believe that the Maine was destroyed
by other than an outside agency.
to

THE FERN

RETURNS-

Distributed Provisions lu

purchased

Trouble.

tuba

Without

powers.

at Madrid.
continues the

writer, it is
that Spain will not fall into the
trap laid by .Washington; for she has so
serious grounds for deolaring
far no
war, measure should at once be taken in
such
have
order that she
may not
Therefore,

hoped

In the future.
March 14.—The Fern grounds
The European representatives will notiarrived today from Cuba. Her trip was
fy the Washington government of their
products of the famous Armstrong yards. uneventful.
She reached Matanzas on
has
In
every respect,
opinion that war is not desirable and it
One ship is complete
once
at
and
began discharging is to be
her coal supply and ammunition on board Saturday
hoped that President McKinley
On shore
and steam can be raised at any time. provisions into the lighters.
realize the
will
disadvantage of such
this
Tliore will be no trouble In bringing
a few persons had gathered, but there was
general censure and will not allow himthe
force
from
an
adequate
into war by Amerioan
ship across as
no demonstration of any kind. The share self to be egged
local yards can be secured for tho servloe.
for Matanz.as was got rid speculators.
It is said the coal and ammunition on of provisions
GOOD SCHEME FOR ENGLAND.
board passed with the sale to the United of in a business-like way and the hern
States.
then sailed for Sagua Ua Grande, where
March 15.—The Vienna correThe ammunition is not all of the kind
London,
she same programme was gone through
in use by the United States. The other
spondent of the Standard declares that
BarConsul
States
take
United
on Sunday.
Austria and Germany sympathize with
ship has been launched, but it will
some time to make her ready for sea. Mr. ker boarded the Fern upon her arrival at
Spain, the former being actuated by
ties between the reigning bouses
Lane believes, however, that there will
was overjoyed to see an Ameri- family
Sagua.He
and the latteT by a grudge against the
be no difficulty in bringing her over im- can
ship once more, even though it was United States. The correspondent adds:
...oriintoiv
if desired to make the move
The consul said
Fern.
is so well only the little
Chinese
Question Is much more
The
without delay, as the hull
there were about 25,000 starving reeonStates than the
and
her
be
towed
could
she
that
along
The Fern will practical for the United
in his district.
oentrados
but America has no naval base in
own sail power utilized for the trip.
back with more provisions Cuban;
go
probably
not
make a peace
China. Why shouldSpain
A dangerous deficiency in the engiby Friday.
offering to theJUnitedStates of a naval
neer branoh of the navy has been brought
by
arrived
shells
which
and
The
torpedoes
station in the Philliplnes?
Spain would
to light in the fact that it is scarcely
were transferred today to Fort
of engineer offi- Saturday
lose nothing thereby. On the coatrary
possible to secure a staff
and considerable excitement was
Taylor
be
more
assured
the Philliplnes would
cers to bring back to the United States
rumors that they were being
abroad.
A raised over
to her than before, and Americans wonid
any of the ships purohased
officer
who
would
An
in
position.
placed
short time ago orders were given to rush be connected with such work, however, be enabled to act from that basis In
conjunction with England and Japan.”
work of putting the cruiser Chicago in denied the report and said:
‘1
shape for active service. The engineer in
Wo are not going to risk the usefulAUSTRIA’S CONCERN.
in
three
have
her
ready
chief planned to
ness of expensive explosives by premamonths, instead of six as was estimated. ture submersion. Ali these torpedoes can
London, March 14.—The Paris correTo do this he decided to work forces day
be laid in 24 hours.. If we laid them now spondent of the Times says: “According
and night and place an engineer offioer
be
liable
to
cornot
only
obtained from
good
they would
information
to
to stay there day and night.
aboard
but
everybody on the island sources the Austrian emperor is making
rosion,
Passed Assistant Engineer Dixon was would
idea of their position.
au
the
induce
get
to
efforts
European
chosen for the work, but he had not been The delicate
of these defense great
nature
powers to present to the United States
employed move than a week before it was torpedoes seems
hardly to have been the danger to Europe of their carrying
a
act
as
him
to
member
needed to detach
theorists as to the Maine exrealized
by
any further their Interference in Cuban
of the board appointed to examine auxilIt Is incomprehensible to me affairs.
Emperor William is seconding
This state of affairs has plosion.
iary cruisers
of
in time
of Emperor Francis.
The
the efforts
the that the Spanish government
been brought to the attention of
to
allowed
is aware of this
high power torpedoes
American government
House naval committee, but so far it is peace
of the water In HavaDa situation.
at
the
lie
mercy
feared without meeting the degree of suc- harbor. It
would be against the judgecess which was hoped for in the shape of
ment of all experts and the practice of all
an amendment increasing to the number
LOOK OUT FOR OUR NEWjGUNS.
governments, for nowadays these weapof engineer officers in the service.
ons con he landed at the shortest notice.
March 15.—The Daily News,
Col. Heywood, the commandunt of the
London,
think
Havana
don’t
“Although I
the “Great interest in
marine corps, today, made five details of harbor was mined, I do know there are commenting on
marines for cruisers now being repaired
experiment, now on its
in Morro castle and the naval the defensive
torpedoes!
There
are
two
commission.
for
in America,” said; “It is quite on
or ready
arsenal that can be put in position very trial
drafts of forty-five each for the Philadelthe cards that under the stimulus of danquickly.
out some
phia and the Charleston at Mare Island,
ger the Americans will turn
the
which
and of 52 for the Newark and Norfolk
wonderful
guns, beside
and
the
Columbia
mere
chilfor
be
30
each
PROJECTILES.
Maxim
will
of
FOR
and
BID
and two
Hotchkiss
dren’s play.
Minneapolis at League island.
N. F. Palmer, representing the QuinWashington, Mar. 14. —The bureau of
ACTIVITY AT SANDY HOOK.
tnrd Iron Works of New York, whloh ordnance of the war department opened
built the engines of the Maine was at the bids today for a large supply of armor
New York, Maroh 14.—The three hunnavy department today consulting with piercing projectiles and for 12,000,000
ordered to Sandy Hook
the officials respecting the conversion of rifle hall catridges.
The bid brought to- dred artillerymen
today.
were transferred to that point
vessels of the merchant marine into war
of
the
of
a'number
representatives
Preparations commenced early at Forts
craft. While not a shipbuilding firm, the gether
ammunition
and
steel
companies,
and Wadsworth. From each of
Quintavd works have done a great deal of some of which gave assuranco that in the Hamilton
these forts two batteries were sent to the
work on engines and interior fitting of
work
government
emergency,
Hook.
ships, which is just the class of work that present
over comUnder the direction of army engineers,
would be required in the case of auxiliary would he given the preference
hundreds of soldiers and workmen are
mercial orders.
cruisers.
buBy mounting guns, building ramparts
Because of a protest from some of the
“CONFIRMED IN WASHINGTON.
and laying other defences at the Hook.
western people, the Secretary of War has
such activity been
of
last
14.—The
order
March
his
week, changing
modified
reported Not since the war haswas
Washington,
no
cessation of
There
the names of the bounds of the military sale to the United States of the two Bra- seen there.
A train of ill
on
even
Sunday.
department to retain the name of the zilian cruisers, Amazonas and Admiral activity
loaded with a 12 inoh steel mortar is
Department of Missouri.
Brou, now receiving the finishing touohes cars
near the fortifications.
The two Brazilian vessels will be useful in an English ship yard, was confirmed lying on a siding
It arrived yesterday from the Waterville,
additions to the United States navy in here this afternoon.
work of erecting
The
oiihuv war nr npflf.fi in the ODinion of S*'cIt is learned also that Spain has not Ct., arsenal.
mortars is being rushed.
retary Long. They are Bteel sheathed and seoured the O’Higgins, and that Chili mounts for the and children under sixAll women
coppered, with twin screws and will be will not sell her to Spain.
have been ordered from
the first of the cruisers in our navy to
It is said furthermore that Spain has teen years of age,
The wives of many of the
embody that most useful feature of naval not, and cannot purchase ships from the Hook.
workmen left yesterday.
construction, 6heathing, for wbioh Chief either Chili or the Argentine Repnbiio.
Constructor Hichborn had worked earnestly for many years past. He finally sucthe
smaller
ceeded in having some of
gunboats constructed on this principle.
3ti00
tons
at
Is
rated
Amazonas
Tbo
displacement, with an indicated horse
under natural draught of 75U0,
power
which is calculated to develop twenty
While the ship is about the size
knots.
of the Charleston, she is muoh faster. Her
armament is also much more formidable,
not so much in calibre for the main battery is marie up of six six inch guns, but
they as well as the 4.7 inch guns are of
what is known as 6u calibre length, giving them an unusual range and power.
In addition they have ten six pounder
quick firing guns, four one pounders,
four Maxim machine guns and two boat
The torpedo tubes are
or field guns
three in number. Coal capacity 850 tons,
an effecting
vessels
the
steaming
giving
radius of 8000 knots, a most valuable feathe
ship to cross
ture as it would enable
and reoross the Atlantic without coaling.
Such a vessel used as a commerce destroybe vastly more effective than 4
er would
what appears to be more powerful craft
because of its ability to get along on long
cruises without touching at neutral ports
to coal, and thus exposing themselves to
The cruisers carry no armor in
capture.
the] ordinary sense, but the machinery is
protected from tlio fire of guns by an
arched steel deck just below the water
line, varying in thickness from 1-3 to 3-5
unusual
The battery has an
inches.
train being arranged to tire three ahead
and three astern of the principle guns.
be

navy,

as

they

were

the

,,

Key West, Fla.,

,,

Targe

p

INQUIRY

COURT

NOT

OVER-

WORKED.

GOLD FOR AMERICA.

Havana, March 14.— The day was sultry
and cloudy. During the morning there
wns no B66sion of the United States naval
court of inquiry into the Joss of the battleship Maine, the members of the court
sitting or, tho poop of the Mangrove,
discussing various matters in connection
ORDERED TO BATH.
with
their work.
Rumor is current
here to the effect that Italian warships
Washington, March 14.—Commander
this port, and it, is
to
arrive
at
W. I. Moore has been ordered to the Bath are about
further reported that the United States
Iron Works.

March 14.—The
S. Wr.,
American steamer Alameda sailed today
for Sau Francisco having on board .100,000 pounds in gold.

PaiJiu: Hair »d
boAP.
aurtsd by Cutacua*

the

Russian

fol

Vassalboro, Edgar M.
Dunham; Whitneyvllle, G. B. Bridgam.

Sidney, N.

akd Cu*m.
Is sold tl»roushout the world. Porrsn Drug
Cor-.. Solo Prop*.. Ronton.
free.
Piood
Humor,"
ib
Cure
How
Every

lowa

or the Indiana to this harbor to stay two
No cause is asigned for
or three hours.
the latter story nor can the_ report be continued officially.
ODe unidentified body was recovered
today from the wreck of the Maine.
Important factions of the autonomists
of Matanzas and Santa Clarn, representpart
inggill races, have agreed not to take next
in the general or local elections
month.

Thinks

CENTS.

THREE

I

government will send the battleship

SENATOR

The availability of the two Brazilian
ships was brought to tho attention of
the Navy Department by Mr. Lane, agent
Maxim Nordenfeldt oompany,
for the
was authorized to dispose of these
which
WHOLE
ships and two others in course of con-

IIALLOWELL’S NEW COUNCIL.

forms of blood

ate:
Edwin Parsons, to be collector of cuS'
toms for the district of Kennohunk, Me.

of

Sessions Yester-

Sena

Says There Can Be No Ad-

journment

Cruisers.

Rest.

Something Is Don© for

and

their intention to
the
There will be a tremendous rush
strike.
the
for coal with
opening of navigation
It is probable that the
lakes.
on the
Hocking Valley operators will sign the
than lose their share of
scale rather
spring business.

has been

NEW COTTON MILL FOR LEWISTON

tor Mason

Contracts Closed For the Brazilian

UNITED STATES RIGHT AWAY.

March 14.—It Is officially announced that the Marquis of Salisbury,
the primier and
minister of
foreign

Object

deter

APPROPRIATIONS.

the
not pay
miDers announce

COLLECTOR OF KENNEBUNK.
March 14.—The President
today sent this nomination to the Sen

Washington,

wind,

LORD SALISBURY'S ILNESS.

___

they will

Agency

direction of

and a return of the
council
weakness he has suffered from, following
Washington, March 14.—Tho early ad- attaok of he influenza supervened with the
the constables,
who are
Democrats.
Wm. Broadbent, the
of the Senate today following result that Sir.
journment
One of the constables on the temperance
after a two days’ vacation last week, led famous physioian, advised the premier to
ticket was also elected. The total vote
In the south of
to a general discussion about the prob- take a complete rest
is 753.
C. F. Moulton was unanimously
of early iinal adjournment and France. Mr. A. J. Balfour, the first lord
ability
elected moderator.
to development of the fact that there is of the treasury and government leader
Town Clerk—Charles W. Albes.
an active propaganda in that be- in the House of Commons, so far as neoquite
Seleotmen, etc.—George W. Hanson,
half. Senator Aldrich was among those cssary, is now dealing with the foreign
James H. Makin, Wm. H. Nason.
Treasurer—W. A. logg.
advocating office business.
in
who were outspoken
Town Agent—James M. Kicker.
Lord Salisbury’s temporary retirement
and he with others
early
adjournment
L.
School Committee—E.
Thompson,
at the present critical period will be the
nothing
was
were
there
that
Littlefield.
urging
Ella
MrB.
Ed. H. Emery,
subject of articles in all the morning
further Congress could do, by remaining papers tomorrow. The matter was much
Auditor—Fred B. Averill.
Truant Officers—W. C. Remiclc, M. H. in session,
to
the
appropri- discussed In the lobbies of Parliament
except
pass
this evening, many expressing fears that
Spinney.
ation bills.
Senators expressing those
S.
F.
P.
Rowe.
.Beal,
Constables—C.
Lord Salisbury
would be compelled to
views, generally took the position that it drop bis double duty as prime minister
Moses H. Libby, Jr., Fred W. Cousins.
to and
be
would
Road Commissioner—W. L. Moulton.
necessary in any event
foreign secretary.

Pennsylvania.

31 exchange Street
First Class American and Foreign Companies
Chas. C. Adavb.
Horace Andekson.
dec is
P eodtfl
Thus. J. Little.

given

TWO WAR SHIPS BOUGHT.

in this

Boston, 44, W, dear; New York, 40,
NW, clear; Philadelphia, 52, NW, clear;
Albany. 38,
Washington, 50, N, cltai;
clear;
w, clear;
Buffalo, 34, W,
Detroit, 36. NE, clear; Chicago, 46, SE,
Huron,
St.
clear;
Paul, 50, SE, clear;
Dak., 48, SE, cloudy; Bismarck, 39, E,
rain; Jacksonville, 70, SE, clear.

plete

a

o

SPECIAL KO TICKS-

Temperature,

the observa-

Premier Ordered to Go to France for Com-

Hughes
A.
to 13:
committee, the other members being J. cases by a strict party vote, 15
J. Crooker, city marshal; E. A. Jones,
B. Mayo and WT. Cushing.
road comAlthough the choice cf financial com- city treasurer; Samuel Derby,
mittee was made without ob ection the missioner; T. E Simonton, tax collector.

53!) Cougress St, Brown Block.

Mrs. L., (helping
overcoat) “Henry, dear, don’t forget to
telephone Foster’s people to send for
the carpet and curtains.”
“All right, I won’t forget.”

OF ADJOURNMENT.

Voted to consolidate after next year
cost the sum
the High schools at SarJord and Spring- not exceeding in aggregate
BELFAST’S QUIET ELECTION.
The national quarantine
of $2,025,000.
vale.
bill was made the order of business and
Belfast, March 14.—Tne city election
SARGENT’S GOOD THING.
issues
were
as no
was
will be taken on Wednesday.
very
quiet
today
Bangor, March 14.—D. A. Sargent was
pending and only the Republican ticket elected mayor of Brewer by a vote of 357, ;A ^resolution offered last Thursday by
Mr.'Chandler authorizing the committee
was in the field.
Mayor J. M. Fletcher
no opposition.
persons and
on naval affairs to send for
WES re-elected and the new city governIN- pacers in the course of the investigation
SOUND
ABBOTT'S
ment includes nearly all of the members MAYOR
of the Maine disaster was adopted.
The total
AUGURAL.
who hare served this year.
Senator Allen asked it the naval comvote was 257.
Watervillo, March 14.—Dr. C. W. Ab- mittee had done anything as provided
MEETING.
weeks ago
FOXCROFT TOWN
bott was this morning inaugurated may- for in his resolntion several
it had not. The conFoxcroft, March 14. —Foxcroft’s annual or of Waterville and delivered one of the iiDd was told that
ference report on the army appropriation
As
Ho
town meeting was held on Monday.
soundest addresses ever heard here.
bill was presented by Mr. Quay of Pennof
decision
since
the
held
first
this is the
recommonded the abolishment of the slvvania, and was agreed to.
town
the
responA number of bills of minor importance
the Law Court holding
liquor agency, cutting down police exsible for the Hale notes, there was consid- penses aud in illustrating his reason for were passed.
Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts called up a
erable excitement over the town meeting. the latter cited the expense of arrest, resolution reported
by him ffftm the
selecthe
was
for the
order
in
first
The
thing
convicting and jailing a man in Water- -udiciary committee, providing
the legislature of the vato
William P. Oakes,
tion of selectmen.
ville to be $36.09 compared with $3.95 ex- submission
rious states of a proposed amendment to
first selectman of last year, was re-elected pense for same work in Gardiner.
His
of the United States
the constitution
Arnold
John
vote.
a
three-fourths
were
the
by
views upon
temperance question
relative to tlio succession to the presiand Clinton Weston, new officers, were conservative.
dency.
At 2.40 p. m. the Senate went into exeelected second and third selectmen respecIn joiut session F. E. Brown was electcutive session and soon afterwards adtively, without opposition
ed city clerk; F. A. Knauff,treasurer and journed.
W. H. Ham wns re-elected treasurer, collector; Dr. L. G. Bunker, city phyThe
proceedings in the House today
devoid of
public interest.
were
W. E. Parsons, agent and auditor.
sician; H. D. Eaton, city solicitor; S. A. The utterly
to district of
time wa3 devoted
Edith Oake6 was eleoted superintendent Green, street commissioner; A. H. Planbusiness.
Columbia
comroad
and Hiram Davis
of schools
ted, ohief of fire department; R. A. Call
missioner.
THE WEATHERis appointed chief of police.
It was voted to choose a comittmee of
ROCKLAND CITY COUNCIL ORGANthree citizens, whose duty it shall bo to
IZES.
effect a settlement with the holders of
Rockland, March 14.—The new city govnotes against the town and the judgement
F. ernment organized today. Tho following
creditors of the town, and John
in most
was selected as chairman of such Republicans were elected to office

outstanding olaims against the

8.30

Senators Think That Holy Can Accomplish Little More.

The Pre-Cuban Senator*

PRICE

189^_iiaS^JffiiKSSi

slate of weather:

year.

article

marl

March
14.—Today's town
Sanford,
meeting was one of the most important
and largely attended in years Among
the
upon
important matters actsd

Rent of school room,

plurality, 515.
The Republicans elect
Yet?

PBESS.l

Breaking roads,
Discount on taxes,
mayor of Augusta by tho handsome plu- Street
lights,
J.
Thomas
over
votes
Lynch,
of
070
rality
Memorial day,
was
Haynes, Fire department,
Democrat. Tho total vote
46. Free high school,
1255; Lynch, 585; Thompson, Pro.,
School books,
The vote was the largest on record and Insurance and
repairs in school
on
officer
elected
every
the Republicans
houses,
MAYOR BEAL AGAIN.
BaDgor, March 14.—The city election
today resulted in the election £of F. O.
as mayor over John R.

a

[SPECIAL

atS p. in., meridian time,
tion for each section being

AN ACTIVE PROPAGANDA IN FAVOR

Common schools,

REPUBLICAN VOTE.

their tickets.

Have

TO THE

bureau for yesterday, March 14, taken

order:

was

Candidate Slone Elected

15,

I

gretted

liable for these judgments and the
note holders must have their money. He
asked the citizens not to tie the hands of
been
the oommlttso
which had just

MORNING, MARCH

._

■

aroused some strife. Willis Parsons in an
eloquent speech, said that no one reit more than he, yet the town
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ST. LOUIS MAY NOT SAIL.
Bom d

of

Auxiliary Cruisers Looked at

American Line Steamers Yesterday.
New York, March 14.—The board of
auxiliary cruisers for the United States
navy, which was appointed to acquire

ships of the merchant marine for
the

event of

war, met for

use

in

organization

today.

The special board organized with the
-loction of Captain Frederick Rodgers
and
of the naval Doard of inspection
survey as president, Lieutenant Sargent,
recorder of the I>oard of inspection, and
secretary, and Lieutenant Commander
Kelly, as advisor.
The board inspected the St. Louis and
the New York of the American line this
afternoon. The visit to the Si. Louis was
brief. The steamship has been construoled
under supervision of naval experts and
all of the officers, composing the board
The New
were familiar with the plans.
York was constructed when the company
sailed its ships under the British flag.
The New York was at one time in the
reserve of the British admiralty and was
built under the supervision of English
officers. The inspection of all vessels on
whi h the government has option by reason of the subsidy act, will be proceeded
with as rapidly as possible.
Clement A. Griscom, president of the
Navigation company, owners of the
American line, was in consultation with
the board today with reference to the St.
Louis. What result this consultation had
It was said by a
could not be learned.
member of the board that nothing had
is still adLouis
St.
The
been decided. "1_K»4U
s

vci un' u

ouii

New Haven. March 14.—Preparations
are going In at the Winchester Arms Repeating company factory in this city, that
indicate the factory will be set running
Re
twenty-four hours a day at once.
ports arc current tnat tho government
had placed a big demand for a largo additional order of Doe rifles for tho navy
with the W inchester company and that
ammunition is also being heavily ordered.
Last week the officials of the company
made a round of tho departments and
asked tho head of each one what shape his
department was in to begin running
without cessation, day and night. Most
of them replied that with little change,
they would be ready for running twentyTho alterations have
four hours a day.
been made and it looks as if the faotory
would be put on three gangs as once and
ruD night and day.

AMMUNITION FOR PENSACOLA.

TRAIN ATTACKED IN CUBA.

Academy of Medicine Discusses Subject of
Weights and Measures.

—

gal regime.’’

of
Champions of the metric system
weights and measures had full sway last
evening, at tho monthly meeting of the were curtly replied
Maine Academy of Medicino. Dr. Wedge- vious speakers,

March 14.—The Spanish
minister. Senor Polo y Bernabe received
a number of
dispatches today from the
minister of state at Madrid and from
Captain-General Blanco.
Those from Gen. Blanco were reassuring In tone, and stated that the situation
at Havana and throughout the island was
quiet and satisfactory. The minister of
state cabled saying in substanoo:
“The uprising in the Phillippines is so
insignificant that it will be ended by the
time you receive this.”
Senor Polo did not have occasion to
visit the state department today.

Washington,

of the pre-

printed

"Origin and development of some com- hour was then passed in speochmaking
mon standards of weight and measure,’’ and sociability.
but the whole burden of the discussion
of
in favor of a universal} adoption
metrio system. There was only one
man In the whole assemblage who had tho
courage to take tho negative side of the

SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS.

was

the

Association

The Maine

debate, and he was promptly and effectively squelched.

at

First

Baptist

Clinrctr.

globe
the objections raised by opponents of the
have metric system, and, one by one, refuted

March 14—Orders
been sent to Commodore Howell, comthe
European station to send
manding
a
force of men from the San Francisco
to take possession of and hoist the United
States flag on the Brazilian ship that
is ready to go into commission at NewThis will prevent any difficulty
castle.
In case hostilities should break out, as
the ship would he under the flag, but lying In a friendly harbor.

Washington,

CONTRACT

SIGNED

FOR

NEW

SHIPS.

them.
Mr.

Percy H. Rlohardson of Portland,
speaking from the standpoint of a civil
engineer, said the decimal system is already in constant use in that profession,
and would be exclusively used were it
not for the faot that other lines of busiand professions with which civil
ness
engineering comes in close contact are
not ready to adopt tho new system. He

teaching the metrio system
London, March 14.—The Brazilian min- to the children and advocated a passage
warthe
that
the
ister conflrms
report
Congress of a measure to make its
ships Amazonas and Admiral Brou have by
been sold to the United States government. The contract Is to be signed today,
and the Brazilian officers and crew now
board the Amazonas will return to
on
Brazil by the next mail steamers bound
for that country.

RECRUITS FOR THE NAVY.
xjosioij,

iuaxuu

x*.

— iuo

Wabash was crowded today with applidesired to enlist.
Up to 8
cants who
o'clock this afternoon not less than 200
had taken the examination, but out of
than a dozen
not more
this number
passed as such a high standard is re-

$500; contingent, $450; common schools,
oi his Cuban trip.
$1350; repairs
Proctor called at the 3200;ffree high sohools,school
Senator
Liter
books, $400;
on school houses, $900;
W hite House and had quite an extended
Memorial day, $50.
the President to whom

SPANISH SQUADRON SAILS.

by

some

The
Dr. Frank E. Sleeper of Sabattus was
wood of Lewiston was in the chair.
topic for consideration, as announced eleoted to membership in the academy.
A lunch followed the meeting, and an
call for the meeting was
on the

believed

in

adoption compulsory.

Pharmacy Commissioner D. W. Heseltine of Portland advocated the metrio system because of its accuracy and unlimited adaptibility.
Postmaster George L. Swett gave some
Information in reference to the use of the
metrio system in foreign mails department

It was voted to allow the street commissioners $2 perIday and $1.50 for team
and to pay 35 cents per hour for man and
team for work on highways. The amount
of
appropriations were out from former
y. ars.

POLAND.

Poland, Maroh 14.—At the municipal
election held here today, the following
Moderator,
town officers were elected:
R. M. Fernald R.; clerk and treasurer,
J. I.
selectmen,
F. A. Pulsifor, R.;
R., V. P. Waterhouse, D.,
Chipman,
E. (i. Knight, R.; road commissioner,
.1. Brown, D.; supervisor of
Horaoe
sohools, Charles L. Pulsifer, R.; school
oommittee, F. B. Shackford, R., M. C.
Davis, D., S. L. Littlefield, R.; auditor,
O. H. Guptill: collector, L. T. Brown.
The
following appropriations were
made: Common schools, $2750; free high
school, $260; school text books, $00; roads
and bridges, $2000; breaking roads, $1000;
support of poor, $1500; contingent expenses, $1200; to pay bonds, $2000; collector’s coin, and abatements,
$500; for
Memorial day, $20.
GLOUCESTER.

Gloucester, March 14.—P. W. Winslow
moderator; N. P. Haskell, town clerk;
John W. True, James M.
Thompson,
Ruel W. Fogg, selectmen; Seth F. Sweetand treasurer; Seth F.
collector
sir,
Sw’eetsir, superintendent of Sohools;
Drank Marston, road commissioners; all
are

Republicans.
ALFRED.

Selectmen—Richard S. Stanley, Lucius
M. Perkins, Seavey D. Emery.
Town Clerk—Geo. M. Phoenix.
Treasurer—Laughton M. Sayward.
Agent—Melville H. Walker.
Auditor—Dr. Charles K. Lander.
Road Commissioner—Ezra H. Clark.
Town Agent—Melville H. Walker.
Sohool Committee—Rev. T. C. Chapman, James E. Hewey, Charles B. Brooks.
All Republicans,land elected by majorities
ranging from 55 to 70. Appropriations were made aggregating $300.

George

of the post office.

H.

Archibald, Montreal.

Peters of the tion of the child’s nature, and above all,
Portland company gave an insight in- the power of the Holy Spirit in the teachto the building of locomotives and steam er. There must be this in dwelling off the
engines, and showed how necessary the spirit for without it, there can be no

Superintendent Samuel

metrio

system of measurements

comes

into play.
Dr. Spaulding read an especially interesting paper on the subject under discussion. He went deeper into the details
than some of the other
of the system
speakers had done. He had found the
metrio
system the most convenient for

teacher sent from God. Mr. Archibald
read several verses from “John,” to enforce is view of the subject. This reading
was followed by prayer and singing, After

which came the conference, as to the diffiThe method for
culties to be overcome.
getting at those difficulties was a very
effectual.
novel one, and proved most
use in his profession.
Slips of paper were passed to each person
Dr. If. W. Searle, Mr. John Calvin Stev- as she passed in, and on these was writof ten the
ens, Dr. A. K. P. Meserve, Dr. Elwell
question or the difficulty, which
'Bogus and Dr. Holt of Portland indorsed had come to her in her work.
this
Judge Strout and
the metrio system.
questions was
Among the

“Ought thore to be

one:

The

When a man has a chance
to escape from prison he
doesn’t stop to argue about
it; he breaks out as quickly
He knows
as ever he can.
that every moment’s delay
may lessen his chances of escape ; but when a man is sick
he too often postpones liis
opportunity of getting well
and says;
“O, perhaps I’ll
be better neat week" or
“next month.”
The weeks and months go
on and every day his chance
of escaping from the dungeon
disease grows smaller.
Golden Medical Discovery” originated by Dr.
R.V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.Y.,
offers a certain means of resto every man and woman
is suffering from any
form of weakness or disease
due to imperfect nutrition.
This marvelous “Discovery”
creates

more

than five

a class?”
From this grew the disoussion that It
depended on the age, or character "of the
boys, and tho age, or ability of the teaoher. Mr. Archibald advocated very strongprimary
ly the young teachers for the

boys in

Escape.

good appetite, good

digestion, good blood, good
It gives
health.
solid flesh, musc u 1 a r
strength,
A
.^steady

a

olasses and also advocated as strongly the
graded system of classes for efficient Sunday school work. The reason that there
teachers in the Sunday
also discussed, the general
feeling seemed to be that young people
felt themselves to be incompetent. This
difficulty should bo obviated by normal

are

not

schools

more

was

classes, and conferences among teachers,
for

Archibald felt that teachers
more from their pupils,

Mr.

always gained
than the

pupils

from the teachers.

The

Mrs.
meeting closed with singing and
Fred Brunell was the accompanist for the
afternoon.
Another interesitng conference of the
Sunday school Teachers association was
held last evening, and Mr. Archibald’s
subject for the devotional part of the

meeting was the cleansing power of the
Holy Spirit.
The session was opened by the singing
of several hymns, followed by a prayer
from Mr. Douglas.
The speaker mado an interesting point
in illustrating the power of tho Spirit, ns
to the forms in which it was represented

leriiry

London, March 14. —A special despatoh
from Cadiz announces that the Spanish
squadron has sailed from that port.
It is understood that the Spanish warships are going to Porto Rioo, where they
will await the orders of Captain General
Bianco.
J I)u departure of theUnited States warships Helena and Bancroft in a southerly direction from Lisbon may possibly
debo connected with the simultaneous
parture of the Spanish squadron from
Cadiz, which is situated on the southern
coast of Spain.
Rumors have it that the Bancroft and
Helena may follow the Spanish ships
across the Atlantic.
The despatch adds that enthusiastic
crowds of people gathered to bid farewell
to the Spanish war vessels
s POLO HEARS FROM BLANCO.

to

CREW FOR THE AMAZONAS.

Havana, Maroh 14—The train from Matauzas for Havana when near Jaracoa, quired.
miles out, was fired on this
about 25
TOWN ELECTIONS.
evening and three men wounded. Mr.
Geo. Barnuin, an American of SavanFREEPORT.
nah, received a slight wound in the arms.
town
The
secretary of the Matanzas municiFreeport, March 14.—Annual
Mrs.
wounded.
was severely
The vote for
pality
meeting was held today.
at
the
her
husband
with
was
Barnuin
town officers was as follows: Moderator,
time.
E. S.
Soule, 106; H. C. Brewer, 154.
According to advices from Matanzas it Clerk, A. W.
Mitchell.
Selectmen,
from
of
the
stores
i
hoped to get some
eto., H. S. Talbot, 154; Horace Rogers.
but
distributed
tomorrow,
Fern
the
140; C. L. Orne. 85;, John Lunt, 165;
many hitches are in the way and work Alraon G. Rogers, 130.
Treasurer, C.
may not be completed before Wednesday. C. Wiggln,
Auditor, Wm. A. Davis.
W.
H. Soule, E. E.
Sohool committee,
BEFORE NAVAL COMMITTEE.
Rufus Randall.
Supervisor,
March
14.—Secretary Pinkham,
Washington,
Tax
collector, J. F.
E. C. Townsend.
Long, Chief Engineer Melville, Surgeon Litchfield. Road commissioner, E. E.
General Van Reypen, Captain O’Neil
The
Morton, 101; Henry Curtis, 228.
and Chief of Ordinance and Paymaster
Citizens Elected a full board of selectmen
General Stewart of the navy, were before
on
both
was
tickets,
except Mr. Orne,who
the House committee on naval affairs
all other officers were Republioans. This
today to explain omeestimates they made was a very large and interesting meeting.
for the naval appropriation bill. Nothing
The total amount of money raised was
was said about
battleships or dry docks. as follows: To complete the high school,
of
The main point
Secretary Long’s
$606.66; for support of common sohools,
bearing was a suggestion to raise the age $2500; for heating common schools, $600;
limit of entrance to the servicejof the offi- for
support high school, $1500; for heating
to 30.
cers of the medical oorps from 31
high school, $150; for sohool books and
This, however, had already been done by supplies. $450; for repairs on sohool
The raising of the limit
the committee.
$400; for roads and bridges, $0000;
will result in a material Increase in the houses,
for support of poor, $2500; for repairs on
number of officers in the branoh of the
town building, $300; for contingent exChief Engineer Melville called
service.
$100;
$1000; for Memorial day,
for an inorease in the engineer corps of penses,
for
moving
for water rental, $1000;
the n&vy which he said was imperatively
$26; for fire department,
He asked that provisions be school house,
needed.
total, $16,331.66.
made for seventy-five more assistant en- $200;
Is $1,931.60 more than
amount
This
It was also pointed out that a
gineers.
The rate for colwas raised last year.
number of assistant pay masters was
taxes was fixed at 1 1-2 per cent.
defioient by twenty. An appropriation lecting
When the hearing was
GORHAM.
was asked for.
closed the oommittee began the considerMarch
14.—The adjourned
Gorham,
ation of the establishment of new dry
for the election of street
docks and entered into a long discussion town meeting
commissioner passed off quietly yesterday.
as to the relative merits of the repsective
hod been put in the past
The Much work
cities asking for the dry docks.
the candidates,and their friends,
committee finally adjourned until tomor- week by
The whole
and a large vote was polled.
row without aeoiding any of the
quesnumber of votes east was 492. Frank P.
tions before it.
G. AlCharles
bad
230;
Johnson, Rep.,
Mr. Alden the
INSURGENTS IN GOOD SHAPE.
den, Ind. Rep., had 263.
successful candidate was Mr. Johnson’s
Washington, March 14—Senator Proc- opponent at the Republican caucus, but
t r called at the war department
today was defeated. Mr. Alden then ran indeHe was given
to see Secretary Alger.
npodentlv which resulted in his election.
pr'Terence over a Dumber of persons,
The
following appropriations were
WHO were waiting in ira reoepuiuu ruum
voted: Outstanding bills, $3000; support
for nearly half hour reolted to hec- of
a
poor, *1000; highways, $3500; bridges,
Alger the events and observations

conference with
he narrated his observations in Cuba.
Col llyron M. Parker, one of the leading business men of Washington, who acSenator Proctor in his recent
c itnpanied
visit to Cuba, said today that the Amer ouns on the island had no donbt that
tie disaster to the Maine was caused
through Spanish agency.
Their belief, however, he said, could
not be traced to any authoritative source.
The insurgents, CoL Parker thought,
were in better shape than ever before and
would be able to accomplish their independence in time.

Col. F. N. Dow spoke briefly on the subject. Dr. S. P. Warren didn’t believe
the metric system would over be used by
the present generation, and could see no
shonld be,
sufficient reason
why it
though hej had no objection- to its adoption by the next generation. His remarks

schooner
l.he
Pensacola, March
The first address was an able and inwith a
Josephine Mehstelr ;has arrived
The opening meeting of the Maine Sunteresting one by Mr. C. O. Caswell. He
large quantity of shot and shell for the
Teachers’ association, which
A large lot of dwelt at
some length on the origin of day school
forts and batteries here.
over
through four days of this
and meisure, and is to bo had
powder for the government arrived
standards of
weight
the L. 0Dd N. R. R. today and two car
at three o’olock on Monday
and
week,
opened
changes
up
traced
the
development
The
loads of torpedoes arrived tonight.
Then he presented afternoon at the First Baptist ohurch.
movement of troops from Fort Barranoas to the present time.
is- a forceful argument in favor of a nationThe convention was inaugurated by a
Rosa
on
Santa
batteries
to the heavy
land began today. This is preparatory to al
of tho metric system, and a service of song, followed with an invocaadoption
gune
practice with the big disappearing
Air. Ayres, and in the
compulsory use of It by the American tion from Rev.
which is expected to begin this week.
Mr.
reading of Scriptures by
Ueorge
people.
INSURGENT LEADERS KILLED.
Prof.
W. C. Strong of Bates college, Archibald, the general secretary of the
Madrid, March 14.—A great sensation was the next speaker. He uses exclusive- association.
has been caused here by an official disMr. Archibald has a moat helpful and
in- ly in the college laboratory the metric
patch from Havana saying that the and
system, while in his mechanical work- earnest way of bringing his ideas before
surgent leaders Cavite, Alvares
with the same institu- the teachers, and they, in their turn,
Nunez have been killed by other insur- shop connected
gents while the former were on their tion the old English system of standards were equally earnest and respoijsire. Mr.
the
way to tender their submission to
He was very enthusiastic in his Archibald’s interpretation of><tlfe teachis used.
Spanish. Official circles here claim that advocaoy of
supplanting of the com- ing of the Soripture to the child whs nathe action of Cayite and his companions
in use by the system whioh turally through a sympathetic appreciais proof that an important section of the mon system"
countries of the
insurgents is anxious to accept the “le- nearly all the civilized
He cited some of
have adopted.
14.

—

official of the company
an
admitted by
that he did not know whether or not she
Commander
Kelley deLieut,
would.
clined to say that the steamer would be
held in this port.

METRIC SYSTEM FAVORED.

RUN

Mr. Frank A. Startz, of Fayetteville, Fayette
It
Co., Texas, writes in a letter to Dr. Pierce:
affords me pleasure to testify to the remarkable
curative power of Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Discovery. I was severely afflicted with trouble
in my lungs
spitting up blood, and was so
weak I was unable to continue my work. I
tried several remedies which gave me no relief,
and I had commenced to think there was no
hope for me. Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery was recommended to me so I tried it and
at once, and was soon able to
began to
I consider it a wonderful mediresume work.
cine.”
—

improve

Every man who wants to save doctor’s
bills should send 21 one-cent stamps, the
cost of mailing only, to Dr. R. V. Pierce,
Buffalo, N. Y.. for a copy of his 1000-page
illustrated book,“Common Sense Medical
Adviser,” in paper covers; or 31 stamps
for cloth-bound copy.

WORMS

^ Hundreds of Children and adults have

worms
diseases. The sympwith a variable ap-
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PIN WORM

it came to Cornelius, the
other times
Gentile, and to the Samaritan, proving,
that it came to all races, Jews, Gentiles
Mr. Arohibnld spoke
and Samaritans.
with great fervor and earnestness, impressing upon his hearers the necessity of

having this God-given spirit dwelling in
them.
The

Speaker referred to the questions
which had been sent to him, at the afternoon meeting, stating that most of them
seemed to be in regard to the best method
of holding the attention of the pupils.
The secret of holding their attention
seemed to the speaker the power of inakFrom this Mr. Arch!-'
ing them think.
bald gave a little talk upon the force of

example

as

teachers, and illus-

trating certain laws of teaching, brought
in a very interesting
the
way,
method of adaptation. This soientiAo law
of teaching, working from the known to
the unknown. Mr. Archibald has
evi-

^ out

^

true’s
i ELIXIR

2

oost.as Are—the oleanslng power—The two

our own

but are treated for other
toms are
indigestion,
a]
petite; foul tougue; offensive breath; hard and £
full belly with occasional gripings and pains
m
%
sensation
Hi about the avel; heat and itching
W the rectum and about the anns; eyes heavy and ^
k dull; itching of the nose; short, dry cough; W
grinding of the teeth; starting during sleep; a
slow fever; and often in children, convulsions.

SS^

it oame to tmrist in the
,n the Bible,
form of a dove—the emblem of purity.
To the Disolples at the feast of the Penti-

nn
|

the greatest ability as a teacher,
and his talk was full of suggestions, full
of little stories of his experience ae a
showing how muoh tact and
teaoher,
it is necessary to have in to

dently

2 sympathy

2

i« the best worm remedy made. T,tpc
It has been in iihc 46years,
is purely vegetable, harmless and effectual. %
Where nc worm; are present it acts as a Tonic,
and corrects the condition of the mucous mem- V,
brane of the stomach and bowels. A positive C
cure for Constipation aod Biliousness, and a valuable remedy in all the common complaints of
children. Price 35o. Ask your druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.
%
Special treatment for TapeWonns. Write for free pamphlet S
jTjTJJTS
-—

\

2
J
^

train children rightly.
The servloe closed with singing, Mr.
Ayres pronounced the blessing.
The programme for tomorrow
afterThree o’olook,
noon will be:

praise,

3.30, the Jart of
continued.
Evening, 7.30,
teaching
praise, Bible reading, prayer. How shall
we teaoh, train and punish our children 1
Parents are especially invited.
Bible reading,

prayer;

uf0R RANDALL’S ADDRESS
Goad Financial

Showing Notwithstanding Large Expenses.

will be able to get control of this
land in the near future on terms satisfactory to the city.
The Grove street entrance of the Oaks
is about completed, and the park commissioners have under consideration plans
loot of
entrauce at the
for a
we

proposed
State street, consisting of an ornamental tower forty feet high with gateway
and pavilion attached, which has my
will
hearty approval, and I trust you
make
pose.

a

special appropriation

for

that pur-

Early last season my attention was
called "to the neglected condition of the
the year
CHEMICAL ENGINE RECOMMENDED Western Cometery, and during
coniderable improvement has been made.
the
and
built
been
yard
FOR WARD ONF.
A new fence has
While we
put in a more tidy condition.
our parks let us not negarc beautifying
lect the iast resting place of our belovod
dead, and I recommend that during the
School
House
Emerson
Nearly Completed summer a custodian be employed in the
cemeteries to keep
—Monument Street, Park Street and Eastern and .Western
them in order and to point out to strangIt rackett Street School Houses Must he ers
places of historical interest.
Replaced—Intercepting Sewer
tended

This

to

Year—Monument

be Exto

POLICE.

the

The city of Portland has the reputation
being one of the most orderly cities in
the land, a city where the oitizens may
The following is Mayor Randall’s ad- walk the streets day or night free from
This is duo to the
or molestation.
dress to the City Council delivered yes- insult
high moral character of our people aud
terday :
also to our very efficient police force.
Gentlemen of the City Council:—
The past year has been one of unusual
Ifor the seoond time it becomes my activity for the force, and I have only
to
sum
bit
to
honor
duty, and I have the
praise for the way the department handled
this honorable board, the Mayor’s annual the crowds that visited our city last sumIt reflects great credit on the offimer.
address,
At the commencement I wish to thank cers and members of the force and honor
have
on the city.
my fellow citizens for the honor they
done me and the confidence they place in
SUPPORT OF POOR.
me in a second time electing mo to the
r.nd I pledge
of
office
This
has
been an unuually hard winter
Mayor,
important
Our appropriato them and to you, gentlemen of the for the unfortunate poor.
of
to
the
duties
I
will
tion of $30,000 was exhausted early in
give
council, that
I
of
whatever
ability
dollars
office
possess,
and
several
tnousand
the
February,
aud will in every way protect the city’s more will be required before the end of
cannot
But we
interests as I would my own. And to the municipal year.
this end I ask your hearty co-operation. afford to be niggardly in this matter, and
and
are
to
desire
of
the
you
the
wards
also
congratulate
see
city
must
that
I
on
the prosperity properly cared for even if we have to curyour fellow citizens
chat has attend our beloved oity during tuil in other directions. I commend the
Che year just passed. It has been one of department to your especial care.
unusunl activity, and one, that on account
LAW DEPARTMENT.
of the many notable events that have
taken place, has drawn large crowds of
One of the most important departments
people to our shores and has advertised of the city is the law department. In my
us far and near as one of the most beautiopinion all orders of any importance
ful, enterprising and prosperous cities in should be submitted to the solicitor before
the land.
being introduced, in order that they may
The city
The reception and entertainment ex- be properIv and legally drawn.
nnd
crew
of
officers
her
to
the
tended
solicitor, Mr. Carroll W. Morrill, has had
Majesty’s ship “Pallas,” on the occasion a large amount of imi ortant matters subof her visit to Portland in June, was an mitted to him the past year, and he has
act of international comity, well worthy attended to it with marked ability and
with great benefit to the city.
of tho Fourth of July, the grand Pythian
OVERHEAD WIRESconvention and parade, the New England
Fair and visit of the North Atlantic
A matter that should receive your atSquadron, the Firemen’s muster and es- tention is that of poles and overhead
During the last
pecially the grand Musioal Festival, were wires in our streets.
events of whioh any city might he proud. great storm, which prostrated the wires
shall
oontinue
we
this
year in Boston and throughout southern New
And I hope
more
to encourage everything that will increase England, we
escaped trouble
our reputation abroad and our importance through luck than anything else.
among the cities of the country, and to
The city electrician informs me that
and
this end if necessary, make liberal ap- the poles are old and overloaded,
recommends that all wire be put under
propriations.
You, gentlemen, and myself have been ground as soon as possible. The New
selected by our fellow-citizens to transact England Telephone and Telegraph comin
the business and protect the interests of pany has already looated conduits
this fair city the coming year. It is both several streets and will do more this sumchosen. mer.
an honor and a pleasure to be so
Let us therefore.; pledge to our constituThe Postal Telegraph com pauy has
ents and to each other our best endeavors also just petitioned to do likewise. I earto give them an economical and business- nestly hope that you will consider this
like administration.
matter at an early date and compel all
In accordance with the usual custom I
corporations having overhead wires to
review
of
a
brief
the
adsubmit
beg to
put them under ground,as far as possible.
ministration of municipal affairs the past
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
year, together with a few recommendations to which I hope you will later give
No department of the oity Is of more
attention.
your careful
Importance and should receive more careful attention than the fire department.
FINANCE.
To its efficiency we often owe not only
I am glad to be able t3 report that the the
protection of our property but our
financial affairs of the city have been lives as well.
The ohief reports the deseen
as
will
the
be
past year
prosperous
partment in good condition but recombv the follow ing account of the finances mends that a combination truck
and
as furnished by the city treasurer.
ohemical engine be purchased for the
Bonded debt of the City of Portland:
better protection of property iu ward one.
The gross olty debt, March
This I also approve and hope we may be
$2,769,050.00
81, 1897,wras
able to carry out his suggestion at an
Amount of sinking fund,
early day.
assets and trust funds,
1,503,360.00
PUBLIC WORKS.
Maine at Fort Alien Park

Suggested.

of

_

The department ofgpublio works has had
Net debt,
1,253,690.00
under construction, during the past year,
Included in the gross debt were:
a
5,000.00
very large amount of important work
Bonds due September 1, 1896,
Bonds due Maroh 1, 1897,
120,500.00 in streets and bridges, as will appear by
Bonds due July 1, 1897,
416,000.00 the following items furnished by the
commissioners.

541,500.00
Of these bonds there have
been presented and paid,

TUKEY’S BRIDGE.

way called D stroet and thence over D
street to the Eatern Promenade.
As this street had never been constructed
and coulrl not be opened to travel except
it great expense, the Board of Aldermen
an
October 11th. 1897, passed an order
Trunk Kailway pergiving the Grand
mission to temporarily use a portion of
She street for track purposes.
Early in February, 1898, a petition
Win. W. Brown
was received from Mr.
tnd others asking that a part of East
The
Commercial street be discontinued.
'ommitt™ on laying out new streets to
whom this petition was referred, gave a
hearing to the parties interested on
February 20, after which they voted to
recommend to the City Council that the
itroet be discontinued from D street to
She southerly line of East Cutter street,
ind from the northerly line of Congress
street to the northerly lino of land of
the heirs of Elbridge Gerry and others.
The order of discontinuance was passed
bytho City Council and approved March
Eh, 1898. Length of street discontinued,
ibout 2360 feet. No;damages awarded.
"SThe action of tne city council in this
and
respect 1 think was a wise one,
Grand
while it will greatly assist the
Trunk Railway in its facilitio3 for handling freight, it will redound to the.benefit of the city.
On petition of BurnFranklin street.
barn & Morrill and others Franklin street
between Fore and Commercial streets,
has been widened on its westerly side 15
48
feet, making the width of the streot
May
feet. Order of widening approved
1th, 1897. Amount of damages awarded

S3,945.00.

of Arthur E. Maries, et
of the property known as
Fessenden Park, four streets were laid
out across the property from Deering avThese streets
enue to Brighton avenue.
open up ajlarge tract of land for building
and several residences have
purposes,
Two of the streets,
already been built.
been
and
Holwell
Hawthorne, have
and
sewers constructed.
roughly graded
Dartmouth street has not been opened
and Haywood street has been discontinued. No damages were awarded.
on
On petition of property owners
Long Island, the main avanue has been
extended, 30 feet wide, across land of
This
Charles E. Cushing and others.
street was constructed lute in the srason
at an expense of 1400.
SEWERS.
The total length of all sewers built
during the year was 3909.7 feet, at an expense of $4,969.20, an average cost of
The sewers were
$1.65 per linear foot.
from eight to eighteen feet in diameter,
and those in Hollwell and Hawthorne
streets were built through difficult ledge.
Sewers have been rebuilt in Mountfort,
On
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No Muss.No Trouble.
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|p WASHES
AT ONE

•1

..

and

DYES|

P

OPERATION

ANY COLOR.

I

Cleanest, Fastest Dye for «S
Soiled or Faded Shirt Waists,p
Blouses, Ribbons, Curtains, Under-;!
linen, etc., whether Silk, Satin,p

ITha

Cotton

or

P

Wool.
■-

by Grocers
mailed free
Druggists,
for 15 cents:

Sold in All Colors

p

andp

or

S;

p

DEPOT,%

% Address.

TUB MAYPOLE SOAP
127 Duaae Street, blew York.

§

|

A SARDINE TRUST.
A

Big Combine Will Henceforth Bile the
Tittle Fifth?* in He.

111

thocostjof

$754.65. Forty-three uew; catch
basins have been built, and sixteen rebuilt, at an expense of $4,685.91. The
cleaning and flashing of sewers and
catch basins has been earr ed on as usual
The total expenses
at a cost of $3,872.23.
of
the sewer
department for eleven
months ending February 28, 1898, were

S. G. Stevens, of the Brooklin Packing
Co., at Brooklin, Me., was in Bangor
Thursday on hi3 way to New York frt*“
where he has jus.
a trip along the coast,
completed one of the biggest deals made

$16,733,65.

ens

NORTH SIDE INTERCEPTING SEWER.
Owing to the large demands on the city
for work during the past year It was Impossible to provide for the extension of
This sewer as
sewer.
the Intercepting
built extends from the end of the solid
of Washingeast
11)1 on the Marginal Way
ton street In a westerly and southerly di
rectiou through the Marginal Way and
Anderson street about 2600 feet to Gould
street. The sewer already Is really an outlet section and affords no relief to the
northerly slope of the city. It Is recommended that the sewer be extended during the coming season to Linooln street.
'Through no fault of the oity authorities
the relief sewer across the Grand Trunk
railway yard has not yet been constructed
Franklin
A sewer la needed through
Commercial to Fore and
street from
should be constructed before any permanent surface work Is done, T)|? sewer
would take the plaoe of the old f Hampshire street sewer, whioh Is located across
private lands and under buildings. The
old sewer ls’in bad condition, both as [ regards construction and grades, and can
be kept in repair only at great expense.

STREETS.
The total expenditure in the street department for eleven months ending Feb
Of this
ruary 28, 1898, was $80,672.00.
amount $45,360.62 was applied directly to
labor, as shown by pay rolls; $21,637.93
and sidewalk
for street
was expended
materialfand labor not included in pay
roils; $4,697.45 for bridges; $796.66 for
office expenses and $8,177.37 for the stable
aDd team account.
on the
Granite paviDg has been laid
easterly side of Market street from Fore
from
Exohange to
to Sliddle, Fore street
Plum, Chapel street from Congress to
Cumberland, Center street from Cobb’s
Court to Fore street, and on the northerly
side of Congress street from Washington
street to a point opposite Ponce street, at
an espouse of $4,661.91.
on
Macadam pavement has been luid
Pearl street from Cumberland to Oxford,
Oak
and
Center
to
from
street
Free
Brackett street from Cushman to Spring,
at a cost of$$4,081.77.
has
A large amount of 6idewalk work
been done during the year, inoluding 9860
feet of new brick and artificial stone walk
8 210 feet of walk relaid, 9,740 feet of new
8.819
cobble and briok gutter laid, and
feet relaid.
made
availaas money can be
soon
As
8
ble for the purpose, granite paving should
be laid on Fore street between India and
Franklin, Commercial street opposite
Center, Commercial street between High
and Park, Preble street from Portland to
Kennebec, Elm street from Congress to
Cumberland and the southerly side of
Congress street from Washington to AtThis latter street is on a heavy
lantic.
that its paving
grade, and It is believed
Interest of
with granite would be in the
o conomy.
on
the battle ship
The blowing up
Havana has
Maine In the harbor of
nation
into mourning
whole
plunged the
and drawn forth the sympahthy of the
civilized world. Whether this catastrophe
as
was by acoident or design is
yet unknown, but in either case the brave men
who lost their lives on that occasion are
deserving of as great honor as though
they died in battle.
I havefjrecelved letters from parties In
New York who are undertaking to raise
funds to erect a national monument to
the memory of those bravo men. But
remembering that this noble ship was
lias
named in honor of our State and
several.times visited our
harbor, I feel
that we should be particularly interested
and erect within our own state a suitable
monument to those dead heroes. And if
in
suoh a monument could he erected
Fort Allen Park, overlooking our beautiwhere
six
months ago
ful harbor,
only
the splendid ship lay safely at anchor, it
would be a fitting testimonialto the memory of the honored dead and and the glory
of the American navy.
Gentlemen, the
foregoing is only a
glance over the
rapid and superficial
municipal affairs of tho past year. For a
statement
I
refer you to the redetailed
ports of the different departments, which
will shortly be printed.
Wo are now organized and ready to proceed with the business of the year. Let
us give it special care and
use
onr best
endeavors to make a record that will not
only be a credit to ourselves, but an
honor to our city.

has been under
Ootober, 1886 was
travel
4,500.00 opened to publio
Febrary 15th.
Now outstanding and unpaid,
Tiie present struoture replaces the old pile
There were issued July 1, 18)7,
bridge which has been maintained by the
451,000 4 per cent gold bonds
on fifteen years.
city as a free bridge jBinos 1837. The old
Gross debt March 1, 1897,
2,769,050.00 bridge was 650 feet long, including a
Gross debt March 1, 1898,
2,682,050.00 lift draw having a dear channel opening
of only 41 feet 4 inches. The new bridge
87,000.00 is a steel struoture supported on granite
Reduction past year,
1,259,690.0(1 piers and abutments. It oonsists of four
Net debt Maroh 1, 1897,
The
Net debt March 1, 1898
1,181,792.00 fixed spans and one draw span.
length between parapets ot abutments is
Reduction past year,
77,898.00 600 feet Tbe ruadway has a uniform
We have no City Bonds maturing until width of forty foet, and on either aide of
1905.
the driveway" is a sidewalk having a clear
March 1,
In my address sumitted to the city coun- width outside of trusses of the draw span
nii March 8. 1897.
1 called attention to of six feet, while on the fixed
spans,
girder design,
special appropriations that would be re- which are of the deok isplate
seven
feet
ten
to
of
walks
the
width
the
year, amounting
quired during
The length of the draw span,
$219,323.28. I am glad to be uble to re- inches.
204 feet, S3 1-2 inches, and when
port that these amounts have been paid over all,is
ofT
it;
crltwn nlfiar
nh«.nnfll
excepting $60,730.00 of tbe amount due
of
67 feet each.
for
which
provision openings
the Sinking Fund,
The roadway of the fixed span is paved
must be made to pay a second installment
of $20,260. (unlsss you should deem It with granite bocks laid with pitch joints.
total
this
the
amount
The roadway on the draw span is of two
advisable to replace
esof plank, the lower course
thicknesses
yeur), and also $20,000 of the amount
timated for Tukey’s bridge, to which being of three inch hard pine and the
must be added about $34,040 to complete wearing surface of two inoh spruce.
total cost of the work to date is
The
the bridge. I beg to call your attention
to the faot that of this $219333.28 all that $183,020.32, of which $128,980.33 has been
is $60,760 due paid, leaving a balance of $54,040.00 to
remains unprovided for
sinking fund and $20,000 due the bridge be provided for during the coming year.
of
$80,750, and I
account making n total
WASHINGTON STREET BRIDGE.
to replace the balance
hope we may be able
This bridge, whioh is about six hundue the sinking fund this year.
dred feet south of Tukey's bridge, oarries
SCHOOLS.
Marginal
Washington street over the
Our publlo schools have oontinued dur- Way and the Portland and Rochester railtheir
stanthe
1S96
to
maintain
road.
high
year
permission
During
ing the year
dard of efficiency, and our ^teachers have was given the Portland Railroad company
worked with zealous care tojthat end, and and the Portland and Yarmouth Electrio
railway company to cross this bridge,
are deserving of great praise.
The report of the sohool committee just and the Portland & Rochester railroad
laid before the city council, written by was given permission to oross the MargiMr. J. A. McGowan, (member of the nal Way under the bridge.
The old bridge, whioh had been in use
board from ward 2, is an able and exceedwas a
wooden trestle,
ingly interestingjdooument and deserves twenty-six years,
I am pleased to and not of sufficient strength to allow
your olose attention.
endorse the recommendations contained electric cars to pass over it, and as the
looation of the Portland & Rochester road
BUILDINGS.
would interfere to a great extent with the
it was desubstructure of the bridge,
the
main
in
are
school
bulldlngsjin
Our
to replace the samejwith a steel
cided
new hou se in
ward
The
condition.
good
structure.
named
one called the Emerson sohool, (so
In June of last year a contract was
in honor of the first mayor of the city) made for the bridge and granite abutin
the
summer,
will be completedjearly
of $22,040.00. This
sum
in very ments for the
and will be a model sohool house
was apportioned among the difof any of its stzo in the expense
the
equal
ns
follows:—
interests
ferent
way,
of Portland,
$12,323.20
street sohool house is In City
4,843.90
Portland & Rochester Railroad,
in
bad condition and should be replaced
Portland Railroad Company,
2,431,95
Park
the near,future, as also should the
Portland & Yarmouth Electrio
heat
and Brackett street houses. Steam
Railroad Company,
3,421.95
be introduced into the Center
should
The bridge built is a pony truss of a
street house,Cand I recommend an appro- single span from center to oenter of bearThe width
nriation for that purpose.
ings of 98 feet 4 7-8 inches.
are
in
Our remaining public buildings
of roadway is 40 feet between trusses, and
and will not require
condition
very good
the sidewalks, of which there are two,
this year.
width. By filling the
are each 6 feet in
any largs outlay
northerly end the grade of the bridge
PARKS AND PUBLIC GROUNDS.
has been reduced from seven to four and
The olty of Portland has been particu
three-eights per cent.
nature
in
the
oi
way
by
larly endowed
NEW STREETS.
and grounds,
sites for beautiful parks
This street
East Commercial street.
and Deering’e
and our two promenades
in natural was laid out by the city council July 30,
ITCHING PILES.
Oaks cannot be surpassed
The Park com- 1858, from Tukey's bridge in a southeastbeauty the world oyer.
one who suffers from that terrible
Any
desirous of obtaining erly direction to the looation of the Atare
very
missioners
and
lantic & St. Lawrence railroad,
plague, Itching Piles, or from Eczema,
the triangular tract of land adjoining
owned by the Grand thenoe in a southerly direction adjoining will
Fort Allen Park
appreciate the immediate relief and
looation to the city hospital
railroad
and
I
am
to
inform
the
glad
Trunk Railway,
through the
so-oalled. This portion of the 6treet permanent onre that come
In
been
lot,
have
correspondence
I
you that
On February 8th, use of Doan’s Ointment. It never fails
80 feet in width.
with Mr Hays, General Manager of the was
to report to you thai 1864 the street was extended southerly Free samples at H. H. Hay & Son, Wholeroad and I am able
private sale Store, 363 Middle Street.
assurance from him that along the railroad location to a
wo have every

587,000.00

MISCKTTANKOIJS._

In any business in this state. Mr. Stevhas secured an option on all tho sardine factories in Maine, for a syndicate of

English capitalists, representing $3,000,-

This business transaction is a very
comone and if it is
finally
pleted, and Mr. Stevens says there is r.o
doubt that it will he, it will practically
gire the syndicate the control of the sardine packing business in this country.
There are 53 canning factories in Maine
and Mr. Stevens has an option on every
a
one of them at
figure amounting to
about $1,600,000. The factories are located at Milbridge, Brooklin, Eastport, LuSouthwest
bec, Jonesport, Robbinston,
Harbor. Green’s Landing, Swan’s Island
and Rockland. Mr. Stevens’6 plant at
Brooklin is the largest In Maine. Mr.
Stevens has been working op this deal
for the past year and he has most successfully carried it out.
The output of all.the factories amount*
to about ],000,000 cases
per year and
there are now about 100,000cases on hand
The selling of these factories to tho
big
syndicate means that more business will
be done and that the market for all goods
canned in Maine will be
stronger. Mr.
Stevens’s factory at Brooklin employs,
about
season
200
the
canning
during
people and In 11 factories In Maine there
are employed an average of 1150
people
each. The factories are all located on the
80
about
miles.
of
a
ooast, covering strip
of
There are only two factories west
Brooklin, at Rockland and Boothbay.
interested
in
the
The concerns who are
consolidation are as follows:
At Eastport: Geo. O. Grady & Co., E.
A. Holmes, the Blanchard Packing Co.,
Morris Holes, Daniel McCullough, H. N.
Paine, C. H. Kemp, J. H. Simpson, H.
S. EatoD & Co., the Broad Cove Packing
Co., C. E. Capen & Co.
At Lnbec: New England Fish Packing
Co., Gunnock Packing Co., Pike &.
Gillis. Pike & Parker, Saunders & Avery,
MoFadden, Lawrence Packing Co.
At Brooklin: Brooklin Packing Co.
At Robbinston: A. H. Wentworth[and
S. Hunt.
At Jonesport: Smith Bros., Cross Cove
Packing Co.
At Milbridge: J. & D. Wyman, G. M.
000.

important

Sawyer.

Harbor: A. S. FarnsAt Southwest
worth.
Green’s
At
Thurlough,
Landing:
Knowlton & Co
Claye Bros., Potter,
Writhington & Co.
At Swan’s Island: J. Joyce.
Af.
Rrml h■
Charles
E. Canen &
Co.
a
told
Stevens
rep.ortes
Mr.
that he expected to have the transfer of
within
made
the property/etc., entirely
the next three weeks. He left Bangor on
Thursday afternoon for Harrington, on
his way into eastern Maine to further perfect the plans of the syndicate.
THE
A

GOLD

EXTRACTORS.

Report of Extensive Operations by
Concern of Marvelous Hopes.
A Calais

despatch

to the Bangor

a

Whig

says:
Mr. Alliston
Cushing, of the well
known lumbering firm of Cushing, St.
John, was In town last week on business,
with the Electrolytic
so rumor has It,
Marine Salts Co.
The Eleotrolytlc Marine Salts Company
is the corporation which has caused a
of ’and
great sensation by the purchase
a plant
in Lubec, whereou it has built
and established machines in the sea,close
bv. These machines, it is claimed, take
and silver from the sea water, which

gold

is ailowod to run through them, by a soIt is estimated that from
sea water one dollar s worth
of gold and a still larger amount of sli-

oret process.
every ton of
ver

are

extracted.

A gentleman who has faculties to know
let it accidentally drop the other day that
the process employed was not electrio,
but chemical.
One hundred machines are now in use,
and Dame Rumor hath it that Mr. Allston Cushing's visit to Lubec ml Calais
ended In a contract between the company
and Mr. Cushing's lumber firm to furnish over 150,000 woith of lumber to be
used in huilding a dam and erecting new
machines. A somewhat mysterious individual who was in Calais a few days
last week went to Eastport to see Gen. S.
D. Leavitt, and as Mr. Leavitt represents the parties who own Treat’s Island,
just off Lubec, and as the stranger let
several remarks fall which strengthened
the suspicion, that the “Xew Klondike”
company will jjsoon have a trial in the
field.
Edward Ryan, who has secured a patent on a wave motor machine, is said to
have been offered $50,000 for the use of
it for ten years by a Paiflo coast capi-

talist.

WESTBROOK.
Inaugural

Exercises

and Appointment of

Officers.

The inauguration of the Westbrook city
government-elect took place yesterday

TO KIDNEY SUFFERERS.

forenoon.

opportunity Worthy

An

Long before the time appointed the
the anti-rooms
council chamber and
were filled with citizens and ladies.
The ceremony opened promptly at 10
o’clock, when ex-Mnyor Francis ie.Cloudman, esoorted Mayor-elect King S. Ray-

of Your Notice.

followed by the aldermen-elect,
into the council chamber.
Ex City Clerk Edward H. Smith, who
presided, called upon Rev. Thomas B.

mond,

If you suffer with kidney disease 01
any ailment arising from an improper ac
tion of the kidneys or urinary organs,
this offer wo make to the people of Portland should interest you. In the advancement of medical science, the kidneys, being almost the organs of the greatest importance to human health, have not been

and in placing before you such
Doan’s Kidney Pills, the proprietors recognize how far so many statements of the makers of similar preparations have fallen short of their claims,
Kidbeing convinced that no remedy for
Doan s
ney complaints in existence equals
Kidney Pills for such ailments; strengthened in these convictions by letters that
they are
are daily received of the work
for mankind’s benefit, old backs

neglected,
a cure as

doing

are being constantly
never-ceasing aches, and
many a lame and shattered one, stooped
and contracted, is strengthened, invigorated and infused with new life.
Jl

and young backs

freed from

such a medicine, an offer of this kind
be made without hesitancy, for while
we lose the box we give to you, we make
of
a friend that assists us in the sale
many others.
can

500 FULL BOXES
Doan’s Kidney Pills will be given

of

suffering^with

away free to every person
adkidney ailments at the undersigned
dress. First come, first served, and only
this one chance offered. Remember this
is not a sample box, but a regular size
box of Doan’s Kidney Fills, which retails
at 50 cents.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16.
Remember,

Commencing at 8.30 a* «n.,
-AT-

H. H. HAY Si SOU,
given out atthe wholesale store,
202 Middle street.

be

to

Cut this advertisement out aud name paper.
Sole agents for the United States, FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. V.

Portland, Feb. 28, 1898.
Notice is hereby given that the rate
of interest on Real Estate mortgages
within the corporate limits of Portland will be live per cent on and after
March 1st.
This rate will apply to all notes now
held by us which are not in default,
and are abundantly secured.
PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK,
by E. A. Noyes, Treas.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,
by A. G. ltogers, Treas.
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. C».,
by F. E. Richards, Prest.
martd3w

TIMES HAVE COME.
GOODafford
You

to indulge yourself or your
can
family in the luxury of a good weekly news*
paper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

fnr

Vi

cr Vi f- n

cc

and

tVio rvw-iafr

complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and

women

of culture and refinement than any

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256-page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.
You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the li3t below. Regular price for each, 50
v
Cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 in New York exchange, express or

postal money order, or by registered letter,
together with a list of the 10 novels selected,
by numbers, to

TOW\ TOPICS,
309 Fifth Avenue, Sow York.

A SOUL. By C. M. S. McLellan.
7— THE COUSIN OH THE KING. By A. S. VanWcstrum,
8— SIX MONTHS IN HADES.
By Clarice I. Ciingham.
THE
SKIRTS OF CHANCE. By Captain Alfred
9—

6—THE SALE OF

Thompson.
*0-ANTHONY KENT. Bv Charles Stokes Wayne.
11— AN EC LIBS E OF VIRTUE.
By Champion liisscll.
12- AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John GiJIiat.
By Haroid R. Vynne,
13— THAT DREADFUL WOMAN.
14— A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendrec.
15- WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
16- A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By
*7—A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. By Harold R. Vynne.
i£—OUT OF THE SULPHUR. Bv T. C. De Leon.
«>-THE WRONG MAN. Bv Champion Btssell.
THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS. By Anita V ivanti
Chartres.
»t—HERSTRANGF. EXPERIMENT. By Harold R. Vynne,
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Farmers Spent

Yesterday Discussing

Town Affairs.

bridges

and culverts to maintain and keep in repair, we have an expensive system, but we cannot wink
them out of sight by making a small appropriation. Each appropriation should
he made with the greatest care.
We
should determine the least amount that
maintain
each
will adequately
department in its best condition or emclency
and growth. After looking over the financial condition of onr city, it appears
to me that the salary list might be revised so as to make a saving to the oity of
from three to five thousand dollars. 1
simply suggest this for your consideration, as these matters are in onr hands.
You will elect the officers and heads of
departments, but you cannot shift the
responsibility from yourselves.
If a prudent, progressive and businesslike administration is to be inaugurated
numerous

George

of

the

council,

elected
president
'thanked the aldermen for the honor they
had conferred upon him.

ly

particularly effective in the cure of
stipation and Sick Headache. For

ConMahave been

Citizens’ Ticket

was

Business

Elected

and

Mnch

Transacted,

The annual meeting of the voters of
the town of Cape Elizabeth was held
yesterday at Grange hall, and the first
artiole acted on was the choice of a moderator which resulted in the eleotion of

Elgin C. Verrlll, who received 49 votes,
and Chas. S. Jordan, 10 votes. Edward
F. Hill was.made secretary ami then followed the eleotion of town irticers for the

laria and Liver t’oubles tliev
proved invaluable. They are guarauteed
10 be perfectly free from
every deleterious substance and to be purely vegetable.
weaken
not
do
their
by
They
action,
but by giving tone to stomach and bowels greatly invigorotos the system. Regu250. per box. Sold by H. P. S.
nr siza
Goold. 577 Congress 3treet, under Congress Square Hotel.

Nathaniel Dyer then called attention to
deficiencies aggregating nearly
$900 shown in the summary of town farm

Wagner

being
the

REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
These transfers have been recorded:
Reed O." Johnson of Harpswell to Alice
G. Robinson of Auburn, for $1, a lot of
land on Orrs island in Harpswell.
Deborah Trott to Charles Fred Trott,
both of Peaks Island, for $1, a lot of
land on Peaks island on the northerlyside of Western avenue.

INETHERSOLE

S

divided

new

proportionately

between

towns, would give each town’s

just part. If this had been done, or could
now be done, your committee, as in the
past, would always assure the representatives of South Portland that Cape Elizabeth would promptly assume her proportion. Thus has been and now is the position occupied by your committee.”
well understood by your comtnat the $6,053.69 demanded ‘In
part,’ would be followed by another deOur
mand for $6010 at an early date.
committee have therefore sought for a
“It
mittee

was

settlement

in

full and

now—equitable

“After being completely

_

out from
$ constant nervous strain, I was advised to
m use the Genuine JOHANN HOFF’S MALT
EXTRACT. It has beneflted me so wonderfully
that I have become its
worn

^

<f

|

a

rf
!

strongest advocate.”

|

-of

ft®'
\! H; fly-'

Joliann Hoffs Malt Extract

®

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

\ i :\ '.
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Winter Overcoats

il**

lasts only O..E WEEK LOKCCIl
before being packed

j}

^

SALE

OUR

u0«>

(&

Jj

the season.

jTIuny

away for
are

taking

advantage of tile 1.0W PRICES,

OUR SPRING OVERCOATS

L-l i.w

here and ready if you want them—about 300 for selection
We call attention to the one we offer sit
spring styles.
S3.50, a very handsome Covert Cloth. Sixes 34 to 40 in regular
sizes, stouts and longs.
are

JtieCe table

ft^aration^.s-

similating UieTood andRegulating thaStomachs andBowels of

Promotes’Digeslion,Cheerful-

ness and RestCoataias neither

Opnim.Morphine nor Mineral

Not Narcotic.

Mx.Smna *
JRockaUe Sails
Anise Seed, *

!

FAC-SIMILE
SIGNATURE

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,

Icp

raari2dtf

255 MIDDLE STREET.

IS ON THE

WRAPPER

fitupe of Old DrSAMUELPEKBEil
JPuapkm Su£~
f

—

all new

THAT THE

Mr.

ses,

Boston.

^

fa

accounts, and wanted an explanation.
APPOINTMENTS.
Mr. Staples—“I have got.a good many
Raymond made a part of his bullet holes in me now and stand ready
Mayor
follows:
appointments which were as
to receive more.” And then he went on
Collector and
Treasurer—Clinton S. to say that Mr. Dyer was present when
Eastman.
wore
tilt?
prcpmcu ou>« *«■
ugures
Street Commissioner—John J. Skillings.
was anything wrong he was responsible
T.
Swan.
Marshal—Dudley
City
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department with othera on the committee.
—John Lryne
Charles Jordan ;,thought it was high
First Assistant—A. E. Gray.
time to call a halt on heavy expendiSecond Assistant—Joseph F. Smith.
Overseers of the Poor—Geo, W. Leigh- tures. Salaries of selectmen were on the
ton, Ernest J. Bragdon.B. F. Roberts.
increase.
Polioe for three years—Harry S. Cousins.
Mr.Staples—The price is getting larger
Solicitor—Wm.
Lyons.
City
Member of Board of Health for three because we are getting better men.
we must begin today.
Artiole 3 was laid on the table.
years—L. Horr.
City Physioian—Dr. A. F. Muroh.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The meeting then got down to the matTrustee Woodlawn Cemetery for three
ter of appropriations and the following
The fire department is a very important years—A. D. Woodbury.
branch of public service. The city has
$800 for support of
Regent Memorial Library for five years were authorized:
been very fortunate in its fire loss in the —J. Clark Soates.
for the support of the poor;
$100
schools;
past years, and great credit is due the
The mayor then stated that the other $1600 for making and repairing publio
department that it was not greater. We
made at his roads and
be
have good facilities for fire protection, appointments would
bridges; $600 for winter and
bills.
good apparatus and hydrant service, leisure.
spring
ample water supply and efficient compaAt the motion of Alderman Warren adMr. Peabbles next moved that the overnies. One of the most essential things
taken to Monday evewas
journment
I
is
and
in a fire department
lays and supplements for 1895-96 and ’97
harmony,
trust it will prevail during the present ning, March 28.
tie appropriated for miscellaneous charges.
year. We have every reason to believe
Mr. Staples thought this fund oould
have
not
been
who
Number of pupils
that the Chief Engineer and his men are
used in liquidation of the town
be
best
alive to the responsibilities resting upon absent from Warren school, primary, a
The motion was lost.
them, and will leave nothing undone to half day:
Linnie Naylor, Franoes Bar- debt.
give our homes and our property all the
It was then voted to raise $100 for misNellie Wentworth, Alprotection In their power. The Chief rett, Ivy Blake,
for
town charges and $500
cellaneous
Eva
few
Harold
makes
a
Cole,
Dyer,
sug- bion Dyer,
Engineer, in his report,
of
interest.
that
I
recommendations
and
payment
gestions
Georgie Sullivan, Norman Greene, Reba
Article 4 was laid on the table.
think are good, and should receive your
Lillian Davies,
Blake, Mabel Parson.
consideration.
It was voted to pay the collector 2 per
teacher.
POLICE DEPARTMENT.
oent for his services during the ensuing
The Jolly Five have arranged for an
collectors’ serThe police department is a very import- entertainment in the parlors of the West year; also to raise $175 for
The
ant factor in our city government.
vices for the same period.
A
church
End
evening.
proThursday
protection of life and property, mainteabatement of 3 per cent was auAn
consisting of “The Songs of
nance of good order and enforcement of
gramme
on
all taxes paid within four
law being necessary to the well being of Seven,” tableaux and musical numbers thorized
of tax bills to
any community. I see by the city books will be presented. Ice cream and cake months after commitment
that the police department last year cost
collector.
for
sale.
The
offered
be
will
proceeds
localities
some
are
$2600. I think there
raise $50 for abatement on
Voted to
be given to the Ladies’ sociable;
where we could dispense with the services will
commisof a uniformed police, and thereby save entertainment to commence at 8 o'clock. taxes early paid; to pay the road
to raise
a day (10 hours a day);
sioner
$2
quite a sum. I suggest this for your conThe members of Calanthe assembly
sideration, as I think our police depart$200 for free high school instruction.
ment is too expensive. The police fee sys- will visit Pine Cone assembly of Saco,
The selectmen were author.zed to issue
tem is objectionable and should be elimi- Thursday, March 17. All members are
town notes for a term not exceeding
nated. There may be two sides to the invited. The
on
the
2.30
leave
will
party
question, but I believe more satisfactory car for Portland.
two years and to an amount not exceed
results would be reached by paying onr
•
lng $1000, to bo used in payment of curcontributed
has
been
and
of
sum
a
fair
The
$129.77
officers
turning
salary
police
the
the fees over to the city treasurer. The by Warren church as a free will offering rent expenses of the town, provided
game becomes
necessary during the enlookup, which was never anything but a to Mr. Haines, the evangelist.
make shift and a discredit to our city,
Victor Lemieux, who for a number of suing year.
ho old be moved to a more central localiVoted, to pay the same amount per
ty if a ^suitable place could be secured, years has kept a peanut stand on Main
on the
now much of this can be accomplished street near the Preeumpscot hotel, died hour to men and teams for labor
he present year will depend upon what
last year; to pay the
roads as
public
from
afternoon
of the situation very suddenly Sunday
a more careful survey
town treasurer $50 for services, and the
us llcaru uiBcotn
ou uio ago ui
may reveal. I know the demands upon
ro raise 3>zo iortne uecuruwin be many, and only those things can at St. Hyacinth’s church this morning at town clem
be done which will tend to preserve our
tion of the graves of sailors and sold8
o’clock.
good crodic ana remove oustacics in mo
funeral soiTices of Lamette Lan- iers.
The
way ol our progress.
Mr. Charles Jordan wanted an explathe young Fr< no'iman who died suddry,
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
denly, ooourred yesterday at St. Hya- nation touching the $899.42 town farm
Our public library is an adjunot to our
The burial was at St. deficiency for 1895-96-97, and asked where
cinthe’e church.
school and educational system and an infrom which Mr.
sum came
a certain
stitution which should receive the loyal Hyacinth’s cemetery.
Dr. Pldgeon has been called to South John Dearborn paid out.
support of every tax payer. Bequeathed
Mr. Staples—“Don’t worry, Mr. Jorby <ne who had the interests of Westbrook Windham In attendance on professional
at heart, fostered
by the State, and business.
dan, for there is no money left where
adopted by the city, it should receive our
Winfield E. McLellan, Laurlnston Saw- Dearborn got that speoifio sum.”
loyal support.
The matter was finally disposed of by
and Charles Harmon left yesterday
yer
BOARD OF HEALTH.
to establish agencies for A. H. appropriating $800 for these deficiencies
morning
The Board of Health is a factor of
Benoit & Co., In the following places: and $300 additional were re-appropriated
growing importance, and I think a small
account to the acappropriation should be luade for the McLellan in Fryeburg, Sawyer In Corn- from the town poor
ish and Harmon rn Bridgton. Mr. Benoit count of deficiencies.
purpose of this Board.
The office of inspector of buildings is has also
opened a department under the
Voted, to raise $200 ior repairs on school
one created by the Legislature of 18y5 for
the purpose of regulating the construction charge of Mrs. M.M.Edson for the manu- house and $100 for free text books.
and repairs ot buildings with reference facture of ladles’ ready made 6kirts.
The list of jurors was then accepted
to the most effective prevention of the
Miss A. N. Perry is Boon to remove her
and was as follows: J. W. Armstrong,
a
is
of
tire.
Its
ultimate
object
spread
and fancy goods to
stock of millinery
E. X. Woodbury, D. E. Dyer, A. J. Hill,
reduction in the rate of insurance. The
rgulations should be rigorously followed, Norway. She left yesterday morning C. II. A. Peabbles, W. J. Maxwell, G. C.
and in u fow years we shall reap substan- for Boston, accompanied by her milliner,
Jordan, J. C. Knight, E. N. Jordan C.
tial results. The present incumbent of Miss
Angie Shaw.
H. Brown, K. R. Prout, E. L. Jordan,
The
the office has mado a good showing.
Miss Kate Trlokey, a lady of 40 years, H. E. Jordan, L. A. Davis. Mr.
schedule and
Staples:
appraisal of our public
property, which has not been revised for the daughter of Win. Trie key, residing on then read the report of the committee
several years, should receive your care- Main street,
W’est
near
Spring,
End, on settlement of the affairs between the
ful atteution.
died very
suddenly last evening at her towns of Cape Elizabeth and South Poi tSCHOOLS.
Heart disease is believed to be
home.
land. The following are extracts from
Our educational interests should not be the cause.
“Your committee woro of
the report:
allowed to suffer.
They are the pride of
the opinion that the accounts should inour city, and in them is the hope and NEW YOBK, WASHINGTON, PHILAclude all liabilities on the one side, and
promise of future Westbrook. The new
DEPHIA.
Forest street school building, erected in
the old town on the
all the assets of
the past lew years, is well adapted to its
Seven day Pennsylvania Railroad per- other sido. The difference would be the
locality, ana is an ornament and honor
Tills
sonally conducted tour by special train of net Indebtedness of the old town.
Palace cars, April 1. All expen$25. Special Wagner Palace oars Horn
Sond your address to B. K.
Buoklan New York on April 7, 8 and 9 without
& Co., Chicago, and get a free sample additional expense for those desiring to
A remain longer in Washington or stop over
box of Dr. King’s Ne.v Life Pills.
trial will convince you of their merita in New York. Itinerary of 1). N. Bell,
These pills aro easy in action
and are Tourist Agent, £05 Washington Street,

MISCELL^JOCOUS.

j

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

CAPE ELIZABETH.

Liabilities—Memorial Library books,
$199.48; unpaid Mayor’s orders, $1670.60;
bonds, $124,300; notes, $36,700; trustee of ensuing ’year. C. E. Staph s and Charles
A. B. Wins- Jordan noted as checkers and the voting
Payne, pastor of the Universalist church, Valentine Hose Co., $100;
low, treasurer, $2100.78. Total, $165,070.81. began at 10 o’clock a. m., and was conto offer the openingjprayer, which he did
Resources—Amount due from taxes,
tinued to 1 o’clock p. m.,;when the polls
in a fervent manner.
$51,038.54; amount due from sewer and
oath
sidewalk
Clerk Smith then administered the
$3,685.38; tax wero declared closed.
assessments,
sidewalk
sewer and
The following was the vote and the
of office to Mayor Raymond, colled the deeds $3,781.48;
deeds, $283.54. Total, 57,660 69.
successful candidates, most of whom are
and repeated the
roll of aldermen-elect
The valuation as given by the assessors
but were on the citizens’
oath to them.
is as follows:
Real estate. $2,766,985; Republicans,
Total, ticket.
$991,410.
Ex-Mayor Cloudman introduced Mayor personal property,
The rate of taxation is 1.9,
Town Clerk—Edward F. Hill, 128; NaRaymond to the assemblage, who deliv- $3,748,395.
with 1184 polls at $3., making a total thaniel
Dyer, 28.
ered his inaugural address which is as assessment of $76,6G1.61. There has been
Selectmen, Assessors abd Overseers of
about
collected
of
assessment
$55,000,
this
follows:
the Poor—Harry S. Jordan, 166; Pomeroy
Total W.
and on old taxes about $25,000.
Jordan, 140; Alvah E. Poland, 85;
MAYOR RAYMOND’S ADDRESS.
collection, $80,000.
Clement E. Staples, 74.
to
Lastly, gentlemen, I shall be glad
Gentlemen of the City Oonnoil:
Collector of Taxes—Hiram Staples, 157.
co-operate with yon in any movement
Town Treasurer—Edward F. Hill, 128;
By the suffrages of our follow citizens that will put a new life into our ilde
Nathaniel Dyer, 28.
we
are assembled
today to assume the mills, give employment to our people or
Superintending Snhool Committeeadministration of our municipal affairs. encourage new industries to locate with Benjamin F. Knight, 167, Pomeroy W.
a
one.
be
Our
should
us.
thriving
city
The assumption of such a trust at any
157; Edward F. Hill, 129.
We have railroad facilities, good water Jordan,
Road Commissioners—Albert F. Hantime Is coupled with grave responsibility.
privileges and good schools, but in order naford, 112; Elisha N. Jordan, 44.
The record of this adimnistration will to be prosperous we must be enterprising.
129;
C. Verrill,
Town Agent—Elgin
the situation of
Charles E. Jordan, 28.
depend upon the economy and effiolenoy I have briefly outlined
of the most important matters,
some
Auditor—Michael J. Peabbles, 128; E.
with which we perform the duties before
whioh we are to consider and act upon, N.
JordaD, 28.
We have many things to consider. and have indicated what appears to me
us.
Truant Officers—Geo. E. Cushman, B.
of
the
city
the
be
should
general policy
We should be conservative in what we do,
F. Knight.
With our oaths of office
Constables—Geo. E. Cushman, K. R.
and do well whatever we undertake, but government.
fresh upon our lips, we enter upon our Files. Hiiam
Staples, W. J. Maxwell, W.
we should remember that small expendiour
of
God
to
duties bearing witness
N. Adams, Thomas Dyer, N. I. Sawyer.
of
the
ture is not always economy.
the
and
importance
high purpose
Following the election of town officers
Neoessary repairs should be done in a trust we now undertake.
came the consideration
of the other 23
when
was
applauded
Mayor Raymond
thorough and substantial manner. Aparticles
embraced
In the warrsnt and it
but
his short,
complete
propriations must not be overdrawn. To he had concluded
was voted that the printed report of the
be sure with our many miles of streets, address.
town'officers be Accepted.
B. Gray, who was unanimous

free Pilis.

*

to our educational interests. While 1 do
not believe in lowering the high standard
that our school system has attained, 1
the present
am well aware that owing to
state of our finances, we cannot afiord
any luxuries. The school committee recommends some slight repairs on the Valentine and Rocky
Hill
schoolhouses,
which should be attended to at once.
They also recommend the following appropriation for schools the coming year:
Common schools, $9600;
High school,
$3500; Manual Training school. 3125U;
school books,$750; repairs, $1200— making
is
a total of
$16,150. As the school hoard
composed of men of ability and integrity
and as they understand the situation
thoroughly, I think their recommendations should be adopted.
The present financial standiug of our
city is as follows:

OF EYEEY

fhpperrmnt

Carbonalt Sode, *
} farm Sued
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BOTTLE OF

Aperfect Remedy for Constipation, Sour Stomach.Diarrhoea,
Worms .Convulsions.Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature of

Castoria is put up in one-size bottles only. It
is not sold in bulk. Don’t allow anyone to sell
that it
you anything else on the ploa or promise
is “just as good" and "will answer overy purSee that you get O-A-S-T-O-B-I-A.
pose.”

NEW YORK.

The fee-

EXACT COPY Of WRAPPS3.
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A student of human nature, residing at Harmondsburg, Pa., writes as
Not long since I came upon a Knight of the Road’ taking some:

follows

thing
had

from

not

a

small

package,

a

circumstance that I would

hardly

have noticed

my eye fallen upon the well-known label

Ripans Tabules
Then I was interested and

proceeded

to

interview him.

*

What do I take 'em

fur?’ he answered my query. ‘See here, young fellow, what do ye take yer
swag fur? Yer see, when a fellow’s liver and stomach is out er whack ther
ain’t much fun in my biz ; so I gets these here and then I have fun. A fellow
So that's what I
have lots o’ fun trampin’ if ’is stomach’s in good order.

can

takes’em fur.”’

TO THE

PEOPLE.

*

_
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We cater to all classes from a
HAT for a DOLLAR to the best
at
Our
flat made
$5.00.

Special flatjranges
to $3.00.

from

COUDY

$2.00

&

r

KENT,

these
We guarantee
goods.
We take all the chances. Our
customers have a cinch.

TBi US THIS TIME.
We will

give

you

trailing

We want your busi«
stamps.
Let us be your flatter—
ness.
you will not regret it.

UCDDV

IfifaSlBlTy

HATTER AND
FURNISHER.

237-239 Middle St.

i

if it may be—inequitable if|it'must be,
The report provoked a discussion in
which Mr.
Charles Jordan and Joseph
Brown expressed the opinion that the
sooner the matter was settled the better;
that it was about time to square up.
Mr. Staples—We might perhaps settle
If we pay $0000
for $11,000 or $19,000.
now an additional demand will be made
later on.
Brown—Do you see any better
Mr.
chance to settle today than three years
ago.
Mr. Staples—I do.
The question was disposed of by continuing the committee and olothing it
with
the same power conferred at the
it wns voted to raise $300
last meeting,
Shore road between
for repairs of the
and It he South
Pont! Cove, Covebrook
Portland line. On petition of Charles F.
related to
28
which
Libby et als., artiole
building a town house, was dismissed. It
was voted
to authorize the selectmen to
issue town
bonds for payment of the
public Indebtedness to the amount not
exceeding $7000 on a term of time not
to exceed ten years at a rate of interest
not exceeding 4 per cent per annum, upon
the report of the commit tap on the settlement of the financial affairs between
Cepe Elizabeth and South Portland.
Two hundred and fifty dollars were
appropriated for repairs.and painting on
the town farm building.
Article 25 wns dismissed and article E
was taken
from the table and the report
of the several town officers were adopted. It was then voted that the road commissioner bo paid from the sums appropriated for the repairs of roods and
bridges and that the several balancef
for 1S117 bo carried forward to the proper
acoounts for 1838.
Mr. Verrili,
moderator, thanked the
voters for their patience and attention tc
the briefness of the dar, after which, at
about 5 o’clock p. m., an adjournment
sine die was taken.

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Celebrated Kent Pilot, Fine Biscuits, Bread and Gonfectionery,
FACILITIES, which will enable them to make a finer
Factory
Try them. On sale by all grocers.
goods
quality
mar5eodtf
and salesrooms. Pearl, Milk and Silver Streets, Portland, Maine.
Arc INCREASING THEIR
of

CLEARANCE SALE
—

OF

Taken in

exchange

M
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WHEELS

2N0-HAND

100

than fever before.

for our FAMOUS

LOVELL DIAMOND, to be sold

At Your Own Price.
We
our

have

the room

’98 Wheels.
\

I would not be
without PISO’S
for CURE for CON:
SUMPTION for any
thing. For a bad
I Cough or Cold it is
! beyond all others.

J

Mrs C.

REYNOLDS.

I regard PISO’S
CURE FOR CONSUMPTION ay the
bast Cough medicine on the market
having used it f<yr
years.
A. WESTOVER

“The Best Coujrh Medicine/’
/_______
^

—

t-oiio uiut
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MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
Daily (in advance) $6 per year; $3 for sit
months; $1.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and al
Wood fore's without extra charge.
Daily (not In advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly; published
every Thursday, $2 per year; $1 for six mouths;
no cents a quarter; 25 cents for ti'lal subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long os
short periods may have the addresses of theii
papers changed as often as desired.

Advertising Rates,
In Daily Press $1.60 per square, for jna
week; $4.00 for one month. Three insertions
or less, $1.00 per square.
Every other day advertisements, one third less than these rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 for one
week or $2.50 for one month.
“A square" is a space of the width of a column and one inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one-third additional.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
Three insertions or less,
square each week.

$1.50 per square.

will be completed the coming summer.
know that he approved of both.
He calls attention to the fact
that the
“The people at large who are advocatMonument street school is in bad condi- ing war do not understand the whole situation.
If they did they would realize
tion and should be replaced in the
near
that Mr. Reed and the President are actfuture, as should also the Park and
Mr. Reed
ing with the utmost wisdom.
Brackett street school houses. An imme- is oftentimes misunderstood.
He studies
diate appropriation for introducing steam a situation carefully, and even when his
heat in the Centre street school
house is mind is.made up regarding a matter, he
is always open to an argument
by the
recommended.
other side.
He has the courage of his
The Ma> or has been
in consultation convictions.
If he discovers that he is
with General Manager Hays of the Grand wrong he is willing to change his mind.
“Just now he feels that we do not want
Trunk and ha? received satisfactory as- to
He looks
engage in war over Cuba.
surance
that
the
city can obtain upon the Cuban and Spaniards as an inad- ferior race to that of the United States,
land
of
control
of the
tract
now and knows that if war should arise over
Fort
Allen
park,
joining
them a great part of their undesirable
railway population
owned by the Grand Trunk
will eventually find its way
recomto these shores.
The Mayor
on satisfactory terms.
“He
honestly believes thiB, and, in
mends 'an appropriation for the construcdoes not think that existing
tion of an
ornamental gateway at the consequence,
conditions warrant hurried action. He
of
Park;
Ueering
is opposed to annexation of any kind, as
Grove street entrance
custodians for much so. in fact, as he is to war.”
and the appointment of
to
the Eastern and Western cemeteries
CITY REPORTS.
keep them in order and point out to the
interest.
of
historic
visitors places
Annual Report of the Harbor Master.
The Mayor compliments the police de-

partment and the fire department and
recommends the purchase of a combinaand
chemical
truck
engine
tion
Ward
of
for the better
protection
One of his important recommendaone.

PRESS.
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street

bridge

coasting

has
been
of
$22,040,

as

outlined in the

ship

Suoh was the case when the Venezuelan
message was sent in. For several days
Congress and the country>eemed to be carried away by them, and there seemed for a
while to be a popular uprising in favor of

He Is

Opposed

to

and

War

to

be
referred
to
a
court
nity
arbitration, without sacrifice of honor on
the part of the United States? Of course
if the Spanish government destroyed the
Maine intentionally then it has
already
begun war upon the United States. But
supposing chat Spain laid in tho harbor
of Havana a mine for the purpose of protecting it in case of war and some crank
lined witn natroa oi

tne

exploded
the Spanish government,
It without

.■linn....

suggests

the

united

states

knowledge

of

matter

with

some

with a close
friend.”

personal

and

TheEasy

is

so

nAmA
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few of

our

prices

Portland & Bumt'ord
Railway 4’s, 1987.

s well

pub-

we

that
say.

man

we

styles, both in soft and Stiff
in price from 98c to $3.50.
invite you to visit us.

Again

in

we

A r

pi

ADI/ 0

St. Pancreas R. R.

First

Station, London

Wednesday, March 16th,

7.45 p. m., is tho
time and place from which you start for a “Day
London.” An Illustrated Lecture at the
First Free Baptist Church, (Plymouth Church)
by llev. Lewis Malvern. Over one hundred
views of the Metropolis of England. Don’t
miss it! Tickets. Adults 35 cts.
Childreu
In

15 cts.

Companion Lecture March 23rd.
England,
Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
marsdlw
» s;

has to

:

CLOTHING

:

9$

Oregon,

to

buy,

wc

to one

B

Cumberland County,

4’s

Brunswick, Me.,

4’s

Furnishers,

Portland and Bumford Falls

Maine Central B. B.

rALmUUIn

large lot of

Co.,

Co.,

4’s
o’s

6’s
Steamship Co.,
ALSO BANK STOCKS
Maine

dtf

nov23

/
I

of 36 Store s.

\

—

THE

-OF

buying.

This company supplies Deering, West>rook, Gorham and Standish, and the
ibove bonds are

GUARANTEED
MAINE,

:

CAPITAL

CO. ONE

wheel is well built, unused and in
rime condition.
Such prices never approached before.
Come and see the
:
lachines. They talk.
*

Every

AND

MILLION
DOLLARS.
;

marl2dtf

Interest Paid on
TIME : HE POSITS.
Drafts drawn on National
Provincial
Bank
of England, London, iu large or
nuall amounts, for sale at current rates.
Current Accounts received on favorable
erms.

Correspondence solicited from Individuals,
Banks and
others
Corporations,
lesiring to opeu accounts, as well as from
hose wishing to transact Banking business
of any
this
description through

VIocha Screening Coffee 15c lb.

£ank*

WHITNEY, Cash Grocer,

SALE BEGINS

fl0(leod3m

291

Congress St.

ITEPHEfi % SMALL, Presided.
KARSHALL R. GOulfiS,
febTdtt

MAR, 17,8 a.m.
i

Central Park West & 72d to 71 st Sts.,New York.
THE ELITE HOTEL OF AMERICA.
Due of the largest and

janl

finest—best located, thoroughly lighted and
ventilated hotels, with a cuisine of highest order.
AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
eodtf
A1NSLIE & WEBSTER.

Cashier-

bonds;
ttaine Central R.

<

No. 37 Plum Street.

4s.

R.,
Portland Water Co.,

4s.

County,
4s.
4s.

PAYSON&CO.,1 Saco,
Biddeford,

Bankers,
!2 Exchange St.,
feb28

m.

FIN AN Cl AX.

Portland, Me.

Prices

on

4s.
application.

dtf

SWAN &

"BARRETT,

180 Middle Si., Portland, Me.

jy2i

'rambler]
Bicycles,

1

$50.00
Model 19,
63.00 1
Model 20,
JUtdies, $50.00 and $60.00 i

Cameras and Sundries,
Self

HOTEL iTAJESTIC,

CONTINUES ONE WEEK,
* >pen even ing$ during: tlie sale,

On Saturday, March 19 at 12

N. H..

-FOB SALE BY—

H. M.

AUCTION:

At our office, 46 Exchange street, we shall
ell, for benefit of whom it may concern, 3
hares Twltchell, Champlin Co. stock of the par
alue of $1000 per share. Terms cash.

Merrimack

] >y Portland Water Co.

SURPLUS

;

—

DUE 1928.

~

—

PORTLAND,

We sell goods lower than any grocer on the street. Why? Because our exWe
penses are lower than any other store by one-lialf. Our stock is all paid for.
sell for cash, and are willing to sell for a small profit.
Coin
Mince
Meat for 15c, 2 Cans for 25c. Best Country Bolt3 lb. Can Gold
'd Meal 2c lb. Gallon Can Apples only 25c. Gallon Can Tomatoes only 25cdoz.
6
15c
lbs. Best Bice Pop Corn 25c. IS lbs. Fine GranuBest Lemons only
ated Sugar $1.00. Home-made Pickles 6c Quart. Home-made Sauer-Kraut 7c
1-2 Gallon Jar Sweet Pickles 25c. Best Hairy Ball Butter 22c lb.
Java and
b.

$14.00 to $35.00

OF THE

CONSTRUCTION CO.,

Casco National Bank

WE DO BUSINESS ON CONGRESS STREET.

Instead of an annual opening ex1 ibiton as heretofore, I shall inaugurate
t be season by placing on sale all the the
ew wheels of various makes carried
( ver from last year. They will be sold at

JOLLATERALTAT

rHIRTY YEAR4 PER CENT

Incorporated 1824.

CLOTHING

Maine._ _marl4eod6t

$ 150,000

Exchange Sts.

Laundry Machinery, Mangles, Washers,

ite., Kitchen Furniture. Steam Tables and
Kettles, In fact everything ordinarily used
ibout a large and firstcUss hotel.
The sale of this Furniture offers a splendid
ipportunity to parties furnishing hotels or
warding houses the coming season. The
•Falmouth” has for years been considered the
;he leadiug hotel of the State. Cost of furnish
ng this house uew was about $100,000.
Sale will be absolute and without reserve or
Unit. Customers from out of the efty can have
foods paoked and shipped at reasonable expense.
For farther particulars, write or call upon the
Vuctioneers, 46 Exchange street Portland,

portiMtrust

MOULTON,

STANDISH WATER &
FOREIGN DRAFTS.
dtl
=

$8.50 Cents Each.
:

tures,

very hand-

in sizes 34 to 46, in regular sizes, stouts and longs, at only

it before

The Furniture in house is comprised in part
of about 200 Black Walnut Chamber Sets
50 fine Hair Mattrasses, about 10,000 yds. of Carpeting, 400
prs. Blankets, 500 prs. Pillows. 150 heavy boxseat Dining Chairs
upholstered in leather,
nearly new: Bluing Tables, Sideboards, large
french Plate Mirrors, < locks. Pictures, Parlor
ind Reception Room Furniture iu
plush and
ug patterns. Lace Curtains and Draperies,
Piano, Tables 25 Black Walnut Wadrbbes
arge amount of Bedding. Sheets, Pillow Slips,
ito. Crookery and Glassware; about 150 dozen
diver Plated Knives, Forks, and Spoons;
Silver Sets. etc.
Office Furniture, consists of Safes, Desks,
-hairs, 7 Pool and Billiard Tables and Fix-

o’s

Knox & Lincoln B. B. Co,,
„„„„

The furnishing, of 235 rooms will be sold
at Public Auction, Said commencing
MONDAY, March 28, at 10 a. m,, and
continuing at 10 a. m. and 2 p. m.,
each day until sold.

}

All Wool Covert Cloth Coats,

We would like very much to have you see

At AUCTION

4’s

Portland Water

LETTERS OF CREDIT,
feb9

HUEtL

Portland, Maine,

4'4’s Folding Beds and Couches;

Railway,

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,

some

Season.

9

Exchange St.

prices and in all sizes.
But we call your attention

E,

50,000.00 DOLLARS WORTH OF FURNITURE.

BANKERS,

have tlienn at all

d a <vi

AUCTION BACKS.

COMPANY.

Whenever You Are Ready

i

HALL

By F. 0. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

Spot Gash,

&

Cor. Middle &

i

The Event o! the

Municipal

Maine Central R. B. Co.,

WE ARE READY
To show you Cood Overcoats
for Spring.

r

TUESDAY

HOMEBONDS.

CO.
WOODBURY

s

OITY

MASON & MERRILL,

FINANCIAL.

STANDARD

s's

FOE SALE BY

26 and 28 Monument Square, Portland,

MIDDLE STREET.
Manufacturers and Promoters of Fashionable, Perfect Fit.
ling Clolhing for Men and Boys and Operators

mar,4d3t

First

Co.

EVENING, MAECII 15.
FALL RIVER vs. PORTLAND.
Penobscot 8hore Line First
Game at 8.30. Usual prices. The Portland
have tickets for sale, and reserved
Mortgage 4’s, 1920, guaranteed players
seats can be had at Chandler’s.
inaiT2d3t
by the City of Bath.

Hats, ranging

■

Bargain

416 CONGRESS ST.

Elegant Costumes.
Living Pictures.
Sale of seats opens Wednesday, Mar. 16.

Gas & Electric Co. (of
First Mortgage G’s,

Astoria,
.Vs, 1925.

The Largest One Price,

pfl

255

rHURSDAY,

Water

New Operas.

5’s, 1907.

Rockland)

1903.

one

IKA I ULAim Ol UUij CWtdirs, Hatters and

STANDARD

(

Co.

Mousam Water Co. First Mortgage 5’s, 1915, ol' Kennebunk &

have the latest and correct

SALE.

<

WILBUR DOMIC OPERA 00.

(This company Is controlled and managed by
Portland people.)

IN OUR HAT DEPARTMENT

GRAND
OPENING.
:

& Cam-

den Street Railway First Mortgage 5’s, 4933.

2

mar3dlw

At all grocerr,
in 2-lb. pkgs. only

Bicycle

Falls

Athol, Mass., Wster Co.
Mortgage 5’s, 1913.

Underwear, Fancy Shirts, Neckwear and Hosiery, in
styles to suit everybody.

stocked with

uaker Oats

TVl

TDKESBUKV,Manager.

SOLID WEEKS 2
Commencing MONDAY EVE., MAR. 21

Rockland

OUR FURNISHING GOODS DEPARTMENT

Buy,

to

C. V.

Mortgage o’s, 1919,

:

full of Novelties for the small boy to the young
see them in order to appreciate what

Cook,
Easy
to
Eat,
Easy
to
Easy
Digest.

He quoted Speaker Reed as saying:
not want
“The United States does
Of
war if it can be avoided in any way.
course, this would not hold in the event
stake.
that our national honor was at
War is a relic of barbarism, and in this
Ka

Pries._*

to

political

then at the most
Spain would have been guilty of neglibe
gence, and her liability to us would
analogous to England’s liability for allow^Uai-iLI
AthuV
of K
ing confederate privateers to ;be fitted out J
in her ports to prey;upon our oommerce of settling disputes and adjusting grievances.
during the civil war. England’s negli“What we want is peace, but if it is
was
and
more
inexcusable
gence
greater
necessary to have war for the protection
on that occasion than Spain’s would be of our national honor wo will have it,
can
or
will
in the cate we have
supposed. Yet 'the and there is no nation that
defend it, should the occasion arise, like
question of indemnity that arose out of the
people of the Unitea States."
the destruction wrought by the Alabama
friend of Speaker
this
Continuing,
and the other confederate cruisers that Reed said:
“The Speaker was not opposed to the
were fitted out in English ports was setaddition of two regiments of artillery to
tled by arbitration. The destruction of
the force of the army, but when the subth3 Maine, except in the.vastly improbable ject was tirst broached he hesitated for
event that it was caused by the Span- some time ou account of the additional
A3 soon, as .the present emeriih’government, has no logical connection expense.
gency arose the Speaker suggested to sevwith our attitude in regard to the war in eral of his friends thBt the bill might be
Cuba. It should neither hasten interven- taken up in tbe House on last Friday,
bill day, and
tion nor retard it. It is a separate
and (March 4). Thisjwas private
the matter went.over until Monday.
distinot question, and ought to be settled
■■The Speaker hesitated about the imby itselt. To set up the destruction of mediate consideration of tbe additional
the Maine by a crank or malicious person regiments of artillery, for the reason that
a plan for the complete reorganization of
us a reason for intervention in Cuba is to
the army was being discussed, and he
set up a reason that cannot stand the
thought'that a reorganization bill might
test of candid examination.
The claims be gotten through at this eessiou, and in
artillery could
of humanity or the mischief which the it the two regiments of
The Speaker knew full
be provided for.
war in Cuba is doing to our own interests
well that the call for the additional regiconstitute a rnents was hastened'by the present: emermay, either one of them,
under
good ground for interfering to stop it. gency, but the matter had been
for some time, having
Hut the destruction of one of our vessels the consideration
been recommended by the Secretary of
without the connivance of the
Spanish War. who stated that the additional men
government, simply because it happened were mado necessary, owing to the largo
in the harbor of Havana, cannot consti- number of fortifications and hlgh-power
guns which were being turned over to the
tute a sound reason for such action.
government
“With reference to the 850,000,000 apMAYOR RANDALL S ADDRESS.
propriation ‘for defence,’ Mr. Reed was
that it should be acted
Mayor Kandall’s address is a straight- perfectly willing so
informed those with
at once, and
forward statement of the city’s condition, upon
whom he talked. He was opposed to any
and under the circumstances the showing discussion of it on the
floor of
the
is very gratifying. Notwithstanding the House, and requested that the money be
without a word being 6uld.
heavy extraordinary expenditures that inpropriatedthis would be more effective
He thought
were imposed upon the city last year there
than to hove discussion concerning the
reduction of $87,000 In the gross ippropriation. Representative Sayers of
was a
however, wan tod a short time
debt and $77,000 in the net debt. All but Texas,
ilotted for debate. It was agreed to. Ho
$80 000 of the special appropriation of last was anxious as
any to have the appropriover $200,000 have ition
year amounting to
agreed tojwithout a dissenting vote.
“Mr. Reed is very conservative and is
been paid, and the Mayor hopes it will be
to keep down any undue expossible to replace .the balance due the mdeavoring
litement. He thought the passage of the
sinking fund the coming year.
resolution making the appropriation in
On the subject'of schools the Mayor re- silence would be best, and so stated to

Quisrley

s^its

Pallas.

phraseology written in with lead pencil.
In this form he authorized the use of the
interview as expressing the views of “the
Speaker in discussing the whole matter

AND 17.

The biggest and best show!
and 40 other Minstrel Celebrities.
now on sale
Week Mar. St—Grand and Comic {Opera by
.nvnr*
y "a JA
VUN nprui
CO<
01 tKA rn
at Popular

OUR BOYS’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT

Easy Food

out and left with
later returned the
flight changes of

Prices 25-50-75-S1.00.

THE AL. 0- FIELDS’ BID MINSTRELS. A,
Al. Fields, Billy Van, Tommy Donueliy, i»oe

Knox

cure means Bean’s Kidney Pills.
Read about the free distribution in this
paper, and oall at H. H. Hay & Son’s
Wholesale store, 262 Middle street.

Interview was written
this gentleman, who

TOCHg

9ale.

The Event of the Season.

kidneys,

Washington, Maroh 13.—Speaker Reed,
whose position on the Spanish crisis has
been the subject to much criticism, has
made public, through a close personal
of
The
friend, his attitude In the matter.

over-

nprtnlo 1

aohe

by an outside explosion without the oonof
the
ni vance
Spanish authorities,
their Degligence,
yet partly through
why could not the question of indem-

on

■

A kidney education starts with: Backmeans
kidney ache, lame back
means lame kidneys, weak back weak

Annex-

Seats now

HATS, BONDS7

CLOTHING,

mediately

ation.

loaded to

Men’s Overcoats in Cassimeres, Worsteds and Cheviots, dark shades, Kennebiiukport.
$5.98 to 5 0.00 Sterling, III;, Water Co. First
from
5’s, 1935.
Covert Cloths,
in Worsteds,
Men’s
Overcoats
light and dark Mortgage
(Tlii9 company is controlled and managed by
shades
$10.00, 12.00,85.00, 18.00 and 20.00 Pnrtla.ml
$5.98 to 80.00
Men’s Suits in Cassimeres, Serges and Cheviots from
Kumford Falls Light & Water
Men’s Suits in Fancvand Plain Worsteds for
$12.00,15.00, 18,00, 20.00 Co, First Mortgage G’s, 1908.

LUBEC’S PIPE DREAM.
Kennobeo, Kim, from Congress Jto Cumwar.
But it was short lived. Within a berland, and southerly aide of
Congress
Lubec, Maroh 14.—Arrangements are
week the thinking people of the nation street.from Washington to Atlantic.
being made whereby the Electrolytio
war cloud
The Mayor suggests that the erpotion Maine Salts company are to extensively
asserted themselves and the
as
was dissipated
quickly as it bad of a monument at Fort Allen Park in increase their plant for the purpose of
gold from the ooean. To this end
gathered. There is no lack of ipatriotism memory of the men who perished in the getting
Mr. Allston Cushing a well known lumin this country.
Given a good cause and Maine would be a “fitting testimonial to berman of Saint
John, has contracted
the American
firm for *50,000 worth
people are ready to wage the. memory of the honored dead and the with the aforesaid
of lumber to be used in building a dam
war to the last man and the last dollar. glory of the American navy.”
and ereoting new machinery.
But they do not want to resort to arms
SPEAKER REED’S POSITIONuntil all honorable means of peaoeful setTHE A B C OF ItT
if it should be the finding of the Board
of Inquiry that the Maine was destroyed

for the masses.

Bargain Matinee, Thursday,
Bargain matinee 25-35-500

a

are a

of artillery and his first battle was at
the siege of Petersburg. He remained in
active service until the close of the war.
He was brevetted captain of artillery
for gallantry. Major Vose as captains,
was stationed at Fort Adams, Rhode Island, for some time. He is one of the ten
captains to become majors and is in
line for a lieutenant-colonelcy.

tlement have been exhausted.

spectacle

Evening Prioes—25-50-75C-.J1.

obtainable in the markets, and it’s a pleasure to invite the
lic to an early inspection of the same. Below

resulted in the well deserved promotion
of Capt. Wm. P. Vose, a Maino man and
on the intercepting sewer the fast year brother of
Judge T. W. Vose of Bangor,
bnt the Mayor recommends its extension to the office of major. Major Vose was
to Lincoln street during the coming seas- born in Orrington about 60 years ago.
A sewer in needed in Franklin street He was
on.
appointed to West Point by Hon.
from Fore to Commercial. $80,672 have Israel Washburn,then the congressman in
been expended on streets the past year, of the 4th district, and was graduated from
which $45,860.62 was for labor, $21,687.32 the academy in June, 3864. He went imfor materials and labor [not included iu
to the front as a first lieutenant

India and Franklin, Commercial
opposite Centre, Commercial between
High and Park, Preble from Portland to

are

A

FINANCIAL.

built during the year is 8909.7 feet at an
expense of $4,969.20. No work was done

tween

counters

TWELVE TEMPTATIONS

With 70 people.

Augusta Water

A MAINE MAN'S PROMOTION.

the pay roll, $4,697.45 for bridges, $8,177.37 for stable and team account and
$796.66 for office expenses. As soon as
possible, the Mayor recommends that
granite paving be laid on Fore street be-

as our

AMUSEMENTS.

TONIGHT.

rHE

large and well selected stock of
the latest and best styles of

In

elsewhere, is the attitude, we have no
doubt, of every disinterested thinking
There are probably
in, in.in the country.
be
man in the country sordid enough to
willing to plunge the nation into war
for the sake of the gain that they think
there are
would come to them; and
thoughtless men, men to whom the prospect of excitement brings pleasnre, who
would welcome war, but these classes, we
believe, are In tho small minority. These
people are apt to be more demonstrative
than tho conservative classes, and it often
appears as if they were in the majority.

unprepared,

us

flowing with

The creation of two new regiments of
regard to Park, from Peering [avenue to Brighton
all sewers
Interview printed avenue. The total.length of
artillery for the United States army, has

Speaker Reed’s attitude
war,

has not found

Squadron

M.

MP3EMEM8._ |
JEFFEKSOS
THEATRE.
A

Rockiund/Fliomaston

at nance should be
built
passed for the protection
oost
a
total
of which of ohannel buoys.
the
$13,324.30, and the
city pays
The report is largely devoted to a dePortland & Rochester, Portland Railroad tailed aocount of the
daily doing of the
Company, and Yarmouth Electric Com- fire boat, and reference made to the
pany tho remainder. East Commercial visits of the White
and H. B.

The labor leader who addressed the Saeo
strikers Sunday urged, them to fight j to
which
the bitter end, and the applause
Franklin
street has been discontinued,
greeted him showed that they liked his street widened, and four streets laid out
advice. "What fools these mortals be.”
across the property known as
Fessenden

MISCELLANEOUS.

ttadvent or spring

Charles A. Gottd, the harbor master,
has handed in his annual report. From
it we learn that he has visited and moved
from the
main channel 74 ^fishermen,
small coasters and yachts, 13 four-masters,
29 three-masters,
26 three-masters from

Reading Notices in nonpareil type and classed
with other paid notices. 15 cents per line each tions in connection with the law
departInsertion.
ment, whose head, Mr. Carroll W. Mor- channel and roads, 100 two-masters, one
rare Reading Notices in reading matter type,
rill, is oomplimented, is that all impor- eaoh sloop, bark, brig, steamer,12 barges,
25 cents per line each insertion.
tant orders be submitted to that depart- besides 10 sail
and 12 steam yaohts that
Wants, To Let, l'or Sale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week in advance, for ment before they are introduced into the were obstructing
the ferry
way. He
adver40 words or less, no display. Displayed
oity council Tho Mayor points out that boarded 7 barks, 6 brigs, 6 three-masted,
adverand
all
tisements under these headlines,
are overmany of our telegraph poles
6 two-masted schooners, 6 steamers and
tisecients not paid in advance, will bo charged loaded, and have become dangerous, and
one four-masted schooner from a foreign
at regular rates.
that
the
wires
bo
recommends
placed port, and all showed a clean bill of
In Maine State Press—$1.00 per square
under ground as soon as possible.
health.
He distributed 350 copies of harfor first insertion, and 50 cents per square for
Under the head of “Public Works” the bor
each subsequent insertion.
regulations. No vessel has been quarAddress all communications relating to sub- Mayor reviews the work of that depart- antined. He replaced two ohannel buoys
scriptions and advertisements to Portland ment the past year which has been very with one new rook and chain in place
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street, extensive. Tukey’s bridge has been built of one buoy
broken and one lost outPortland, Me.
at a total cost to date of $]83,020.33, of
right, at an expense of $72.20. Owing to
which $138,980.32 has been paid, leaving the
large increase of the steamship and
of
a
balance
Washington
$04,040.
trnfflo he
some ordi-

THE

_MISCELLAN EPPS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

of his friends.
He thinks over these
matters calmly and deliberately, and I

building all

school

Emorson

iue

I

1

Toning Paper.

Specialties in Hardware. 1
S. 31. PERMS & CO., 1
8 FREE ST., REAR MIDDLE.
|
^

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

The

THE

MINSTREL SHOW AT

FIRST

JEFFERSON.
of the most daracrobats of
the age, if half that is told of him is true.
The finale of his aot is said to be exceedthrilling. He turns a backward

Joseph Lai) leur is
ing as well as marvelous,
one

New City Council Inaugurated Lasl

Evening.

ingly

feet
somersault from a pedestal forty
on
his hands, then
high, first landing
rapidly coming to his feet. His success in
His lmgest
Europe was phenomenal.
engagement was in St. Petersburglat the

MAYOR MOULTON

DELIVERS HIS

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.

Circus Cissinelli. La Fleur is one of the
crowning features with the Al. O.Field’s
“Big White Minstrel Company,” which
Officer Brown Appointed Chief of Police
comes to the Jefferson Theatre March
Other Subordinate Officials Elected—
16-17 and bargain matinee Thursday.
City Committees and Other Appoint-

PORTLAND THEATRE.

ments Made.
Wilbur Opera Company will bo the atTheatre for two
The
inauguration ceremonies of the
weeks, commencing Monday, March 21st, Deering oity government were held last
and the beautiful spectacular marches evening at the city counoll; chamber.
which were formerly such an attractive Mayor Davis presided and seated beside
feature of the Wilbur Opera Company’s him was Mayor-elect Augustus F. Maul

School maintains a rank, it
is believed, second to no other in the
Stats. The number of scholars who attend. in proportion to the population oi
the city, is claimed to be the largest to 1 «
found in any city or town in Maine.
The suddon and tragic death of the lamented Prinoipal, Professor Edgar H.
Crosby, was a severe blow to the
school, as well as an affliction to our
citizens.
Prof.
Crosby was a gentleman of high attainments, and his
noble character was a continuous influence for good, both within and without
the sohool. It is believed that a worthy
successor has been seoured and that the
high position of the school may bo fully

maintainsd.
This school is

now greatly cramped for
but in the now and commodious
building, where it will soon be located,
it will have ample room for expansion
and development. There is no feeling In
this conununity more general or more
pronounoed than that our schools must
nave so far as possible, all that they re-

room,

quire.

STREETS.

traction at the Portland

revived and will ton and Rev. E. P. Wilson.
There was a largo attendance of the
to displayed here during the coming enwitness the cereform citizens gathered
to
more
in
a
magnificent
gagement
than ever before, with beautiful costumes monies. Mayor Davis called the assembly
and introduced j Mayor-elect
and magnifioent lighting effects. Twelve to order
carried for this feature Moulton.
calciums are
of
seats will open
sale
alone. The
City Clerk Jones administered the oath

productions,

have been

Wednesday, at 8.30 a. m., at box office.
THE TWELVE TEMPTATIONS.
Tonight Yale’s great spectacle of “The
Twelve
at The

will be presented
The Boston Herald

Temptations”
Jefferson.

says of .the spectacle:
“Charles H. Yale’s entirely new production of a spectaole made famous many
years ago, was presented at the Columbia
last night in its new dress before an audience that packed the beautiful theatre.
Of the famous productions given this faso
mous old pieoe none has ever found
muoh favor as the presentation before
is
It
the West End audience last night.
ami
really, in point of ballets, scenery
stage of Bosspecialties, well worthy the to
particularton theatres.
Space forbids
ize the many features wnicn go no uiaae
this
description.
up a performance of
The scenery was not only effective,, but
there is at
and
painted,
magnificently
least a dozen sets. The ballets were not
only novel and charmingly costumed, but
were in the hands of a corps of dancers
who were not only shapely and pretty,
hot who knew how to dance. The dramatic company was far above the usual
class of dramatic people found in such
productions, while the specialties, with
which the pieoe abounds, were more than
The mechanical
out of the ordinary.
contrivances and pantomimio absurdities
and the local Incidents and characters
were Immediately recognized and received
considerable attention. The songs were
original and catchy, and oro oertain to
The solo danoing of the
become popular.
primlere was the equal of anything that
has been seen here.
Taking the performance as a whole, it can be truthfully said
the
be
to
strongest spectacular production
that Mr. Yale has yet given Boston, and
will rank as the largest and oostliest
thing seen upon the Columbian stage.”

MUSICAL.

pleasing entertainment was given
Miss Anna M. Peabbles and a number of her pupils on Saturday afternoon
The folat the Home for Aged Women.
lowl .g programme was rendered:
A

by

Quoho

fjuet—Bedowa,

Misses Small and Peabbles.
La Hache, op. 102
Picnic Polka,
Miss Preble Chase.

Popular Air,

Miss Myrtle Huston.

Vocal Selection,

Miss Inez Anderson.
Kohler
An Exeroiso,
Miss Isa Pierce.
Landon
Motive Etnde,
Miss Mildred Brown.
Trio—Marche de Judan Macoabee, Handel
Misses Anderson and Chase and Stanley
Chase.

Streabbog

Polka,

Miss Nina Littlefield.
St.
0 linese Picnic,
Miss Inez £ Anderson.
Vocal Selection,
M.ss Ethel Littlelie.u.

George

Recitation—Silas Hobson’s “Planner,”
Stanley Chase.
Strebbog
Waltz,

Miss Freddie Hodgdon
Ritter
Elsie’s Delight,
Miss Bertha Pierce.
Beethoven
Trio.-Turkischer March,
Misses Anderson and Chase and Stanley
Chase.
Robin’s Return,
Miss Bernice Lord.
Baker
Dance Ecassais,

Trio—Vocal,

Misses Littlefiold.Anderson and.Peabbles.
Beethoven’s Admired Waitz,
Stanley Chase.
T irvi™

OHK1V

TMOnTTAT,

The organ programme for the organ
recital at tit. Lake’s this afternoon at a
quarter to four will be:
Mendelssohn
Fifth Sonata,
(a) Andante
(b) Andante con moto,
(c) Allegro maestoso.
Air varied (Symphony in D),
Haydn
Guilmant
Marche Triomphale,
Overture to Lohengrin,
Wagner
Batisto
Overtoire in D minor,
NOTES.
Otis Harian, the funny and rollicking
“Hot Stuff” of Hoyt’s “A Black Sheep,”
W illiam Pevere, the editor of tho Tombstone Inscription in the same comedy,
and Charlotte Crane, the beautiful young
actress whose charms made her the centre
of attraction at a Naval ball in Charleston S.
O., and thus caused the local
belies to object to her presence on the
and
ground that she was a professional
hence should he requested to leave,are but
who
will
three of the many clever people
be seen here In Hoyt’s latest, success “A
the Jefferson
at
New
York,”
in
Stranger
Theatre later in the month.

VICTORY FOR BOWDOIN.

Washington, March if.—The United
States supreme court today dismissed the
cause of Joseph Merritt vs. Bowdoin colThe case
lege for want of jurisdiction.
was appealed
from the Circuit court for
tho northern district of California and today’s decision was theseoond of the same
It incharacter by the Supreme court.
volves a bequest to the college and today’s
opinion will ha e the effect of sustaining
Its validity.
LOOKING FOR A CRIMINAL.
[SPECIAL

TO

THE

PKKSS.J

Harrison, March 14.—Officers
this forenoon after

a

Waser who assaulted
own

this

house

traced the

man

GRANITE

are

out

young man named
a
her
woman in

morning. They
toward Bridgton.

have

CUTTERS GO TO WORK.

Hallowell,

March 14 —Granite cutters
to the number of about 175 men returned
to work at the Hallowell Granite company to day, after having been out two
weeks, pending an adjustment of a new
htii of

prices.

of office.
The oath of office wag also administered to the aldermen.
Mayor Moulton then proceeded to deliver his inaugural address as follows:
Gentlemen of the City Counoil:
Wo have met this evening to assume,
with the usual solemn formalities, the

official positions which our fellow citizens, by their ballots, have entrusted to
I believe it to be the deBire of
each member to perform his duties in
such manner as to merit the confidence
whioh has thus been reposed in us.
our care.

In accordance with established custom I
a brief ac-

present for your consideration
_1_g.

_J.

U

a-T_

past year as shown by the reports of our
city Officials with a few suggestions re-

garding

some

of the

which may hereafter
tion. |

items of

require

business

your atten-

FINANCES.

The financial condition of any municipality is necessarily of very great importance and should receive careful consideration.
Tho report of the City Treasurer shows
the debt of the City at date of February
15, 1898, to be as follows:
Bonds

1898,
Bonds

1907,

Bonds

1909,

payable

June

payable

June

$ 6,325.00

payable Fdb’y

6,750.00
17,000.00

E&j

High

The appropriation for streets, bridges
sidewalks last year, as appears by
the books, was
'812,421.13. That this
amount was Inadequate would seem to
ami

be evident from the fact that it had to be
subsequently increased to meet an expenditure of $i3,727.55. Among- all munici-

pal problems and duties there

are

none

troublesome
nor which
require
judgment and firmness than those
which relate to the department of streets.
The streets of Deering extend over about
sixty-two miles—not greatly in excess of
the mileage of adjoining towns.
The
greater pare of these do not need expenIn the outlying districts,
sive repairs.
a clean, well
shaped and well drained
gravel road is altogether to be preferred to
in
the thickly settled porpavement,
tions, subjeot to more travel and heavier
teams, a firmer and more solid road bed
is necessary. These facts are patent to
everyone, and I can offer no suggestion
further than this: that our committee
and our city government shall, in all
cases, exercise sound judgment and discretion, and be sure that no job is undertaken until it is made clearly apparent
what the necessity is for the work, whioh
is proposed to be done, and what the full
cost is likely to be.
It is beyond question that nothing adds more to a residenHal nitv litra niirs. than ernnri stmath and
sidewalks, and that we should act as generously in this direction as we can afford
—but with the troublesome limitation
that we must not go further than we can
afford. It is important that the grade
and linen of streets should be made certain, so far as possible, in order that
abuttors may know where to place their
shade trees and improvements. The city
engineer has already done much in this
direction.
It is believed that our committee on
streets, the coming year will exercise the
duties of their very responsible position
in a manner creditable to themselves and
beneficial to the city.
more
more

FOREST AVENUE.
Sorest Avenue has for years been a
Like
source of large expense to Deering.
the small end of a tunnel it gathers the
travel from a wide area of towns. It has

to
together he able to give
beautiful and prosperous city an honorable and economical business admlnistr
wo

tion.
elecThe board then proceeded to the
foltion of subordinate city officials as
lows:
Clerk, collector and treasurer,

1910,

payable Feb’y

now

NEW

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

ADVERTISEMENTS._

RINES

:

BROTHERS

Sensational

CO.

:

Selling.

Btreet commissioner,
Scott Wil-

L. Frank

Jones;
Hawkss; solicitor,
civil engineer, Irving W. Barbour,
son;
physician. C. W. Foster; chief engineer
lire department, Frank B. Moody; superintendent of dre alarms, Frank B.Moody;
inspector of buildings, Robert B. Low,
assessor for three years, O. G.
Chipman.
Mayor Moulton announced the following standing committees:
Finance, Mayor, Messrs. Farnham and
Wyman; streets, sidewalks and bridges,
Messrs. Clay, Lane and Fiokett; lights
and water, Hanson, Fickett and Dingley;
fire department, Messrs. Smith, Carter
the Mayor, Messrs.
and Clay; claims,
Jacobs and Wyman; public buildings,
Messrs. Lane, Smith and Farnham; poMessrs. Hanson and
lice, the Mayor,
Lane; printing, Messrs. Wyman,Dingley,
and Frye; sewers, Messrs. Fickett, Dingley and Frye; licenses, the Mayor,Messrs.
Carter and Smith;
health, Alderman
Jaoobs; engrossing ordinances, Alderman
Fickett; ,education and sohools, Messrs.
Jacobs and Farnham; new streets, the
Mayor, and Messrs. Hanson, Jacobs, Carter, Douglass, Clay and Frye, (vacant.)
Walter H.

The mayor announced that in places
where Mr.
Frye’s name appeared that
he vacant until the
the same would
matter of contest for his scat has been
decided by the courts.
Alderman K.M. Jacobs was unanimous-

Twenty-three sensational things in
Tuesday’s business.

Ten Per Cent. Discount for
Cush on onr Entire Eine of
Slew Spring Dress Ooods in
Black and colors.

For yard wide Unbleached

For

Scents.

ew

Silks

-

wide Lockwood Sheeting.

yard

III.
For40 inch Unbleached

5 cents.

subsequent mooting.

FOR WAISTS.

For Lockwood 40 inch

in

Elegant Color Combination
and

V.
For42 inch Lockwood Sheeting.

7 cents.

Checks

For Lockwood 45 inch

8 cents.

Sheeting.

VII.

Stripes for Summer Waists.

For 72 inch Lockwood Seamless Sheeting.

12^ cents.

VIII.

Kdwin R. Brown as best values we have had this
seasou to sell at $1.00 and $1.25
and
marshal
re-appointed Francis
city
yard.
board
of
the
a member
D. Coleman as
These nomiof health for three years.
nations were by vote confirmed by the
of
Ten pieces
Striped and
board.
Voted that the rules and orders Checked Wash Suralis, made
by
rvATrattn inrv
flao
In. of p.itv mwprnmont] b© I
full 24 inches

Cheney Brothers,
adopted by the present board until other wide and the best Wash Silks
the market at
are prepared and adopted.

For 81 inch Lockwood Seamless

14 cents.

1©

appointed

Mr. D. W. Hawkes wishes to announce
that if his name was used at the recent
Republican oauous in connection with
other applicants for the position of city

Sheeting.

VI.

IVew Line of the Best Styles
Broken
Checks, stripes and
Mayor Plaids just opened. Some of the

Voted to adjourn, to meet Friday evening, March 35 at 8 o’clock for the approval of bills.

Sheeting.

!V.
6 cents.

It was voted that the election of the remaining subordinate city officials.be laid
a

Sheeting.

13.

ly eleoted chairman of the board.

over to
Moulton

our

i.
3lA cents.

dis-

cent,

per

All the above

are

Sheeting.

unbleached.

IX.

Cash.

count for

Cotton, yard

Extra fine Bleached

Scents.

wide.

X.

1©

Cess

75c.

per

42 inch Bleached

Scents.

cent, for cash.

oil

Sheeting.

XI.
10cents. 45 inch Bleached Cotton.

best patterns of
Printed Chinas and Foulards for
The most
Dresses and Waists.
reliable of all summer Silks, at
79c and $1.00 per yard.
25 of

Cheney’s

1©

Cess

per

cent,

XII.

discount for cash.

72 inch Bleached

14 cents.

Sheeting.

XIII.
I

made on same
that it was used without his adWe guarantee our prices to be as low as are
Discount of Ten Per
vice or consent.
duality goods, and for the present give a
and Satins excepting black, colT. E. Paine of North Yarmouth, who cent for Cash on all new Silks
and changeable Taffetas, which we «ell at lowest price.
appeared before Judge Hopkins yesterday ored
*
morning charged with having discharged
Corner
a revolver at a dog at Brighton
In
was fined *10 and costs.
on Sunday,

Print.

4 cents.

Best

:

—

1

XV.

Zephyr Gingham

5 cents.

fine

quality choice styles.

XVI.
White Shaker Flannel,

5 cents.

BROTHERS

u

inches wide.

quality, good style.

11,500.00

RINES

Sheeting 81

XIV.

YARD, NET.

75 CENTS PER

cents. Bargain Bleached

12

clerk,

been widened, its lines established
default of the payment of line and costs
and its grade determined. The city will
he was committed to the county jail for
conin
finish
it
suitable
to
have
putting
Bonds payable Feb’y
30 days.
This
4,000.00
work
its
new
bounds.
within
1911,
dition
A Westbrook Frenchman was before the
Bonds payable June
will, I believe call for a special appropriThe
38,000.00
1912,
ation after the committee have made their court charged with intoxication.
Bonds payable Feb’y
examination and
reported their esti- judge asked the prisoner if he was guil16,000.00
1918,
mates.
ty. The prisoner was unable to explain
Bonds payable etc.,
SEWERS.
the situation owing to the fact that he
15,000.00
1915,
With the organization of the city it
Bonds payable Apr
oould not speak English. He admitted
was wisely determined that plans and es11,600.00
1917,
was, “half
in broken language that he
Bonds payable June
itmates for a symmetrical sewer system
The judge imposed aline of $3
gone.”
20,000.00 $145,975.00
1917,
COUNTY C. E- UNIONshould he made and
preserved.
By and costs.amounting to *3.87. In settling
Temporary Loan, as
amendment to the Charter that feature
follows:
the prisoner desired to know if an even
at
Largely Attended Annual Meeting
City’s 1-3 cost sewhas been made permanent. Sewers have
$6 would not settle the bill. The judge
ers, built In 1897,
of
in
Gorham Yesterday.
various
and
built
been located
parts
to
the
rules
that
him
according
informed
$ 6,047,89
1898,
the oity as its rapid growth has required.
To pay land damage
of the court there was no discount for
Brown and
The Cumberland county union of the
for
Large expense has, in this way, been in- cash.
curred which has made little or no show,
Woodford St., and
of Christian
Ladies’ circle connected with the Young People’s Society
The
Hamlet
Culvert,
though of incalculable benefit and ictual
a largely attended meetheld
Endeavor
moda
for
will
meet
city
advancing
upon
3,000.00
Woodfords
necessity
Universalist^society,
&c.,
The opening
stone
It is believed that the main
ern lines.
Portable
today with Mrs. C. A. Plummer, Wood- ing at Gorham yesterday7.
1,500.00
crusher,
system ot sewers is now so far completed fords street. The ladies are preparing for exercises were led by Rev. Minot Shaw
no
Immediate
need
for
be
1.500.00
will
$13,074.89 that there
Fitting oity offices,
and an address of
large extensions. If this proves to be the a supper and graphophone entertainment Hartwell of Yarmouth
$158 049.89 fact, it will release the treasury from to be given on Friday evening in Lewis welcome was delivered by Rev. George
Total give § debt,
what has been for some years, a heavy
In the above statement of gross debt, and continuous source of expense, though hall.
W. Reynolds of Gorham, to which Rev.
exthere Is Included $15,735.60 already
Chairman J. H. Hutchins ot the Re- Mr. Hartweil, the president responded.
in fact paid the
as an investment it has
pended upon the High School nouse and city good interest in the way of better publican oity committee, has called a
Interesting papers and addresses follot and also $16,288.40 already expended
buildings and increased valuation.
meeting of the oommittee for re organ- lowed
in the widening of Forest Avenue. There
by Mr. Ellis Whitehouse of CumFIRE DEPARTMENT.
ization and the election of officers for
will be an additional amoont required
berland Mills, A. S. Skillings of Portfor
the
the
compleyear
coming
during
The Fire Department of Deering is in a the ensuing year. The meeting will be
Mr.
Rev.
Reynolds and Miss
tion of each of these special and extraorin the assessors’ office, Thursday land,
high state of efficiency and discipline. held
of Portland. The secredinary items of work.
Clark
G.
Ethel
The statement of gross debt is also ex- Its appearance on parade last Fourth of evening, March 17 at 8 o’clock.
Mr. Alfred Southworth, reported
clusive of the following resources the
A young man claiming Boston as his tary,
July was a souroe of pride and gratificais 74,
greater part of which will, in the near tion to our citizens. It is claimed, with residence was arrested last evening near that the whole number of societies
future, produce cash, namely:
in a gain of four in the past year. Every
at
railroad
C.
Woodfords,
M.
the
depot
and
do
that
it
can,
does,
reason,
$ 1,963.64 good
Tax Heeds of Town,
He will city and town in the county has one or
as it uuuiu
a badly intoxicated condition.
1,329.06 suDstantiauy as euecuve wurs
Tax Deeds of City,
I’UIO
juuxu'
more societies except Naples and BrunsLTOiUio
uujju iiupniiiD
555.28 by usiDg engines. It is, I believe, a uppotu
Sewer Deeds of City,
239,03 demonstrated fact that, owing to the ing.
wick. There are 2184 active members
Sewer Deeds of Town,
Due from Abuttors on toewors,
h,04/.4y strong pressure, the Hose Companies can
Miss Daisy Smith, a teacher in one of and 779 associate. The largest society
■Due from Abuttors on Sidethrow a heavy stream over the highest
Is visiting relatives is that of the first Baptist church of
2,030.75 building in Deering. The promptness the Auburn schools,
walks,
Due from Abuttors for curband capacity of the department has been In Woodfords.
Portland, with 118 active and 34 associ283.04 shown in the few occasions during the
The third lecture in the courso boing ate members. The societies have given
ing on Pleasant St.
Due from Abuttors for curbpast year when their servioes have been held at Quinby hall Stroudwater, will to missions in the past year $535.91.
1,250.00 needed.
take
and men
The officers
ing on Forest Avenue
be delivered on Thursday evening of this Miss Cora B.
Due from tax commiment
Bickford, ex-president of
worthy pride in keeping everything in
131.28
lire week. Subject, “A Parson's Outing in
1806,
the best possible condition. The
the state union, spoke on the subject of
Due from Tax Commitment
first
and
class
alarm system is strictly
the Maine Woods.” The lecture treats of
“Socials” and Rev. W. F. Berry spoke
11,933.80 with the improvements made the past
1897,
the experiences of the lecturer, Rev. W.
Miss Anna
and
be
rerelied
can
be
may
upon
on "Christian Citezensliip.”
year,
of
Portland.
F.
Berry
Total
$23,263.63 garded as invaluable.
of Saco also read a paper. The
L.
Cobb
No.
G.
I.
O.
370,
T.,
Deering lodge,
Taken for all in all, few places can
Besides the resources named, there will
in the reliability
and will celebrate its second anniversary this officers are:
be added the amount due from the abut- equal Deering
of its lire department.
effectiveness
President—Rev. Minot S. Hartwell of
The
exercises will include a
tors on sewers on Forest Avenue. Noyes
evening.
Yarmouth.
THE POOR.
street, Deering Avenue and College street
from
entertainment.
and
Supper
supper
for sewers in those streets, the assessVice presidents—Rev. W. F. Berry,
I would refer you to the report of the 6 to 8 o’clock.
ments for which have not yet been made.
J. W. Brackett, Peaks IsPortland;
Mr. F. h. Winship the Deering Contre lanci; ± r. morse, iwm«uu.
An increase in the amount of indebted- Overseers of the Poor for detailed account
to
ness, publio or private, is In general
has
just added a handsome
of
Recording Secretary—Miss Hattie E.
jthe care taken of the unfortunate poor druggist,
be regretted yet, UDder some circumstanThe man- quartered oak ‘‘floor show case.” to the Sargent, Portland.
on the Oity Farm and outside.
ces, it may be the result of good business
Alfred
Secretary
Corresponding
management. It is sometimes better to agement of this department is very satis- fixtures of bis store.
Portland.
Soutliworth,
hire money to make permanent improve- factory. The inoame of the farm, from
Mrs. Fannie K. Thompson,'the manments and thus extend tho period of pay- its gravel pit and labor of teams, reduces dolin
teacher of Portland, will give a DAUGHTERS OF AMERICAN REVOment over a series of years rather than to the net expense to a Binail amount.
private entertainment at Hoegg’s hall
impose an excessive tax for immediate
LUTION.
POLICE.
The entertainon Wednesday evening.
payment, in what 1 have mentioned
Wadsworth
Elizabeth
as extraordinary pending matters, nameChapter D. A.
be
her
given by
The Police Department consists of a ment will
pupils and
ly: the finishing of the new High School
met yesterday afternoon in the parR.,
Marshal and five regular and ten select talent.
City
building and tho completion of the ForDr. P. H. Blanchard of Deering Cen- lors of the Congress Square Hotel. The
est Avenue widening, it would seem to special polijemen, all of whom serve
has been oalled to St. Johnsbury, usual business of the Chapter was carbe both proper and necessary to raise a without pay except when actually on tre,
For all
further amount by borrowing.
It may be found advisable by the where he was formerly located, to attend ried out.
The matter of celebrating
duty.
current expenses, however, l believe we
a fixed salary for the one of his former patients who is seriousestablish
to
Council
Day,
April 19th, with a hisshould carefully adhere to the old maxim
Lexington
of paying as we go.
The large and in- Marshal instead of a per diem rate of ly ill.
torical entertainment to which the pubcreasing valuation of our city will, with compensation. It would seem that the
lic may be admitted, was brought up
the exercise of good judgment and proper Marshal should be on duty all the time.
and a committee was appointed to areconomy in expenditures, allow us to do
WEDDINGS.
are liable to arise when acEmergencies
this without making our tax rate burden- tion is necessary to be taken at once, and
range the same.
some.
the head of the department should alMrs. J. B. Shepherd, the regent, gave
convenient
access.
The
be
within
ways
SCHOOLS.
HANCOCK—ELLIOT/T.
a detailed report of the meeting of the
new quarters for the Polico Station are a
The high
in Washingstanding of the Deering credit to the oity.
A very pretty wedding took place last Continental Congress held
This resume of our oity affairs is necesschools has been fully maintained during
Among the
when Mr. Edward Hancook, ton, beginning Feb. 22.
evening
Doubtless
and
imperfect.
the past year. The average of attendance sarily hasty
other items of equal or greater impor- book-keeper for J.E. Goold company, and pleasant features was the presentation
has been large and the work of both tance than those
mentioned
suggest Miss Susie Elliott were married at the res- of medals to the founders of the Society
teachers and scholars done in a most cred- themselves to your minds. It is impossi- idence of the bride’s
parents, No. 05 At- of D. A. R. Another pleasant occasion
us
In
the
muwhat
awaits
foretell
to
ble
itable manner. It has become the settled
lantic street.
Tho floral decorations were was a
now
we
are
which
upon
year
nicipal
reception at the White House tenpractice to continue in sorvloe those entering. Our oltizens have lately, by very pretty.
Mr. Ralph Orne was best iered
by President and Mrs. McKinley
teachers whose work is satisfactory, and majority vote, expressed their determina- man and Miss Bertie
the bride’s to the
Elliott,
members of the Continental Conwithout
conduct
their
affairs
the
to
benefit
of
their experience tion
thus obtain
was maid of honor.
Tho ceremony
and acquaint ance. The beneficial results consolidation with any other munici- siBter,
gress.
performed by Rev. Mr. Shepherd,
of this practice are apparent in the qual- pality, and have entrusted the manage- was
Mrs. Shepherds report was followed
ity of the instruction given and the con- ment of those affairs to us. We cannot rector of St. Paul’s. Miss Cassie Elliott
nor
wisdom
of
to
the
exercise
by reports from Mrs. Stone and Mrs.
scholars in the promise
perfect
tinuous progress
the
at
the
and
presided
piano
played
Kendall representatives to the Congress.
various grades. An honorable feeling of to avoid mistakes. We can, however, act
rivalry is awakened that each school may harmoniously, with due regard for each wedding march. There was a profusion Mrs Kendall
spoke cntliustlcally of the
After the
others’ rights and with steadfast purpose of beautiful wedding gifts.
bo at least as good qs the rest.
patriotism
The school buildings are In good condi- to use our best endeavors to promote the ceremony a wedding
served
displayed
by the Daughters
was
supper
I pledge
of American Revolution, she also made
tion, although there Is still room for Im- public welfure. In this direction
late
the
on
and
Mr.
and
left
Mrs
Hancock
provement in some of them and In one or you my best efforts and rely with confian earnest plea in favor of the American
dence upon your hearty co-operation that train on their wedding tour.
wo cases additional room is needed.
Bonds

I
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1'A cents.

Percale,
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Monthly Magazine which is devoted
the interest of this Society.
A vote of

thanks

was

tendered

to

“COLUMBIA” and other Pope Mfg. Co. Bicycles,
are sole Portland Agents.

the

Sons of the Revolution for

their hospitality Feb. 22d., also to Mrs, Nilson who
so ably represented the Chapter on that

XIX.

MILLINERY Opening March 29th.

occasion.

SOUTH

XX.

PORTLAND.

Republicans Generally

Successful

Dress Skirts, made to order
Price for making,

in Town

Meeting Yesterday.

in the

QUO

V ADIS.

The best

$1.00

selling book

price

New Idea Paper Patterns—one
As

good as

any

R. & C.

CHESTNUT

C. Hersey, R., 307; Noah B. Knight, D.,
531; Selectmen, assessors, and overseers
of the poor, Thomas B. Haskell, R., 452;

Accepts and Will

!

79c

j

prove this'from the lives of

!

Stanley,

1

George Eliot,
Lampion and others.
were made from chapby Mrs. Ward,"Augustus

Looker,
Copious questions

ters

Became Faster.

of

a

life

“Story of Two Novel Lives,” the
committee “Gurneys of Earlham,” and the reoent
On the £4th of February the
of Hare. Jowettt and Tennybiographies
for the
son.
The “life" of the latter was quite
appointed to secure a pastor
a call
extended
church
fully disoussed, and in the Judgement of
Chestnut, street
of Newton Cen- the lecturer it was a worthy representato Rev. I-iuther Freeman
tion of a great and novel soul. In conOn the Tth of March a com- clusion Mr. Bellows thanked his hearers
tre, Mass.
Worcester,
church,
for the kind attention they bod given
mittee from Trinity
him during so many years of his “talks,
also extended Mr. Freeman a oall.
and especially
the Current
thanked
reoeived
Last Friday a telegram was
Events olub
for its generous managecall to
from Mr. FreemaD, accepting the
ment of this particular course of lectures.
to the
the Chestnut street church, subject
annual
the
at
MARRIAGESappointment by the bishop
inference in April. The announcement
In this city, March 14. by Kev. S. F, Pearson,
)f Mr. Freeman’s acceptance was received
Charles A. Stokes and Miss Gertruda C. Young,
with a great deal of enthusiasm by the both of Portland.
In Deer Isle. March 3, Abljah W. Hardy and
;hurch Sunday, as he is considered one
Hare’s

D. 351; Stephen Soamman.D., 369; Frederick W. Jordan, D., 404. Collector of
taxes, John F. Merriman, R., 421; Frank
Town treasurer,
E. Marr, D., 416.
J.
Calvin Knapp, R., 615; Geo.M.Stanwood,
D., 321. Town agent, John B. Chase, R.,
462; Horace F. Davis, D., 373; superintendent of schools, Joseph S. Fiokett, R..
484; llr. Loring S. Lombard, D., 398.
Superintending sohool committee, Frank
I. Brown, K 479; J. K. P. Rogers, R.,

are

ST. CHURCH.

Freeman

Rev. I,ether

William L. Bradford, R., 418; Charles N.
Trefethen, R., 510; Charles A. Tilton,

test.

|0c

J. R. LIBBY GO.

meeting for the election of one
has been fixed for Saturday next, Maroh
19, at 9 o’clock p. n>.
The following is the result of yesterday’s election: Town clerk, Henry P.

the lead and

all,

Corsets-special,

journed

at
Willard.
The Willards won
with a total of 1437 pins to their credit.
Tontines
secured 1416 pins. The
The
Tontines on the six games are 99 pins in

for

35c pattern.

XXIII.

considerable was less than that
of last year, when only 90 straight votes
were cast
on both sides.
There was no
choice for third seleotmean and an ad-

alley

of the century 48c

XXII.

though

J. McDonald.
The
last bowling game in the series
of six between the Tontines of Portland
and the Willards of South Portland, was
rolled last evening at Willard’s bowling

styles.

Publisher's price $1.50.

rotes were cast and 153 straight Democratic ones.
The cutting and pasting

Roberta, D., 345.
After the vote] was declared by the
moderator, the following were elected
constables on
the floor: Thomas P.
Place, Henry D. S. Woodbury and Charles

newest

XXI.

The
Republicans of South Portland
hackled on their political.armor,yesterday, swooped down on the polls and
pulled out a g clean cut, almost out and
out victory.
The total vote cast was
840, of whioh 158 straight Republican

420; Edward C. Reynolds, R, 466; James
W. Lowell, D., 350; Frank P. Scaznman,
D., 424; George H. Weeks, Jr D., 375.
Truant Offioers, Wm. A.Burgess, R., 456;
Wzn. J. Crlbbey, R., 454; John L. Richardson, R., 444: Edward Fowles, D.,
879; Charles J. McDonald, D., 367; Hugh
F. Flynn, D., 354. Road commissioners,
Joseph F. Chaplin, R., 461; Franklin A.
Skillin, D., 874. Constables, Thomas F.
O’Neil, R., 427; William W. Burgess, R.,
456; James E. Hayes, R., 447; Warren W.
Willard, R., 508; Edwin Fowler, B., 434;
Wm. H. McLaughlin, D., 369; Hugh F.
Flynn, D., 421; Charles G. Dyer, D., 346;
Charles J. MoDonald, D., 342; Wm. F.

we

>f

the ablest

men

jonference.
Mr, Freeman
and two
wife
man who has

of the New

England

is 35 years of age, has a
small children, and is a
a
line presence and has

successful and dearly beloved by
He;is at
lis people wherever located.
he present time successor of Rev. E. H,
dughes at Newton Centre.
jeen

BELLOWS’S

HR.

LECTURE

ON

RECENT BIOGRAPHY.
The
< lourse

<
■

subject

ind Advent
vas

of the last lecture in the
Mr. Bellows at the Sec.

given by

church, yesterday afternoon,
Biography,” illustrated

“Recent

by the late “Lives and Letera” of Agustus Hare, Benjamin Jowett
Mr. Bellows deAlfred Tennyson.
t md
clared that he was somewhat fanatical
<

specially

of biography, as they gave a reveof tho human soul—a portrayal of
1 he whole,more frank and full than could
I >o found even In the author’s writings,
gossiping
t was not. the mere love of
over

: ation

letaiis that was gratified, but through
I ho biographies we learned why and how
1 hese poets and novelists, and great men
the winners of the con- : md great women, wrote anti aoted as
Illustrations wore drawn to
i hey did.
<

Mrs. Louise 0. Davis.

In Lamolne, March 8, John E. Black ef
Brooksville and Mrs. Jaue M. Grindle.
In Forest City. March 5, William Brooks and
Almeda F. Bubar.
lu Guilford, March 5, Frank I. Campbell of
Sangervlile and Miss Maim Whitman.
In Norridgewock. March 5, Leslie E. Rogers
and Miss Fanny M.

Lungloy._

DEATHS.
In this city, March 14, George H. Snyder,
aged 04 vears 3 months.
Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 3 o’clock,
at his late residence. No. 101 Oxford street.
[Boston and Eastern papers please copy.
In this city, March 14, Allan B., son of Wll
Ham L. and Jennie Ames, aged l year 14 days.
In Augusta, March 9, Beuj. B. Shorey, aged
36 years.
lu Litchfleid, March 4, Janies Bartlett, aged
76 years.
Jn Doer Isle, March 1, Miss Ethel Raynes,
»ged 13 years.
In Raymond, March 6, Elliot Barton, formerly
>f Naples, aged 78 vears.
in Island Falls. March 6. Sylvester H. Knee:and, aged 46 years.

[TCHINESS OF THE

SKIN AND EC-

ZEMA.
The only remedy in the world that will
Skin on any
once stop iohiness of the
;>art of the body that is absolutely safe
ind never failing, is Doan’s Ointment.
tt

samples at H. H. Hay & Son’s,
Wholesale store, 262 Middle street.
Free

!

the trees. Eight
cently counted.

MISCELLANEOUS.
w

—

■

■■

~

-—v

harmless, and a strong tonic in building up the weak
and debilitated. It cures acute or muscular rheumatism in from one to five days. Sharp, shooting pains
in any part of the body stopped iu a few doses. A
prompt, complete anil permanent cure for lameness,
soreness, stiff back and all pains in hips and loins.
Chronic rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago or pain in
the back are speedily cured. Itseldom falls to give
relief from one to two doses, and almost invariably
cures before one bottle has been used. The Munyon
Remedy Company prepare a separate cure for each
disease. At all druggists—25 centsa vial. Ifyouneed
medical advice write Prof. Munyon, 1605 Arch
■street, Philadelp hia. It is absolutely free.

The Family Remedy

FOR ALL PAIN
Used Internally and Externally Safely.

CURES

Colds. Hoarseness,
Catarrh, Sore Throat,
Influenza, Cuts,

[Continued.]
che leaned toward him
“Aspersed.
with blazing eyes. “Then I, after all,

Hands
and Faces,

Chapped

Bleeding.

nil

IITinli Some dealers

offering

are

UnU I lull cheap, watery

substitutes. SHUN THEM.

mixtures as
THEY ARE

dasgekocs,_
POND'S EXTRACT is only sold in
bottles, with buff wrappers and our
Note
landscape trade-tnarh thereon.
our name on every label and wrapper.

Pond’s Extract Ointment
bottle.

"

Price, BO Cents

Pond’s Extract Toilet Paper,
MEDICATED.
ftO Cents pha-, Six for $1.00.

POND’S EXTRACT C0„ 76 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Accident, Emnloyers’ Liability
i Insurance.

and Fid

of

The Efliployers Liability

Assurance Corporation, Limited,

OF LONDON, ENG..
U, 8. BRANCH. 6TATEMENT DEC. 31.1897.
wllh
Insurance department,
llapodted
Nefw Tot ttislaasactiusetts,Ohio and
$929,313.00
tXUSthOS,
INCOME.
PgemiUZOA
Interest (hioluding

$1,058,004.23
dp-

precldUon)

^—-—$1,108,937.45

EXPENDITURE.
$620,659.51
jrt^ses.
250,949.32
Commissions,
51,405.68
Salaries*
23,906.37
Siatefeas,
64,414.63
A U other charges,

Eemlttftnces't©
head office. $65,405,75

1,011,335.51
$97,601.94

ASSETS.

$283,625.00
United States bonds,
35,975.00
State atid countv bonds,
Municipal and town bonds, 274,825.00
320,604.58
bonds.
Railroad
Cash Deposited with trustees, with Kidder, Pea27,146.33
body & Co.,
1,157.34
Cash in hand and in bank.
Interest due and accrued
on bonds, not included
7,137.09
in market value,
Premiums in due course of
274.539.18
collection.
Agents’ balances
< Premiums three
months overdue), $7,352.47 -$1,205,009.52
LIABILILIES.
Reserve for losses outstanding. contingent and
$258,490.00
direct,
Reserve for commissions,
60,806.29
etc.,
for unexpired
Reserve
473,407.07
risks,

Surplus as‘regards policy holders,

792,703.36
$412,306.16

Nummary of Head Office Statement*
March 31, 1897.

CAPITAL, SUBSCRIBED, $3,750,000.
$750,000.00
Capital, paid op in cash,
or
Assets, exclusive
2,297,155.00
guaranteed capital,

$1,195,680.00
Liabilities,
Surplus as regards policy holders. exclusive
of guaranteed capital, 1,101,475.00

%

nimpant.Aed eanital. not

3.000,000.00
$5,297,155.00

called,

Total available resources,
feD22eod3w

ferance.

know,”

vered as his is in this county or a woman
in it who could command the following
you could.
“As the reputed daughter of the late
Colonel Bascom, yes, plus a few shrugs.
As the legitimate daughter of his overseer, no—no, and you know it.”
Northoote stared over her head without making any reply. He could think
of none that would carry any comfort
with it. Jessica flung a question at him
with a passionate gesture.
“When my grandmother found the
thing inevitable, the misohief done,
why did she not let her plebeian son-inlaw take his infatuated bride away
with him and let them rear their lowly
progeny in open ostracism? Why all
this mystery extending through the
years? Why all this accumulation of
disgrace about the defenseless head of
poor girl?’
“Your grandmother never believed
the statements made by Whitney and
her daughter touching their secret marriage. They could produce no witnesses,
and the wandering evangelist who had

one

ANDERSON, ADAMS & GO.
31 Exchange St., Agents

of her child as Ellen’s only hope of restoration to her mother’s presence and
promised to care for the little one as
best he could.
“How he kept that promise you best

his bald assertion of fatherhood would
not carry him through, but it has, it
did. There is not today a memory re-

POSITIVE SPECIFIC FOE PILES,

penoriueu

iuo

uau

ueiemuujr

uisapone de-

Her
sire was to hide her shame from those
of her own class. She sent for me, the
lifelong friend of her son. I took her
daughter away with me. Her mother
It
never looked upon her face again.
was left to her to inform Bascom of his
sister’B condition. She sternly forbade
his revenging the disgrace on Whitney,
as that would advertise matters to the
whole world. You can see how the pride
of the old aristoorat directed every step.
Whitney left the country before BasUntil he
com got baok from Mexico.
turned up as the owner of Belhaven we
had every reason to suppose him dead.
He paused for comment. She had
none to make. He resumed rapidly:
“Of the actual facts of his marriage
to Ellen Basoom I was informed only
last week by the old man who wanted
at this late day to relieve his conscience
of a burdensome secret. When he heard
that Whitney was living In the county,
he made a pilgrimage to him in order to
let him know that his wife was living.
The Kev. Mr. Hayden’s conscience is
tenderer than it was when he performed
the wedding ceremony clandestinely in
Miss Bascom’s sitting room up stairs.
He excuses that by saying that Whitney
represented Miss Bascom’s mother as
not being averse to the marriage, but
unreasonably objected to its being performed by a Baptist.”
“What matters the method' so the
hideous fact stands firm? You have not
yet accounted for my uncle’s guardianship. How did I get into his hands?
Where was I bom?”
“You were born in my house. Your
grandmother had intimidated or bribed
Whitnqy into leaving the country. My
own opinion is that he dared not await
Bascom’s return.
“Do not lose sight of the fact that it
said
hs my father yon are describing,
Jessica, with inexpressible bitterness.

peared from the country.

”

“Pardon me, dear child.
“Goon.”
“When you were a month old, yonr
mother left my house for Mexico, declaring her intention of making Bascom
bring about a reconciliation with her

1

MFE INSURANCE
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\ contingencies, and

£*

covers

these

may be pos- ©

-'sessed by the annual pay™
meat of a small sum of money.
By present Union Mutual plans, a
4 policy is guaranteed to have specified
2 cash values if surrendered after being
in force three years and before any

f>
g

fa

discontinuanceof premium payments,

but the most satisfactory returns
crue

through carrying

a

ac-

contract to

its maturity.
Business men admit the value and
& importance of Life Insurance} it is
tj an exception to find one uninsured,
E4? though few possess an adequate
H amount. The sooner taken the less
the cost; hut, once fixed, no increase
f of premium is ever made. Ask now
(i, for facts and figures.
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| Union mutual Die §
1 Insurance Company, I
Portland, maint.
R71 977
& s{) JjO /•)£■//

t$»

of insurance is carried by
the Union Mutual upon the
lives of Maine people; amount constantly
Increasing. Insure with this popular Home

Company.
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goods of every description are always to be found at
otir
at
Auction
sale
Rooms. We often
ave articles less than half the cost to manSs
WILSON, Auctioneers, 18
ttfaMj&J'©. GOt®
U-tf
JFxde ifife-efc,

CONSIGNED

Srivnte

Household

|

nerseit. xne mamy teiiow, ever ready
to shield her, accepted the repudiation

have been the sufferer. Those who have
doubted the story of that Mexican marriage—and I confess I have been among
them—havo been receiving me on suf-

“They have been receiving you on the
strength of his unsullied record, his
peerless courage. He did have his fears,
and I did share them with him, that

Bruises, Burns.
Lameness &

one

tree were

re-

LIMERICK.

for Cold Weather!

Get Ready

in

mother.”
“I did not oppose her going. I proI
cured a trusty attendant for her.
thought the journey would do her good,
and I knew the estrangement from her
mother was almost killing her.
“She came back tome six weeks later
without her attendant and without you.
She told me a strange story, to which
I gave no credence, although Bascom
did write to me later that she had narrowly escaped death in a terrible railroad accident.
“The olumsy story she told was that
on recovering consciousness she found
herself in a private hom^ surrounded
by kindly natives, all jablS.'ing Spanish
One of them brought an inf an:
at her.
and put it in her arms. She shriekci
out at the sight of it. It was not he:
Hi
child. The doctor was brought.
could understand English. She explain
ed to him that a few (moments before
the shock she and a young mother sit
ting in front of her had exchanged babies to see which was the heavier. Athe crash came each woman clasped the
infant in her arms to her bosom. Then
they told her that the only other infant
on the train had been killed, together
with its mother. No one believed her
story. I certainly do not. I think tb;
shock of the accident, coming on top o
all the nerve strain she had been enduring for several years, unbalanced hei
mind permanently. As the main object
of her journey was to see her brother,
she took a carriage and drove to his address, taking with her the infant that
had been left in her charge. We can
only account for her persistent denial of
your identity on the score of nerve
shock. She left you on Bascom’s hands,
refusin^to mother you. A week or twc.
after her return I had a letter from Bascom corroborating her story as told by

said

Northcote, smiling sadly

into Jessica’s face.
She lifted misty eyes to his.
‘'
When my father and my mother forsook me, he took me into his tender
keeping. Did my grandmother relent?”
“She died before Ellen returned from
Mexico.
A somber silence fell between them.
Jessica broke it.
“So, then, so far from being an orphan, doubly orphaned by the death of
the good man who gave me the shelter
of his name and home, I am suddenly
come

into

possession

of a father

and

a

What am I to do with them?
mother.
I should think that poor gentle spirit up
stairs, whatover the mistakes of her
youth, might be left unmolested for the
short remnant of her days. As for me’ ’—
She stopped with a perplexed frown
wrinkling her forehead. “Are you in
Mr. Whitney’s—in my father’s—confidence sufficiently to speak of his intentions? I think I could better stand—
things from you, doctor, than from
him.”
“I am sufficiently in his confidence
to believe that he will not abate one
jot or one tittle of what he is legally
entitled to.”
“That means,” said Jessica, with a
gasp, “that he can lay claim to his
daughter, to his wife and to this place,
which since Colonel Bascom s death is
the property of his sister.
North“It means all that and more.
cote’s voice was full of bitterness.
“More?”
“Have yon forgotten Belknap?”
“No; oh, no! I thought of him and
renounced him in the first stunned moments while I was trying to piece my
consciousness together so as to fully
comprehend what you were saying. Of
course that is forever out of the question now.”
She said it with such intense quietness of voice and manner that Northcote
gave her scant credit for the suffering
she was hiding behind a proud, cold exterior.
“And speaking of him, doctor, would
you mind finding him and telling him
I am afraid I cannot discuss this matter
with him now or indeed at any time
in the future? There is no room for discussion. He is not strong enough to
stand the excitement of it. Go look for
him, please, and don’t let him come to
me. I suppose later on I will be able to
think. Just now I can only suffer.
Her face was so full of pain and her
efforts to bear this terrible blow wore
so pathetio that Northcote buried his
head in his arms as he stood by the
mantelpiece to shut out the sight of it.
“Go, please, doctor, and thank you
for the sympathy you are showing. I
will grow used to this change, I sup-

pose. One more question—do you suppose he will insist upon seeing me to-

day?”
“Whitney, do you mean?”
“Yes.”
“I can’t say. I don’t know.
ran

prevent

U11

Not if I

MAINE

TOWNS.

Item* of interest Gathered

pondents

Corres-

by

of the Frets.

FREEPORT.
Mrs.

Cos,

ot

North

Freeport,

is

quite

ill.
Fred S. Soule, tailor, Is showing to his
customers his new spring goods which
have just been received.
Mr. Otis Williams has work in Auburn,

having oharge of the stitching
Wise & Cooper.

room

with

Mrs. E. C. Brown was the
guest of
Mrs. I)r. Spear, in the city Thursday.
Mr. E. F. Libby, of Gray, has leased
the lower tenement of L. M. Bailey.
Willis Chase is moving into tho brick-

yard house.
children’s service on Sunday afterinstructors who
noon recently one of the
had'been talkingjupon various things,also
At

a

Ilia

rrlnwao

o tv

rl

past

\V. A. Davis & 3Co. will soon occupy
the store just vacated by W. H. Waker.
A very pretty wedding occurred Wednes
day morning at the home of Mrs. Fanny
Norton, Bath. The contracting parties
were Miss Ada M. Norton,formerly of this
village, and Mr. Richard Kenwood Boring, of Reading, Mass.
daughter
Miss Mabel Davis, youngest
of Joseph E., celebrated her sixth birthday on the 8th.

NORWAY.

“You have left Miss—her in there?”
“Yes, but she begs not to be disturbed.”
“You have told her everything?”
“I have told her everything.
Northeote stood with his hand on the

barring passage. Belknap
laid one of his thin hands on the lapel
of his coat and flung him to one side
with a strength born of his passion.
“Then stand aside and don’t speak of
my disturbing her.”
Ho opened the study door and closed
it behind him before Dr. Northeote had
gathered himself together again. He
doorknob,

stood still and listened without feeling
any of the shame of the eavesdropper.
But the thick oaken door held its se-

possibly

be

anything

in future

between you and the

daughter of Dennis Whitney. Go away,please,
common

and spare me words. I am so tired of
them. Dr. Northeote, good man, has

stumbling and stammering
this miserable story for an hour.”

been

over

He came around in front of her and
kneeled to bring his face on a level

with hers. He took both her hands, and,
kissing them, held them in a tight clasp.
They were like two pieces of ice.
(To be continued.)
STEAMER FRANK JONES.

Beginning Friday, April 1, the steamer
Frank Jones will leave Portland Thursdays and Fridays at 11 p. m., for Rockland, Bar Harbor,'.Machiasport and intermediate landings. Leave Machlasport on
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. in.

insidious
we only knew how dangerous,
ruthless a disease indigestion is, we would
to cure it
not wait as we do before endeavoring
it is
The longer we wait, the more dangerous
likely to become.
CorSo the sooner we take Shaker Digestive
better we will
dial the better it will be, and the
If

be.

dangerous because it creates
stomach which are absorbed by
LET—Upper and lower rents. 811 Congress
r|'0
A street, 7 rooms each, baths,
laundry,
the blood and by it carried to all parts of
furnace.
Upper rent. 32 Ellsworth street. 7
the body.
rooms, bath, woods lied on 2d floor; all In line
Could anything be worse than this ?
order. GEO. V. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel,
These poisons would not be formed if the Monument Square.
When it can’t, ritO LET—Lower rent, 29 State street, 7 rooms,
stomach could digest its food.
A bath and laundry.
Nice lower rent, 792
Shaker Digestive Cordial will help it to do so.
Congress street. 5 rooms and furnace; both are
so well as
stomach
the
will
help
Nothing
desirable and at reasonable price. GEO. F.
Shaker Digestive Cordial, nothing else cure in- JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument
Square.
digestion so quickly or so positively.
house, 27 Pine street, 9
The reason is that It purifies the stomach and
rooms, bath, hot water heat, laundry, nicethe blood, and makes your food strengthen Inly furnished, piano; very desirable. Also
stead of poison you.
lower rent, 40 Hanover street. 8 rooms; very
GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S.
It is not a medicine, but an aid to digestion, a convenient.
Hotel, Monument Square,
pleasant cordial for weak stomachs.
Ten cents tor a trial ritO LET—Choice lower rent, new house, 11
Sold by druggists.
A Grove street, corner Cumberland, 8 rooms,
bottle.
bath, but water heat; very pleasant and conAddress for interesting book, The Shakers venient. Also nice lower rent, l Sherman
street, 7 rooms, bath, laundry and furnace.
30 lleade Street, New York.
GEO. F. I JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument Square.

of Mr. Dunn: Hon. Seth D. Larrabee of
Portland and C. W. Wescott, cashier of
the Belfast National bank.

A Real Catarrh

Cure.

lower rent, 35 Falmouth
7 rooms,
bath, steam,
rent, 72 Spring street,
lower
Nice
laundry.
Woodfords, o rooms and stable; very low price.
GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monu-

LET—Pleasant
TOstreet,
Oakdale,

ment

..

A lien, of Portland, attended the supper
and entertainment last Wednesday even-

ing.

Mrs. Mary Hurd, of North Berwick, is
visiting Dr. E. T. Andrews.
Mr. Wililiam Elder, who has been quite
sick, is much better.
Miss Jessie Adams is very

low

with

consumption.

Miss Bessie Anderson had an attack of
appendicitis last week. She is better at
this writing.
Miss Marion Smith, a teacher at Truro,
Mass., is passing her. vacation with her

parents.

Miss Carrie Howard, of Lewiston, is
visiting at Mr. Hugh -Smith’s.
Mrs. G. P. Tripp is in Boston purchasing her spring stock of millinery goods.
Mr. Chas. Morse, of Portland, is visit
Ing at the home of Miss Mary Haines.
hor
Miss Mary Haines has advertised
place for sale and will remove to Massa

chusetts.
Mr. H. F. Webb having secured a satisfactory acreage will pack sweet corn at
his shop here t)}e coming season.
The supper given by the male memben
of the Congregational society at the Town

LET—Choice rent, 1 Prospect street, 9
rooms and bath, very pleasant and convenient. Desirable lower rent 47 Myrtle street, 7
rooms, bath, and furnace. Lower rent 73 Merrill street, 6 rooms, very convenient.
GEO. E.
JUNKINS, under U. S, Hotel, Monument
Square.•

TO

TO LET—248
JOTOKE
°
fords, double

Forest Avenue, Woodstore, formerly occupied by

Cut It Small.
A

1

the Allen Sarsaprilla Co., large storehouse in
the rear, fine location for any business. GEO.
F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument

Square.

1

Z-L ilLUC

piCL-C ^UCS

I

Tremont

TOBACCOS
are made from only
choicest leaf, and contain most tobacco
to the plug. Its flavor

people.

Balm

sufficient to
Send 10 cents, we

at

Cream

FOR SAFE.

\\

[V^VvVsK,
for dishes that can be thrown away after every
meal, to avoid the tiresome task of dish-washing, cannot be granted. Would she have the
next best thing ? Let her wash the dishes—
so
it’s almost a pleasure with

easily

\

M

OL-.

cuts the grease, and a

good rinsing

the dishes delightfully clean.

COMPANY,^

THE N. K. FAIRBANK
Chicago.
New York.
St. Louis.

Philadelphia.

will

words inserted
tinder this head
week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

WANTED—By

a

A., Press Office.

IVANTED—By
”»
would

of six rooms
modern con-

an

__10-1
WANTED--FEMALE DEEP.

Forty words Inserted under till, he.d
on. week for 25 cents, cash in advance.

TlrANTED—A working

housekeeper

for

a

»»
cottage on Cushing’s Island.
Address
with references, B, Argus office.n-i

Apply to E. D.
WANTED—Girls.
GILL CO., No. 50 York St..

Maine.

PETT1NPortland,
11-1

WANTED—HALE HELP.

ORIGINAL.

WANTED—18 to IS years old at
BOYKELL
& JONES’, 470 Congress St.

ADDITIONAL.

at 117
15.4

SALE—At Woodfords,
FORcozy
house and

a bargain in
a
seven room
stable, bath
cement cellar, wired for lights, large lot'
two electric lines, all new bouses in tills locality. $100 down. MARKS & EARLE CO„ No.
12 Monument square.
15-1

best
SALE-One
FORFessenden
Park.near the
of

tlie

corner

lots in

house; elec-

new

trics will pass the lot this summer; also one of
the most desirable lots in South Portland; on
W. P. CARR, room 5, 185
very high ground.
Midd.e St.
14-1

SALE—House centrally

FOR

located, three

minutes
from
all
electrics;
twelve rooms and hath,
furnace and set
of
lot
land
with
stable.
If desired
tubs; good
will be sold partly furnished.
Easy terms of
payment. Inquire at No. 6 EXCHANGE ST.
14-1

story house, lot, 5,000 feet
FORofSALE—Two
of B and C street, Portland,
land,
corner

Inquire

B STREET.

210

at

14-1

SALE—Barred Plymouth Rock Cockerels, fine breeders, prolific egg laying strain,
will improve ahy fllock; would be cheap at $3 to
$5, but to quickly close them out I am selling
If you wan t
them at $1.50 and $2.00 each.
one better order today.
C. W. COSTELLOW,
14-1
20, Waterboro, Me.

FOR

black and tan
SALE—A handsome
English Beagle Rabbit Hound, 15 months
old; 18 inch earage; 16 inches high; partly
trained. ARTHUR D. MURPHY, Biddeford,

FOR

10-1

Me.

two
and

painted, hot and cold water throughout, new
set ranges with hot water tanks lor each tenant. new open plumbing, located near Lincoln
W. H. WAL1’ark, will be sold very cheap.
DRON & CO, No. 180 Middle St.
9 1
class 3 storied residence,
FOR14 SALE—First
and bath, steam heat and all modrooms

conveniences, located in the best neighborhood in western part of city; is arranged for
one or two families, and handy to electrics;
W. H. WALDRON & CO,
will be sold cheap.
ern

180 Middle St

9-1

FOR

Deering Highlands,

SALE—On

new

7

room house and stable, cemented oellar,
bath, hot and oold water, wired for light*; lot
70x100; one minute to electrics. $2300; $300
down.
MARKS & EARLE CO, No. 21 Monu-

Square.

9-1

SALE—One lot Men’s *5.00
Cong, and Bal. at $2.50; one lot Men’s
Cong, new goods, $3.00 at $2.50; one lot Boys’
Butt. $1.50 Shoes at 75o, and other goods too
numerous to mention.
J. E. FARR, One Price
Shoe Store, 47 Exchange stree t.
4-2
ARK DOWN

FOR SALE—Farm known as the
"Sturdivant Farm,” in Cumberland, contains about 65 acres, tillage, woodland and
pasture. It has a large barn, with cellar, shed,
hen house, ice house, and with cemented cellar
under main house. Buildings in good repair.
Pleasantly situated, witnln three minutes walk
ol railroad station, and live minutes of Portland and Yarmouth Street Railway. Good hay
farm, and well adapted to raise garden truck,
asparagus, raspberries, blackberries, strawberries, and other small fruit for the market.
Terms reasonable.
Inquire of S. L. STHOUT
on the premises, or A. A. STROCT. 39 Exmarl0-4
change St, Portland, Me.

FARM

MARK DOWN SALE—One lot Ladies’ Gypsy
I'A cut $3.00 boots, St .25; one lot Ladies’
$3.00 boot $1.00; one lot Ladies’Goat
ongola $2.00 boots, 75c; one lot Ladies’
$1.25 Oxfords at 75c. ,1. E. FAHR, One Price
Shoe Store. 47 Exchange street._4-2

»cut

GOODS Just received :1 pianos,
MUSICAL
music boxes, reginas, violins, mandolins.
music, music books, music rolls, superior viostrings. Please call at HAWES’,

lin and banjo
414 Congress

feb24-4

St._

SALE—Or lease, lot of land at the West
J^OltEnd,
P'orest and Congress streets
a

corner

containing about 4,224 feet. Apply
LOW, 919 Congress St.

to

E. HAR-

jan25dtf

MISCELLANEOUS.

■REMOVAL—N.S. Gardiner has moved his
Real Estate office to 176 1-2 Middle, Cor. of
Middlfr-and Exchange St., room No. 1, over
15-1
Woodbury & Moulton. Mar. 14,1898.
LET—2600 Books;
Peoples’ Circulating
TO Library.
247 Congress St,
New catalogue

and get one.12-1
WILL come to your house and fill your oil
can or tank with the best oi! at the lowest
If you send a can to the store
market price.
the chances are that it will come back leaking.
Avoid that by dropping me a postal or teleNEAL D. WINSLOW. 90 Preble
phone 635-4.

I

10-1

street.

WILSON, Auctioneers, 18 Free street. 11-tf

ONEY TO LOAN-On firsthand second
Hf
JJI.

mortgages, on real estate, stocks, bonds,
insurance policies and notes of any good
I. P. BUTLER, 43 1-2 Exchange
securities.
life

7-4

street.

James Reba, Soldiers’ Home, Kennebec,$8 to $12; Rufus Reynolds, Burnham,
$14 to $17; Samuel D. Prescott, Auburn,
$12 to $17; Thomas Smith, Bangor, $12

Dr. Fisk makes a specialty of Diseases of the Kectum. Treats no other class of disease. Send for my
Free Treatise on Piles, etc., and names of many
prominent Maine citizens cured.
a m
Dr. Fisk’s method is easy. safe. Sm a B
painless.
Consultation Free !
all at my Lewiston or Portland fj
BB
office, or consult me bv mail.
Dr. C. T. FISK, 332 Main Street. Lewiston.
At U. S. Hotel, rortlaud. Saturdays only.

$17.

W5** C I

ORIGINAL. WIDOWS. ETC.

Elizabeth D. Greeley,
*

Rate of interest 5 per cent a year
YY. P.
to security.
5, second floor, Oxford building.

upward according

CAItR.

room

185 Middle

street.feb26d4w

ONEY TO LOAN—On first and second
as low rate of
mortgages on Real Estate at
interest as cun be obtained in Portland; also,
loans made on stocks, bonds, personal property or anv other good secnrities. Inquire of A.
17-4
£. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 Exchange St.
1*7ANTED—All persons in want of trunks
bags to call on E. D. REYNOLDS,
603 Congress street, one door above Shaw’s

Si

grocery store,

we

as

manufacture

our

goods

bottom prices.
give
and can therefore
We frame
Trunks repaired. Open evenings.
11-2
pictures.
WANTED.

driving horse in exchange
for bouse lot oil Munjoy hill, free and clear;
only parties having a first class driver need
answer. F. H. DEEItlNG, 1S1 Tremont St.,

WANTED—Good

12-t

April 1st, three or four
HAS- WANTED-About
rooms suitable
far housekeeping. Ad14-1
12-1
dress with terms, RENT, Press Office.

1 OfIC Difficult cases Cured
IZUO by Dr. C.T.FBSK.

INCREASE.

and

Bos ton, Mass.

David Vail, North Newry, $'0 to $10.

March 4,

B, J. WILLARD.

beat,

discounted.

__10-1

experienced American
like a situation as houselady,
Good references.
keeper or first class cook.
Gall or address MRS. D., 413 Congress St., City.

Washington, March 14.—The following
pension changes are announced:

Special

Commercial St.

to

RENT—April 1st,

Ripley, $8.

SALE—3 steam Hoisting Engines
pOR
L

_______mar
bookkeeper (now emchange her position. M ONEY LOANED on 1st and 2d mortgages,
Used to correspondence without dictation and 1*1- real estate, life insurance policies, notes,
ltefereuces. Address U. 8. bonds and any good collateral security. Notes
owns typewriter,
lady
WANTED—A
ployed) desires

MAINE PENSIONS.

to

_

■

&

16-1

young lady of experience, a
position to sew with dressmaker, or would
like situation in office or as saleslady.
Address
16-1
N, Press office._

Wm. L. Trafton, South Berwiok, $6.

Washing Powder, f

more

just out, call

—ll'UA flJ.V i.

a

lower tenement, entirely separate, of house No. 199 Spring St.,
containing seven rooms besides halls and bathroom ; exposed plumbing, steam heat.
Inquire
2-tf
at 44 DEERING STREET.

FOR

>

».

lady stenographer and typeWANTED—ISy
writer of experience, envelopes to back,

Price $16 per
veniences, and large yard.
month.
Apply to De C. True, No. 17 Hem8-1
No.
394
Fore
St.
lock St. or True Bros.,
L'OR RUNT—Milk and vegetable farm located
A
in Deering. near cars, containing about 60
acres with good buildings; barus accommodate
30 to 40 cows; excellent pasture, etc.
Splendid
chance for an enterprising farmer. Particulars,
Real Estate office. First National Bank Build8-1
ing, FREDERICK S. VAILL.

1

I
I

lower rent

we have a
plan
seven room house
than ordinary
exterior. We
striking
can build tins house, furnish
heat, paper,
grading, stone foundation and lot, *3 000 *500
down. Call and see it. MARKS & EARLE
CO,, No. 12 Monument square.
15-1
...

will advance money on any kind of
postal cards to write, or any kind ot short hand
aud typewriting to do in au office or at home; WE merchandise consigned to us, or will
store
could use my own typewriter. Address MISS pay cash for household furniture,
A. i\ K., care Portland Daily Press Office.
stocks and fixtures of any description. GOSS

ing,

LET—A

j.

Forty
one

It

Ito at No. 1025pleasant
Congress St. with

SALE—At Fessenden Park
pOR
very convenient
of a

with

ment

STORE in manufacturing town in N. E. about
100 miles from Boston, business established
and conducted by same owner for SO years,
stock clean and first-class, will invoice about
business and will
§10.000, owner lias other
sacrifice stock a? 75 cents on the dollar for
cash, aud might exchange for free and clear real
estate, with little money, finest opening for
A. C. JONES &
business ever offered in N. E.
CO. room 804 Tremont building, Boston. 9-1

rilO

TO

A large crew is already at work at the
Cabot mill getting ready the wheel pit
before high water. The work is to be
•ompleted so as to furnish power to the
line before the first of July.

room

-»
builtby the day. Hub hot water heaters. porcelain bath, slate wasli
trays and sink,
electric lights.iquar. oak floors,
fireplace, built
of the best materials that
money will buy. $500
down. MARKS & EARLE CO., I.' Monument
square.
15 1

LODGING HOUSE, West Brookline st, 1C
rooms, rent only $70, location between Tremont
st and Warren av, best in city, everything new
within 3 n os, owner going away, $100 down.

Dry Goods Business

in
floor
11-1
nr

R"

rent.

nine

barns, all in good condition, good orchard, and
well supplied with wood and water; also about
200.000 feet of pine timber. About two miles
from Bethel village, and known as the Edward
A. Capeti farm; will be sold on favorable terms
or may be exchanged for Portland property.
MISS SARAH BIDEN, No. 135 Oxford St.,
Portland. Me.mar9-tf

FOR

Qintrln

a

LODGING HOUSE, Mass, av, 17 rooms, low
rent, beautifully furnished, new within 6 months,
income now $144 over rent, owner ill, will make
big sacrifice, only $500 down.
LODGING HOUSE, st. Butolph st. 12 rooms,
rent $75, furuished new about 1 year, price only
$050, best bargain in Back Bay.
LODGING HOUSE, near Columbus av, 17
rooms, rent only $68, all newly fnrnished. 4
mouths ago, owner compelled to leave city will
make wonderful saciifice,
small paymeut
down.

1

rnnms

15-1

SALE—At Fessenden park
pOli
house,

in Bethel, Maine, 120 acres
Building, Boston IjtOR SALE—Farm
good land, 2 1-2 story house, shed and two

very clean, nice house,
sold at a bargain, small

room on same

change street.

CHANCES.

LODGING HOUSE, Tremont st. 16 rooms,
doubles its rent, will be
payment down.
Forty words Inserted under this head
LODGING HOUSE, near Providence depot,
one week for 25 cents, cash In advance.
15 rooms, rent $60, price $550, only $200 down.
LODGING HOUSE, Columbus av, u -ar DartWOR RENT—In the western part of the city
a.
mouth st, 18 rooms, only $200 down, bargain.
near Spring and Park streets, an excepwith
10
rooms, bath,
tionally desirable house
LODGING HOUSE, Berwick pk, near Columsteam heat, stationary tubs, hard wood floors, bus
av, price $530, only $200 down, bargain.
Real Estate
etc. Adapted for renting rooms.
LODG INinToiIS E, West Springfield st. niceOffice. First National Bank Building,FREDERICK S. VAII.L.35-1
ly furnished, rent only $50, price $500, a snap.
LdbGING HOUSE,Hancock st. 20 rooms,
ri'O LET—Flat Mo. 929a Congress street, near
steam heat, bargain; another,
A
Union Station, contains six rooms, bath finely furnished,
rent $83, only *700 down; Bowuoin
16rooms,
room.
of
closet
and
hails
large
plenty
room,
23 rooms, income $60 per
st,
house,
elegant
Apply U> ,T. FRANK BABB, Buck’s Ticket week.
Office, 272 Middle St.l*-l
GROCERY and provision store, few miles
TENEMENT ill new house on spruce St.
nine rooms and pantry and store room; from Boston, established 30 years, rent $40,
conveniences.
business
modern
$1205 per month, fine team, must be
hard woo I floors and all
Apply to C. J. NICHOLS, room 10, 98 Exchange sold this week, owner retiring, a snap.
11T
St
MILK ROUTE—For sale, through Woburn, 36
RENT—We claim to have the largest list cans, established 30 years, fine horses, wagons
fitted, plenty cans, owner going to Klonnewly
of houses and rents for sale and to let of
A. C.
Our spec- dike. must sell at once, great bargain.
any real estate office In Portland.
ialty is collecting rents and general care of
EsReal
full
For
apply
particulars
property.
Bank Building,
tate Office, First National
FREDERICK S. VAILL.15-1
TO LET.

bath

SALE-Restaurant known as the GranPOR
*
ite Spring Cafe, situated at 86 Exchange
street. Must be clo-.ed out at ouce as the owner
lias other business.
Now full of steady boarders.
Inquire of A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 1-2 r.x-

Oil

for. over 25 years successful
experience. GEO. F. JUNK1NS, under U. S.
12-1
Hotel, Monument Square.

;

steam

elevaLiv-

address F. \v. HUS
ery stable. Oak street,
TON, 158 Cumberland street, City-15-1

first class real estate
SALE-Three storied house for
TO LOAN
MONEY
families, 16 rooms, newly decorated
mortgages, also real estate, bought, sold, FOR

leased and cared

I A.C. JONES & GO.,

PT_"NTi/iAlv fnvni<5hA<i

second hand carriage
I'ORtor.SALE—One
For particulars call at Taylor's

OFFICES

BUSINESS

suits the

cent*,

TO LET—Several nice offices for pOR SALE—At Fessenden Park, a fine 8
business purposes on 2nd and 3rd floors
We will
corner Congress and Oak street, also 2 large for; cars will pass here this spring.
rooms 4th story 55'J Congress street.
GEO. F. sell this honse to you at cos t to Build; only
EARLE
down.
MARKS
&
CO, No. 12
JUMCINs, under U. S. Hotel, Monument $300
9-1
Monument Square.
Square.

further than double
the size of any other
kind because

rwia

is

_

TO

heat,
suits,
No. 11 Myrtle St., opposite City Hail.
LET—OnUnion
street, block 53-57 suitable
demonstrate
merit.
A for stores or manufacturing and mechanical
will mail it. Full size, 60 cents.
moderate.
Kent
Inquire of F. S.
purposes.
ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St., N. Y. City.
VAILL, First National Bank Building, PortMe.
land,
__9 1
Catarrh caused difficulty in speaking and to a
172
ENTS—With modern improvements.
great extent loss of hearing.
By the use of
Brackett, 7 rooms; 171 Neal, 7 roams; 738
Ely’s, Cream Balm dropping of mucous has Congress. 7 rooms; 856 Congress, 8 rooms; 1
ceased, voice and hearing liave greatly im Sherman, 8 rooms; 190 High. 8 rooms; 95 Gray,
9 rooms, and many others. Keal Estate Office,
proved.—J. W. Davidson, Att’y at Law, Mon- First
National Bank Building, FREDERICK.
mouth, 111.
S. VAILL.15-1
LET—Two very desirable tenements No.
POWER FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAY.
1012 Congress street,
$10 each.
Single
house No. 181 Oxford street, $18. Very deMarch 14.—The
electric sirable room third floor No.
Lewiston,
553 Congress street,
Oak; price low. Lower tenement No.
railway has just completed an important corner
37 Merrill street. $8. Upper tenement No. 8 St.
A Lawrence street. $10. Cheap rent on Madison
deal for power to run its system,
396
FKED’K L. JEKKIS,
Congress
contract has just been signed with the street.
street.9-1
Cabot Manufacturing company at BrunsrjiOLET IN DEERING—A furnished house.
wick for one thousand horse power. $ nine rooms, exclusive of bath room and
Fine grove in rear; also orchard of
laundry.
This is to he furnished for an average of choice
apples. On line of electrics. Will be
Address
to
a family without children.
rented
36o
in
the
a
hours
days
17
day,
year.
*
or call 51 TLEASANT ST.. Deering, Me.
mar9 4
This is sufficient to run the whole system
of 60 miles proposed to be opened this
OR RENT—Houses with modern improvements. 198 High street,10 rooms; 159 High
The officers say that a system
season.
street, 13 rooms; 3 Deering, 12 rooms. 5 Deerof transmission will be used that will en- ing, 10 rooms; 50 Deering, 9 rooms; 28 Carieton,
8 rooms; and many others.
able them to operate the Lewiston line 9 rooms; 125 Spring.First
National Bank BuildReal Estate Office.
Horn that point with little loss of curFREDERICK S. VAILL.15 1
its great

Square.

LET—Nice upper rent, new house, 50 Central Avenue, lfeering Center, B rooms, hot
and cold water, $12 per month. Also desirable
lower rent 29 Main street, East Deering, 6
rooms, stable, gardeu, orcliar
$15.00. GEO.
F. JUNKINS, under U. S. Hotel, Monument
Square.

A

The 10 cent trial size of Ely’s
Mrs. Jennie L. Morse, of Portland, is
which can he had of the druggist
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Newbegin.
uuug,«n.vi

is

TOTeT—Furnished

Waterville, March 14.—At a meeting of
the creditors of K. Wesley Dunn, insolvent debtor of this city, held at the insoltoday,
vency court room of Augusta
Judge Stevens was requested to appoint
the following assignees upon the estate

GRAY.

v-'iU!

parties wishing a reasonable priced house
by themselves. GEO. F. JUNKINS, under U.
S. Hotel, Monument Square.
ri'O LET—New house. 78 lloberts street, 8
A rooms, bath, laundry, steam; very pleasant
and at low price; also upper rent 11 Cushman
street, (i rooms. GEO. E. JUNKINS, under U.
S. Hotel. Monument Squire._
for

a

nobleboko7“~

1/.

LET—Brick house, 7 Grant street, 8 rooms,
TO hath,
laundry and furnace; very desirable

and

Indigestion
poisons in the

week for 25

or

of Lewiston,
ing of the Union St. Joseph

JUDGE FOSTER DIDN’T APPEAR

well and gave no hint of the
hall, was a grand success.
stormy interview passing behind it.
B. Manchester closed a term
Belknap had gone swiftly toward the of Prof. K. school
last Friday
night 1>.\
dancing
still erecfcfigure sitting with face avertgiving a masquerade ball. There was ;
he
when
ed from the door. Not even
large attendance.
The partridges in the eu*tmn j a~t. of tin
leaned over the back of her chair and
called her name very tenderly did Jes- town are very plenty and ooing considir
able damage to tho orchards by buddiu;
sica show any emotion. She simply
in
his
direction.
look
a
cold
turned
“I asked that I should not be disturbed today. You can have nothing to
say to me that I care to hear—aye,
nothing that can comfort you. There
crets

--

NEW BLOCK FOR LEWISTON.
Lewiston, March 14.—At the last meet-

_

ucv/.

Real Estate Onlletin.

under thi* head
cask in advance.

Inserted

Forty word*
one

among the friends of

The warm sunny days have waked up
Skowhegan, March 14.—There Is conthe sugar makers who are now getting siderable oomment upon the street toThe
large
as
under way rapidly
possible.
in the change from Judge Enoch
amount of snow and frost, with the night
of Auburn for
strong heavy crust enough to bear cattle Foster to Judge Savage
in many places, promises a most profita- the presiding official at the March term
ble season. The equal of this crust has of court which opens in this place tomornot been known for the past sixty years.
Foster had been asBusiness is dull in Norway at present. row morning. Judge
and arrangements
The shoe shop, on which most other busi- signed to this court
next to nothing. were
ness depends, is doing
made to tender him a banquet
being
been
The larger portion of the help has
No explanation is offered for
tonight.
dismissed and those retained are doing
are
the unexpected change.
offered
reasons
but little. Various
for this stagnation, the principal one being that lack of room prevented the pur- SPORTSMEN’S SHOW CROWDED.
rise, which
chase of stock, until the
Boston, March 14.—The doors of the
obliged them to cancel their orders. This
class of annual sportsmen’s show was opened to
the
to
a
sad
pooror
is
mishap
operatives, who have their home here, the public today and visitors were not
slow in coming in. There was a much larbut tetter times are hoped for soon.
now, ger number of spectators this forenoon
The main roads are quite good
are
lumbermen
and
making
up
teamsters
than was expected. The various halls of
lost time.
the great Mechanic building had been
Both
village and town have been temporarily transformed into a miniathe
wintir, ture wilderness auri
unusually healthy during
along the passagethough the large number of doctors all ways was fir, cedar, pine and spruce
huve more or less to do.
hunters’ camps, log cabins, huntsA large gray wolf was seen on the bon- trees,
of
ders of Gnenwood a few days since tear- men’s trophies, mounted specimens
various fish and game, photographs of
ing the carcass of a dead horse.
hunting and fishing scenes, landscape
views. Swimming races and sports of
all sorts will take place each night.
Hail and Glidden have men and teams
WIT AND WISDOM
cutting and hauling lumber to Oyster
creek to be rafted to East Boothtay to C.
Hodgdon & Son.
been
Mrs. Sarah Sidelinger, who has
Great Scheme.
very sick, is much better.
“Say, that luminous paint is great.”
Leslie Blanchard, of Damariscntta, has
bought a half Interest in J. A. Perkins’s “What do you use it for?” “We paint the
baby, so we can give him a drink in the
grooery business.
Rev. W. C. Cook has got settled in the night without lighting the gas.”—Chiparsonage.
cago Record.
The ladles furnished a dinner at the
parsonage Monday and cleared $30.

ill if.

^INDIGESTION.

t'AliSES AND THE
POISONS IT INSTILS IN THE BLOOD.

proposition was made to amalgamate
all the French Canadian societies of Lewbuild a sooiety building on the
mentioned some things
profitable for iston and
of Lisborn end Chestnut streets.
medilations on Saturday evening to pre- corner
ore five societies here now. and
There
pare for Sunday. At the close of his ro
the have a membership of
instructor
marks tile
Inquired “Now altogether
children what must we do Saturday evenmen.
1,325
ing to prepare for the Kabbah!'” A tiny
The blook proposed may cost $90,000
miss promptly replied. “Tal|p a bath.”
stores
Professor Dunham is at South Freeport and will be five stories high, with
first floor, ollioes on the second
on
the
visiting during his vacation
The first appearance o( the robin was
floor, club and society roomb on the third
noted about the 10th, in our village
and a hall on the fifth.
Mr. Bernard S. Koule has returned from and fourth
Boston where ne has been
visiting tne
ASSIGNEES IN DUNN CASE.
few weeks.

Vicvl foil

door.

in

seemingly
out a new sign, oovering,
everything in the world of trade except
dry goods.
Mrs. D. S. Beachom, who has been in
expeoted
New York for some weeks, is
home today.
from
returned
Deacon J. U. Parsons
his trip to Council Bluffs on the 6th.
He reports the spring well advanced, and
as he
people plowing in Pennsylvania
came through.
Miss Nancy Holland is at home from
Freeport for a few days.
Amos Felch i9 very low and Mrs. Weymouth, the wife of our barber, is critically illMrs. F. M. Higgins has been making a

it.

through the doorway, bent upon protecting her from molestation as far as
lay in his power. As he opened the
door he found himself face to face with
Belknap. He nodded toward the study

cannot

in Mioh.
Melrose,
The Rev. G. X. Howard, of
his parents a short visit last
made
Mass.,
will
be
Ho
ward
home
C.
Miss
I!..,
week.
the 17th.
one
of
our
old
citizens,
Mr. F'rank Tarr,
was buried on the 2d, and Mrs. Mary N.
Dole on the 6th.
C. E. Boynton and wife, of Cambridge,
Mass., are making a welcome visit at
Mrs. Ellen Brown’s.
Jas. Dudley is at home from his charge
as overseer in a woolen mill at Lewiston,
account of putting
for a few weeks, on
in a new wheel.
and
Cobb
Fogg have just put
Libby,

Rapids

FOK SALE.

GEO F. JUNKINS’

THE DISORDERS IT

Limeriok, Maroh 14—The Rev. R. L.
Howard expects to stare on the 21st for a
three months’ tour in the West including
Duluth, Minn.; Cumberland, Oshkosh;
Bondu Lao and Racine in Wis. and Grand

visit of some week
her girlhood.

BANEFUL

V17ANTED—A house lot centrally located.
»’
MARKS & EARLE CO.. No. 12 Monu9-1
ment Square.
WANTED—AGENTS.
Forty words inserted under this
oue

head
week for 2b cents, cash in advance.

AGENTS—$21
tiling. Send

a

particulars.
Phila.

A brand new
week easy.
address quick and get

vour

PEOPLES’,

3041

Market

St.,

marl0eod4w

THE FREEPORT

WATER FRONT ITEMS.

PILGRIMS.

looking three master beat in
(Correspondence of the PRESS. )
and looked more like
yesterday
morning
rain
Everett,Mass.,March 12 Ihe light
as she
a large yaoht than anything else,
the
courage
this morning did not dampen
lay over to the brezee. It was the British
of
the
sightseeing
or Interfere with the
schooner Jnanita with a cargo of molassSuffolk county
Freeport seniors. The
es from Porto
Rioo to St. John, N. B.,
was
court house in Pemberton Square
The Juanita has a straight stem and
includbuillding
cost,
first visited. Tis
round stern and is an unusually fine lined
The grand rotunda
ing land, $3,828,000.
She came in for supplies and
vessel.
granite is richly adorned sailed shortly afterward, passing out by
of polished
with frescoes and with sculptures reprelike a race horse.
A trim

senting human virtues. The whole class
withitbe exception of Alice Randall, who
Malden, took
was spending the day in
a special course through the Liberal Arts
building of Boston University. This
as
the Freeport High
was interesting
school was placed upon the approved list
of fitting sohools for this university last

common
year. The old historio Boston
The Beacon street
came next in order.
over
mall was planted from funds left
Takafter fortifying the harbor in 1812.
ing the Long Path, made famous in tbe

works of Dr.

Holmes,

passed

we

the

Brewer fountain, saw the Boston Massacre monument, site of the old elm, the
well known frog pond, the soldiers’ mon-

ument, passed

across

the

parade ground

to the
tho Puhlio Gardens, thence
class
Natural History rooms where the
the morning looking
spent the rest of
vast l collections of birds, inover the
skeletons, stuffed animals, minerto

sects,
als, etc.

After lunch the time was spent
until three o’clock in the Museum of Bine
Arts, visiting the Y. M. C. A. building
on our way to Copley
Square. The Art
Building contains the finest Japanese
collection In tho “world, second only to
New York in its collection of pictures,
and surpassedlonly by Berlin in its sculptural casts. Taking tbe electrics here we
rode through tbe subway to Park street
church, and walked along Tremont street
to the Granary burial grounds. From the
see
the
graves of
sidewalk we could
Franklin, Jas. Otis, John Hancock, bam
of
Adams, Paul Revere and the victims
tho Boston Massacre. A call was made
at Fremont Temple, and the rest of the
&
afternoon spent looking over Houghton
Button’s great esatalbishment. Miss May
the
In
Soule met ns at the Art Buiding

Portland Bead
Another attractive

vessel that arrived
masted
yesterday morning was the four
coal
barkentine James W. Elwell with
Her foremast is
for the Maine Central.
a large vessel
square rigged and on such
The rig is said to
looked rather queer.
it is
be very convenient, and certainly
stuok in
Elwell
The
got
very slightly.
end of Custom House
the mud oft the
tide to rise
wharf and had to wait for the

to the Maine
has
already
shovels to be

Lumber has been hauled
Central wharf and work
begun on the now steam
Two similar
erected there.

to the one at
to be put up.
Randall & MoAUlster’s are
Elwell and
The barkentine James W.
13 expected
the sulphur steamer which
will be the last vessels to dishere

daily

until the shovels
charn-e at the wharves
which will probably take
are in place,
Until that time coal cartwo months.
Maine Central will be disgoes for the
In Baok
charged at the Ogdensburg wharf

bay.
The tug boat Salem

has,'gone

Into com-

Maroh Ji*—inis murmng

Sunday,

i™

600U ns

gained objecpasted over, and

independence

was
were

tionable passages
made to
the “prayer for the King,” was
road “the prayer for the President of the
U. 8.” Tho church has a peal of eight
bells, on one of which is the inscription:
“We are the first ring of bells cast for the
British Empire in North America, 1744.”
aristocratic part of
This was once the
Boston, but now “Little Italy” and
“New Jerusalem” flourish side by side.
The old wooden building once the head
quarters of Gen. Gage, is still standing.
A short distance from the church is the
Copp's Hill burying ground. Here are
the graves of Edmund Hartt, builderjof
Mrs.
the Constitution, Cotton Mather.
Mary Baker a sister oi Paul Revere, and
the
others. The British soldiers used
gravestones as targots, and the marks of
The
oldest
bo
seen.
still
bullets
the
may
The slit, cut into
stone has the date 1661.
the stone which marks the graves of Capt.
with
the melted
filled
was
Thomas Lnke
body. A shell
bullets taken from his
fired from the British battery, stationed
in this enclosure, set lire to Charlestown.
On Hanover street we visited tho Baptist Bethel, and the Bailors’ Home. In
the evening we went to Tremont Temple,
and heard a sermon from ; Dr. Lorimer,
followed ty a
baptism. The audience
room, lighted with incandescent lights,
gives
with the beautiful organ in front
beautiful
tho visitor one of the most
sights in the city.
Our *
party.has been somewhat scattered
n

n

_

Tingle

.,^A

Mr. Sherman who has had oharge of
the Dominion line stevedoring, has sublet
oontraot for the remainder of the
the
Fern, who has charge of
season to Mr.
the stevedoring of the German boats.
The schooner Evelyn L. Smith is being
in

and put

painted

thorough shape for

the fishing season. The Smith is one of
the handsomest of the fleet and very fast.

FUNERAL OF STILSON MATTHEWS.
The

funeral

service

ci

UNIVERSITY OF MAINEThe annual promenade concert and hall
givonjby tho junior class of the University
ol’Maine occurs on the evening of March
11th, at Town hall, Orono. The hall was
very prettily decora-ed with hunting of
while flowers and
in profusion. Pullen’s
orchestra of Bangor furnished musio for
to the
grand
the occasion. Previous
march the friends of the juniors were
and
Mrs.
A.
W.
President
received by
Harris, Mr. and Mrs. Webster, Mr. Archie Grover and Mrr. C. W. Crockett.
which
An order of 16 dances followed,
enjoyed by all. The
was thoroughly
successful
of
most
was
the
any
promenade
h Id for several years. E. E. Palmer was
aided by Messrs. Prette,
fl .or manager
o .rleton, Brew. Brett and Fernald.
of the class of lflOfl
recent
meeting
a
At
t io following parts of the Ivy Bay exer-

colors,

class

the

potted plants

*•

o

sos

were

were

Odist—Miss Agnes Burnham, of Old-

t0Chaplain—C.
land.

L. Cole, of

South

Port-

(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK, Mch. 14.
Money on call was steady 2@2% percent:
last loan 2Ys: prime mercantllelpapei 4%@6%
oer ceu;
sterling Exchange was soft, with actual business in bankers bills at 4 S3a4 83%
for demand, and 4 80J84 80% for sixty days;
posted rates i. £2g4 86%. Commercial bills at

the father
whom and a

his home. Mr. Matthews
of eleven children, nine of
widow survive him. The funeral services were conducted by Rev. Theo. A.
Smythe, who paid a tribute to the life
and character of the deceased. The floral
was

57,4 Jo bush wheat 4963 bbls boo os 732 boxes
apples 9 bags seed 6612 boxes cheese 261 pkgs
butter 90 bbls tallow 11,987 maole blocks 222

pcs timber 2603 pcs chair stock i3 cs 161 rck
leather 1034 bdls staves 35 pkgs em stones 288
cs handles 35 organs 30 D rims 652 doors 18 cs
brooms 36 cattle 36 horses225 cs canned meats
3200 bags flour 448 boxes pulp 40 roils paper

poultry.!

offerings

profuse, consisting

were

of

a

and bouquet from the ohildren; a
sickle fom Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Houston;
roses and wreath from Mr. and Mrs.
Goodwin; bouquet from Mrs. Ross and

pillow

The burial was at Durham.

daughter.

HOST

THE

SUCCESSFUL

SPEC-

IALIST.
The remarkable cures performed by Dr.
Greene, the distinguished specialist, are
the best proof of his skill and the efficacy
of his treatment. Dr. Greene’s wonderful remedies, in fact the only effectual
remedies in many diseases, have made his
famous throughout the country. If
you are affloted consult him. You oan
consult Dr Greene personally or by letter,
free. Call or write to Dr. Greene, 34
He has
Temple Place, Boston, Mass.
name

developed the most perfect and successful
system of cure through correspondence.
The effect of overwork, excesses and all
diseases of the blood and nerves are Dr.
A

FALL RIVER HERE

is

cure

nrac-

TONIGHT.

PORTLAND. Mch. 14.

Trading continues dull with Breadstuff#

*
Corn oar
39*40
do baa lota .... 42
low grades.4 00®4 25
Meal Day lots
®40
Surlna Wneat haliers.el ana st6103610 Hats, ear lots
86*36
I
Data, bag lots
*37
Patent 'trne
wneat... 5 90®6 26 Cotton Seeeear lots. 00 00® 23 00
.fiicn.str’Eiiv
bag lots 0000*24 00
roller.... 6 3696 60
clear do.. .6 10®5 26 Sacked Br'a
car lou. 16 60*17 60
-tLouts st’g;
6 3626 60
ban lotslT 00*18 oo
roller...
clear do. .6 20®o 36 Middling (1650*17 6o
bag ots..*17*18 00
vtnt’r wheal
patent*.. 6 8696 00 Mixed feed.... 1/50
_

bia Falls.

is the champion
club and is entitled to play off with the
Patrons can get an
National leaguers.
idea of the relative strength by witness-

ing tbe

one

Bath

game tonight. ;

Yellow Extra C.
Seed
Tlmotby.
3 669 3 76
Clover,West svign
do
N, Y. 9 Vi *10
IrlshPotat’t.Dus»5995 Alslke,
IO91OV*
Red Top.
do, boi
®
15*17
rrsvlileu.
SweetsJersey376@4 00
ao Norlolk 0 00j»
; Fork—
I heavy bucks
14 00
do Vineland.4 60016
Onions.Egp*3 oo@3 no! mediumlh 50813 00
short cut and
do Natives 3 6003 75
clear
Chickens....
$13*13 50
lug 12
Tnrkevt. Wes. 130i6c Beef—light..9 0008 26
Northern ao... .16017
heavy... 8 75® 10 26
BnlestsViOS 6 76®
809
Fowls.. •
A

of historical places in the great
metropolis. There will he a large audi•nee present oil the occasion without
views

doubt.

L,ara. tea ana

ppl.L

Eating appl’sS 60® 4 50
do common S2®3 00
Baldwins 3 6004 60
9010 Ys o
Lvap** m

Vi bbl.nure 6V4®6Vi
do com’na. 6
«&5 V*

BypjBo3/.

bans.conma
pails, pure 8V» ®7

pureltt
Hams....

Lemons.
2 7 603 50
Messina
Orancas.
4 0004 60
Florida
3 76(764 00
Jamaica
California, 3 00(®3 60
2
do Seedlngs
60&3 00
itces.
314
eastern extra..
Fresh Western.. 12® 13

8Vi®9
9
®9Vi

aocav’rd
Oil.
..

Kerosenel20ts
9
Llgoma. 9
Centennial. 9
Pratt’s Astial ..11

In half bbls le extra
Raislus.
Musctl.50 lb bxs6©6V*
Held.
London lay’rli 75O20C
stutter.
Ceak
Creamerr.tncy.. 18® 20
Retail—delivered.
018
QUtEdge vr-mt.
Cumberland ooo@4 50
Choice..
I Chestnut....
Cheese.
*6 60
8 on
FrankiUu..
N. Y, tcf-rjlOVslffill
Vermont ...10% Wll
*6 00
| Lehigh....
400
«12Va: Pea.
Saco.....12
Gram Quotation*.

CHICAGO BOARD OF TEA
Saturday’s a notations.

>6

WHKAT

July.

Mch.

May
104

Opening...
I'.'R V

Mch.

May
3u%

Opening...
OATS.

May

Mch.

26 %

PORK,

Jan.

May.
10 oE

Monday’s quotations.
w"”'r

Mch.
Opening.
Closing.. 101%

Mch.

RECRE-

SEAMEN’S

CONCERT AT
ATION ROOMS.

May
104%

July.
87%
86%

104

.July

O ’mil’"’.

31%

'ay.
30%

Closing.29 1

31%

30%

ation

Mch.

of

rooms, has, since then

organized

July.

Mav.

2flya

24%

..25%
| fork.

26%

Boston

9 at
9 8t
fltocB

Marsec.

the

Ths following
closing quotaconcert
troupe, on the. ship, and tions
of stocks at Boston:
they will sing at a conoert to be given Mexican Central as. 62
AtchlsoD, Top. A tjanta’Fe. K. new. 10%
ut the rooms tomorrow evening.
A Maine
were

5s.1U0

Boston

do pfd
Ids
Maine Central.

In .honor of Major Riohardson of Kennebunk and staff,who will he present, the
the Uniform ranks of the
members of
Knights of Pythias, No. 8, of this city,
will hold an inspection and installation
at their armory on Plum street next Wed
nesday night. A banquet will follow at
Howe’s orchestra, will
Swett’s hotel.

furnish

music.

Revere House Lessees Co.

Onion Pacific. 26%
American Kell.240
American ",Sugar,
common.123%

Sugar, pfd.
Cen Mass, pin..
-10 commo

S

..

Flint & Fere Marq.
and

Bondi

Quotation* Stack*
iBy Telegraph.!
The foiloin* ware to-day’s closing quotations
of Bonds
Mch. 11.
Mch 14.
121
i22%
New 4s, reg
122%
121
gdo coup,
aw
110
a'S
reg..110%
111
New 4’s coup. 111%

New Yorls

it. G. 1st.110
69%
Erie gen 4s..
Mo.Kau. & Texas 2ds. 69%
Mo
Kansas a exas pfd
Kansas Pacific Console..... .100
Oi-ieon Nat. lets.113
Union F. Ists.
■

envoi

A

110

68%
69

—

o|

Lowest rates in

W Boston for

First-

Class Hotel,

I?

Rooms, 51 per day

Pers°»dC single and

/Ml

X

ioo

or

upwards

51.50

for two.

jkf

Centrally located

"

gj

|j|
i

^near Union
and

32
s3

g

from well

Premises-

<&
(Jg>

net*

Ct»b 0l0ecW't?‘
S>
a

EDVV. REYNOLDS.
A- REYNOLDS.
JOHN F. MERROW.

on

<P

J?

^
«ft
S

jj>

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

Y§>

dis-

trict. Artesian well
water

BOSTON.

Station

business

{

C^ooe

"""ec,,-

'®P
«>

ijfr

C osuig quotations of stocks:
Mch. 11.
Atehlson. i0%
Atchison pfd. 24 %
Central FaolKc. 11%
cues, a unto. 18%
Chicago si Alton............150
Pfd
do
Chlcaco*Buillngton & Oulncy 89%
Delaware Si Hudson CanalCo.107 Vi
:.‘eiaw»re.l,ackawaaa & WesilnO
Denver &

Elo Grand*.

11

Eris.new.12%

34%
1st prefer
Illinois Central. 98V*
Laker c.rie& West. 13%
Lake Shore.187
Louis & Nash. *8%
Manhattan Flevated. 98%
no

®8
160
127
9%

26%
6%

25%
6%
prld. 15%

Wabash-

16%

160
185
ICO
120

0

38

88%

uO
44
3

S?1/8
1--44
86/4
170

86
WesternlUnlon..
Southern Ry pfd.
Boston

rroduce

Market.

BOSTON. Mch. 14. 1898—The following are
to-day’s quotations of Provisions, etc..*
Spring patents. 5 26S6 00.
Spring, cieariaua straight. 4 70g6 26.
Winter patents. 6 20®5 05.
Winter, clear aud straight, 4 aOSjo 36,
Extra and Seconds 00.
Pino and Supers —.

Cleared.
Pascagoula.
Sid fm Liverpool. NS, Mch 7th, barque Clara
Brig Harriet B Hussey, Warr, Pools Landing
E McGilverv. Lynch, Cardiff.
Wilmington, Del.
Ar at St Martins. NB. lutb, seb Lexington, tor
SAILED—Sells Viking. Alice M Colburn, M E
Morse, May O’Neil, Damietta & Joanna, Dread- Bucks Harbor and New York.
Sid 12th, sen Ellon M Mitchell, for New Vork.
nauglit, and others.
Ar at St John, NB, 14tb, sch Clias J Willard.
York, Boston.
from our correspondents.

BOOTH BAY-HARBOR. Mch 14-Salled. sells
Spoken.
Bonny Doom Chapman, St John, NB, for BosJan 28, lat 3. Ion 31, sch Frank A Radcliffe,
ton; Rondo, Thompson, do for do; Wlnuigance,
Seattle.
for
Wm
Boston
from
Atlantic
for
Parris. Poole’s Landing
City;
Mch 11, off Southport, NC, sch Mabel Hooper
S Jordan, Kennedy, and Clias Jeffrey. Hall, do
for New York; Carrie A Norton, Wylie, Dam- from Pascagoula for Boston.
arisootta River for Baltimore; Hume, Hall, and
Carrie C Miles, White, Kookland for New York;
STEAMSHIPS.
OCEAN
Rodney Parker,North Boo’libay for Oxiord.Md:
Golden Ball, do lor Philadelphia ; Anna E
Kranz, Brown, Port Delianoe. Martinique; Ada
Adella, Kelley, Portland for Jouesporl.
Also cld, schs Myra B Weaver, Gourlay, for
Charleston; Itobt G Dun. Kelley. Philadelphia;
Royal Mall Steamers—Liverpool SerWm Mason, Wilmington.
vice.
ROCKPORT. March 14-Railed, sobs Grace
From
Davis, Dodge. St Thomas; Katharine D Perry,
From
Portland.
Steamers.
Garliehl, Baltimore; John Proctor, Chase, for
Liverpool.
Grlnnel,
K
Eortsmoutu, Va; Chester Lawrence,
Labrador, Sat. 12 Mar., 1 p. m.
Thur. 24 Feb!
Boston; Win C Norcross, Small, do; Antelope,
p. m.
3Mar., Vancouver. *• 19
••
2 Apr., 1 p. ni.
Caldorwood, do.
17
Scotsman,
1
16
!>• m.
Labrador.
31
_

DOMINION

LINE.-

••

Print Cloth Market.
FALL

f°WASHINGTGN—Ar

to lo,.d

87

PuimanlPatace.171
Sugar'common.122%

RIVER. Mass. March. 14.1898.—The
is quiet at 2 3-16.

print eoth market

Chicago Lit* Mock Market.

CHICAGO. Mch. 14. 1898.—Cattle—receipts
19.000; feeding at 4 00@4 60; prime 4 76. I
Hon-receipts 28,000; weak at 3 6594 00;

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.

Passed Portland Hill 14tli, steamer Cervona.
from Portland for London.
Passed Penarth Hoad 13th. steamer Loango.
from Portland lor Avonmouth.
Ar at Liverpool Mch 14th, steamer NumtdiaD,

97%
1J5

BATES OF PASSAGE.

Portland.
Ar at Vera Cruz 13th, barque Hancock, Warren, Boston.

First

MAINE STEAMSHIP CO.
LONG ISLAND SOUND

DAYLIGHT.

—

—_

ALLAN LINE

_Liverpool

Steamship_Portland.

_

148
SO
108

160
10

99%

of Preble St.

m.

p.

For Manchester, Concord and points North at
7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale. Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.35 p.

m.

For Uorlittm at 7.30 and 9.45
6.35 and 6.20 p. m.

a.

m.,

12.30, 3.00,

Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook

For

Junction and Wocdfurds at 7.30, 9.45 a.m.,
12.30, 3.00, 5.35 and 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p.m. train from Portland connects
at Aver Junction with "Hoosao Tunnel Route”
for the West and at Union Station, Worcester,
lor Providence and New York, via Providence
Line” for Norwich and New York, via Norwich Line” with Boston and Albany It. It, tpr
with the New York all rail via
the

Westland

drains'Arrive

in Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.. 1.30
and 6.52 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40, 8.30 and
10.60 a. in, 1.30, 4.15, 5.52 p. 111.
F'or tickets lor all points West and South apply to T. F. McGILLlCUDDY, Ticket Agent,
Portlond, Me.
J. W. PETERS. Supt.
je25dtf
,,

_

STEAMERS.
_

PORTLAND and SMALL POINT
STEAMBOAT CO.
On

after January 3rd. 1898.

anu

Steamer

“Percy

RETURNING-Leave Cundy’s Harbor at
1,00 a. m, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays,
touching at all landings.
F’or further particulars apply to
j. h. McDonald,
158 Commercial street.
Telephole 46-3.
dtf

Ueuai

Lamson & Hubbard

LONDON. Mch. 14, 1898.—Consols closed al
111% for account.
LIVERPOOL,Mcli. 14, 1898.—Cotton market
at 3 ll-)2d. sales
middling
lower—American
is
n.uOO bales, including 500 bales tor specula
and
export
tion
_

SAILING DATS OF STEAMSHIPS.
FROM
Kaiser Wde G New Vork.
St.Louis.New York.

POP.

.Bremen-Mch If
.So’amnton..MenIt

Kensington ..NewYork. .Antwerp ...Mch If
Britannic.New York. .Liverpool...Mch if
Mch 11
Asti.New York. .Santos
Venezuela_NewYork. .Laguayra ...Mch 11
11
.Borland.
Liverpool....Mch
Vancouver!...
Mch li
Saratoga.New York. .Havana
11
Mch
York..P’rn’mbnco
Coleridge.New
Phoenicia.New York..Hamburg...Mcli If
if
York.
.Genoa.Mch
II..New
K.Wilhelm
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool’... Moll If
li
..New
York.
Rotterdam..Mch
Sparndam
New York. .Louciou.Mch if
Mohawk...
Normandie.... New York.. Havre.Mch 1 f
Seneca.NewYork. .Havana... .MchIf
Hurona.Portland... London.... Mch 1!
—

Mcli If
Handel.New York..P’rnambucoMcli If
.New York.. Kingston. ..Mch If
Alleghany
Advance.New York. .Colon.Men 21

Mongolian.Portland.. .Liverpool..
...

Uller.NewYork. .Barbados .Mch2f

Tjomo.New York.
York.

Mch
.Mcli
.Bremen
Lahn.New
.New
York..
.Mcli
Antwerp
Westernland
New York... .New York..S’thamnton.Mch
Trinidad.New York. .Bermuda ..Mch
Grenada.New York. .Trinidad. .Mch
.Men
Navarre.New York. .Havre
Californian.Portland. .Liverpool. ..Mch
Majestic.New York. .Liverpool ..Mch
.New York. .Hamburg. ..Mcli
Normania
Andes.NewJYork. .Port Prince.Mcc
Iiemerara

..

..

...

...

21
21
2£
21
21
21
2r
2f
21
24
24
2t
21

Mobile.New York. .London.Mch
Canada.Boston.Livrepool ..Mch
New York..Liverpool. Mch 21
Campania
.Mch 2f
Anchoria ......New York. -Glasgow
Champagne —New York. .Havre.Men 2t
Edam.NewYork. .Amsterdam Mch2f
Pennsylvania ..New York. .Hamburg. .Mch 2t
....

Hogan. San

Francisco.

...

PASCAGOULA—Cld lith, sch Thos G Smith,
Adams. Philadelphia.
PUNTA GOKDA-Cld 10th, sch WmJ l.er
mond. HuDper. B.iltimorc.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 12th, sch Henry Sutton., Pierce. Rockport.
Aral Delaware Breakwater 18th, sch J t
Ames. 11 oise Island.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 12th, echUeorgie Berry,
Tuttle. New York.
ROCKLAND—Ar 14th. schs John I Snow.
Norton, New York; Julia A Decker, Spear, fm
Boston; steamer Koiinga, Bucksport lor Manchester, Eug, and sld.
Sld uih.'sell J Frank Seavy, New York.
SAVANNAH—Sht 11th, sch Edw P Avery,
Hawlev, New York.
Sill ]3th. sell Nelson Bartlett. Wiley, Bath.
SALEM—Ar lglh, sch Cliromo, Gott. Bluehill
for Newark.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 12th, schs Henry
P Mason. Amboy lor Portsmouth; Silver Heels,
and J RBodwellj Elizabetliport for Rockland.
...

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
DIKECT STEAMSHIP USE.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Wednesday and

Saturday.

From Central Wharf, Boston. S p. m. From
InPine street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m.
surance one-half the rate of sailing vessels.
R.
and
Freights for the West by the Penn. H.
South t>y connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage $13.00.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to P. P. WING,
Agent, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Boston.
Manager. 89 State St. Fiske Building,ocmdtf
Mass.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning October 1st. 1897, steamer AucoplsSunco will leave Portland Pier, Portland, daily,
days excepted, as follows:
For Long and Chebeague Islands, HarpsweU,
Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, 2.00 p. m.
For Cliff Island, Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays,

2.00 p.

“^AIAH

CASCO BAY STEAMBOATMe.CIL
Whitrf, Portland,
table, commencing Sunday
Nov. 28, 1897.

Custom House

Week day time

For Forest Cttv Landing. Peaks' Island.
5.30, 6.40. 8.00. a. m„ 2.15, 6.15 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 8.00,
a. m.,2.15 p. m.
For Trefethen’s Landing, Little and Great
Diamoud Islands 8.00, a. m., 2.15 p. HI.
All Sunday trips on Casco Bay Steamboai Co.
line discontinued for the season.
C. W. T. GOMNG. Gen. Man.
sept24dil

BOSTON

MT

PERS

LEADINC

DR. MOTT’S

years he suffered untold agony from con-

sumption accompan.ved by hemorrhages,
and was absolutety cured by Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs
and Colds, he declares that gold is of little value in comparisiou to this marvel-

The only safe, sure anc
reliable Female Pill evei
offered to Ladies. Especially recommended tc
married Ladies. Ask foi

cure, would have it even if cost a
hundred dollors a bottle. Asthma, Bronchites and all throat all lung affections
are
positively enred by Dr. King’s New
Discovery for Consumption, Trial bottles free at H. r. S. Goold’s drug store.
Regular size GO cts. and $1.00. Guaranteed to cure or price refunded.
ous

DB_.

Dally

.New

York..uaguayra...Mch

21

Santiago.New York..Clenfuegosl.Mch
Trave.New York. .Bremen.Mcli -1
Auranla.New York..Liveroooi. .Mch 2.
2.

BAY STATE AND PORTLAND,
alternately leave Franklin Wharf. Portland. eveiy Evening at 7 o’clock, aiiiving in
with eatliest tra ns for
season foi connection
points beyond.
Through tickets foi Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
Returning leave India Wharf, Boston, every
_...

MINIATURE ALMANAC ....MARCH 16.
Sunrises. 6 561,,.
Sun sets.
Moon rises.

6 61

H1(?h

watel

{-

132IHeight.0 0—

4
4 4f

7

filnlnolf

J. B. COYLE, Manager,
j. F. LISCOMB.Gen.Agt.
^
^

Internationa! Steamship Co.
-rFOBr=

Eastport, Lubec, Calais, St. Jo'm.N.B.,Halifax. N.S-

and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton. lire
favorite route to Campobello and St. Andrews,
N. B.
Winter Arrangement.
On and after Monday. Dec. 20th. steamer will
Portland on Mondays at 6 p. m.
leave
Returning leave St.John and Eastport Thursdays.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
Freight received up to 4.00
to destination,

On

and

after

Tuesday,
9tls, 1897, the

Nov,

STEAMER SALACIA

leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at 7.30 a. m.
PophauiBeach, Bath, Boothbay Harbor
and Wbscasset. Touching at Five Island, on
Tuesdays and Saturdays.
wPl

OP. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland. Qhln
For sale by J. E. GOOLD & CO.

THE LEST SALVE in the world for
Salt
Ulcers,
Cuts,
Bruises,

I

Bores,

|

!

|i
!

1

j

'Williams Indian File
Ointment is n. sure cure
for FIJLBS. It absorbs
tumors. Stops Itching.
GIVES RELIEF. 50c.
and f$l. At Druggists,

For sale by J. E. Goold& Co,

Juned&w.f

Mountain Division.

For Bridgton. Fabyans, Burlington
Lancaster. Quebec, 8t Jobnebury, Sherbrooke,
Montreal, Chicago, Su Paul and Minneapolis
and all points west.
3.30 p. m. For Sebago Lake. Cornish. Fryeburg,
Bridgton. North Conway. Fabyans. s Lancaster,
Lunenburg, st Johnsbury, Newport, Sherbrook, Montreal and Toronto,

SUNDAY TRAINS.
7.20 a. m. Paper train for Brunswick Augusta, Waterville and Bangor.
Train for Brunswick, Lewiston,
12 50 p. m.
Bath. Augusta. Waterville, and Bangor.
11.00 p. m. Night Express with sleeping cars
for all points.
ARRIVALS

IN

PORTLAND.

Montreal. Quebec. Fabvans. Brfdcrton.
m.; Lewiston and Meohanio Falls, 8.a)
Waterville and Augusta. 8.35 A m.;

8 25 a.
a. m.:

Bangor, and Augusta daily and week days from
Rockland, 12.23 p. m.; Kingfteld. Phillips, Farmington. Bemis. Kumford Falls. Lewiston, 12.30
n. m; Lewiston and way stations 3.25 p. m.; St
John. Bar Harbor.Aroostook County,Moosehead
Lake and Bangor, 5.45 p.m.; Rangeley, Farmington, RumfordFalls, Lewiston, 5.55 p. m. i Chicago
and Montreal and all White Mountain points
8.10 p. m.: daily from Bar Harbor, Bangor,
Bath and Lewiston. 1.40 A m. daily; Halifax.
St John. BarHarbor, Waterville and Augusta, 3.50 a m.. exoept Mondays.
GEO. F. EVANS. General Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY. G.P.*T. A.
Portland, Nov. 14.1887.novudtf

Portland & Rumford Falls R’y.
In Effect Nov. 15, 1897.
DEPARTURES.
8.30A.M.andi.io P.M. From Union Station
lor Poland, Mechanic Falls. Buckfleld. Canton, Dixfield, Rumford Falls.
From Union
8.30 a. m., l.io and 5.16 p. m.
Station for.'Mechanlc Falls and Intermediate
stations.
1.10 train makes close connections at Rumford Falls for Bemis and all stations on H. F.
& R. L. R. K.

Through Tickets

on

Sale.

R. C. BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,

Portland, Maine.
E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Falls. Maine.
Rumford
]el8 dtf

I

On and after WEDNESDAY. March 9 a,
tralus will run as luuows

8

le

LEAVE.

For Auburn and Lewiston 7.39, 9.00 a m.;
l. 80, 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham, Berlin and Island Pond 7.89 A
l.SO and 6.U0 p. m.
m. :
For Montraal and Chioago 7.30 a m.; and
6.00 p. m.
For Qusdso 7.30 A m. and 6.00 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.30, 11.80
a. m., 3.16, 6.00 and 7.00 p. m.
From Island Pond. Berlin and Gorham 8.30
and 11.80 a. m., and 7.00 p. m.
From Chicago and Montraal 8.30 a m., and
7.00 p. m.
From Quebec 8.30 a. m.. and 7.00 p. m.
SUNDAY

TRAINS.

Montreal, Quebec. Toronto and Chicago,

p.

m.

p.

m.

7.30 A m, 6.00
a

m.,

and 6.00

ARRIVALS.

From Island Pond, Berlin, Gorham, Montreal
and West. 8.30 A m.
From Lewiston and Auburn 8.80 a. ax
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care os
Night
trains and oaclor cars on daytratoa.
OFFICE DEPOT AT FOOT OF
TICKET
INDIA BTBIKT.
mardtf
Portland. March 9La. 1898.

__

„„„„

Boston & Maine R.

R.

In effect Oct. 4th, 1897,
Trains leave Union Station, (or Searboro
Crossing. 10.00 a. m- 6.16, 6.20 D.m.; Searboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.00. 10.00 a. BL. 3.80.
6.15, 6.20 p. m.: Old Orohard. Saco, .Blddeford. 7.00, 8.40. 10.00 a. m„ 12.43, 3.30.
5.15, 6.20 p. in.; Kennebnnk. 7.00. 8.40 a. m„
12.45.8.30. 6.16,6.20P. m.; Kennebunkport.
7.00. 8.40. a. in.. 12.45, 8.30, 6.16 p. m.;
Wells Beacb 7.00.8.40 a. m.. 3.30. 6.15 p. m.;
North Berwick, Somersworth, Dover,*14.05,
12.45, 3.80. 6.15 D. m.t
7.00, 8.40 a, m.,
Rochester, 7.00. 8.40 a. m., 12.46, 3.30 p.m.;
Alton
Bay, 8.40 a. m. 12.45,
Farmington,
8.30 p. m.; Northern Div.. Lakeport. Laconia, Plymouth, 8.40 a. m.. 12.45 p-m.:
Worcester, via Somersworth, 7.00 a. m.;
Rockingham
Manchester, Concord, Tla
3.S0
m.j
p.
7.00 a. m..
Junction,
Jsnotlon. Kreter, HaverRockingham
hill. Lawrence, Lowell. Boston, 7*4.06.
3.30 p. m.
m.. 512.46,
+8.40 a.
*7.00,
Arrive In Boston, 7.26, 10.16 a tn,, 12.50,
4.22. 7.25. p. m. Leave Boston for Portland, 6.69. 7,80. 8.00. 8.30 a- in.. 1.00, 4.16,
10.13, 11,00 a.
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
m., 12.00, 12.20. 6.00, 8.00 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Searboro Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard, Saco, Blddeford, Kennebunk. Wells
Beach, 12.55. 4.80 p. m.; North Berwick,
Dover, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 4.05 a, m„ 12.65, 4.30 p. m. Arrive Boston, 7.26 a. m.. 5.28, 8.46 p. m. Leave
Boston for Portland 3.46 a. m., arrive Port*
land 7.10 a. mu

EASTERN DIVISION.
For Way Stations, 9 a. m.; Blddeford,
Portsmouth, Newburyporr, Salem, Lynn,
+2.00. +9.00 a. m.. 51.00. +8.10
Boston,
Arrive in Boston, 6.61 a. m., 12.50,
m.
for
Leave
m.
Boston,
9.26
416
p.
12.30,
7.00.
Portland. 7.30, 9.00 a. m.
12.
11.50
lo.
.a.
m.,
Arrive Portland,
p. m.
4.30, 10.20 p. m.
SUNDAY TRAIN'S.

Portsmouth.
Newbury,
Blddeford,
Wiseassot
Returning—Leave
Mondays. port, Salem, Lynn, Boston. 2.00 a. m_ 1.00
Wednesdays and Fridays at 7.00 a. m„ tor p. tn. Arrive tn Bnston, 6.67 a. m.. 4.16 p. m.
Bnothhay Harbor, Bath, Fophain Beach Leave Boston for Portland, 9.00 a, QU, 7.00
10.30
and Portland. Touching at Five Islands on
Arrive in Portland, 12.25,
p.m.
Mondays and Fridays. Weather permitting.
p. aO. C. OLIVER, President
uovOdtf
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer

THOMSON

tConnects with Rail Linar for New lord.
South and West
UDaily except Monday.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
Through tickets to all points for sale at Union
Station.
U. J. FLANDERS. G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
GEO. H. THOMPSON. Tioket Agent, Portland.
_

PORTLAND

PENNYROYAL PILLS

Buckien’s Arnica Salve.
Rheum, Fever Korea, Tetter, Chapped
Hands, Chilblaiua, Corns and all Skin
Eruptions and positively cures Piles, or
no pay required. It Is
guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
Price 26 cents par box. For sale by H. PS. Go old, 677 Congress Kt,,
under Congress Kquare HoteL

line, Sundays Excepted.

the new and palatial stea^bh®

MOTT'S

and take no other. Send for circular.
Price SI.00 per box, 6 boxes for S5.00.

White

For Gorham and Berlin, 7.80

for

..

Philadelphia

PEUEHb.

__

8.30 a. m. For Danville Jc. (Poland Springs.)
LewFalls.
Fails. Kumiord
Mechanic
Wateriston, Wlnthrop, Oakland, KeadflelU. Phllhos.
and
ville. Livermore Falls, Farmington
11.10 a. m. for Gray, New Gloucester, Dam
ville .June.. Auburn and Lewiston.
U.2tia. m. Express lor Brunswick, Bath, A ugusta. Waterville. nttslield. Bangor. Bucksport,
Bar Harbor. IGreenville and Aroostook County,
for Houlton, Woodstock.
B. & A. K. K.
via
St. Stephen, and. St. Andrews, via Vanceboro
and St. John.
Falls.
1.10 p. m. Slechanlo Falls, Bumford
Bemis, Danville Je.. Lewiston, Livermore balls,
Carrabasset, Phillips
Farmington. Kinglield.
and Kangeley. Wlnthrop, Oakland,
Bingham
Waterville and Skowhegan.
Au
1.15 o. m. For Freeport. Brunswick.
Kockiand and
Boothbay.
gusta.' Bath.
ana
Knox
the
on
all
stations
Lincoln division, Waterville, Skowhegan, Belfast, Hartland, Dover and Foxcroft. Greenville, Bangor, Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
Iisbon
5.10 p.
For Brunswick Bath.
m.
Gardiner,
Falls, Richmond,
Augusta and
Wftt6rrill6
5.15 p. m. For
New Gloucester, DanvtUa
Junction, (Poland Springs), Mechanic Falls,
Auburn and Lewiston.
11.00 p.m. Night Express, every night for
Brunswick Bath, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville, Bangor, Moosehead Lake. Aroostook
county via Old Town, Bar Harbor, Bucksport,
John and
St. Stephen. St Andrews, St.
Aroostook County via Vanceboro. Halifax ana
the Provinces. The Saturday night train does
not run to Belfast, Dexter, Dover and Foxcroft
or beyona
Bangor. Sleeping cars to St. John.

6.00 p. m,
For Lewiston and Auburn,

Style, 1898. Maine Coast Navigation Co.
Spring
durability. Style

Beats the Klondike.
Mr. A. C. Thomas, of Maryville, Tex.,
has found a more valuable discovery than
has yet been made in the klondlke, for

Bucksport.

For

For Tickets and Staterooms apply at the
Pine Tree Ticket Offlce, Monument Square or
other information, at Company’s Omce,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE. Gen. Man.
U. P. C. HERSEY Agent
sepL’Odtf

and Comfort the Lamsor
equal. For sa:e by

lr. effect Nov. 14. iw.
Trains leave rortlaml as follows:
7.00 a. m. For Brunswick. Bath. Rockland.
Augusta. Waterville. Skowhegan. Lisbon Falls.
Lewistou via Brunswick, Belfast, Bangor and

m.

Return for Portland-Leave Orr’s Island, by
way of above landings, 7.00 a, m. Arrive Portland, 9.30 a.
daijieLS, Gen’l Mgr.
dtf
sepll

for

no

MAINE CENTRAL R. R,

l.’rmn

P

F'or
& Hubbard Hat has

RAILROADS.

8.45 a. m.

CAPT. CHAS. H. HOW,

w

i2V4
13
181
48

Station Foot

On anil after Monday, Oct. 4, 1897, Passenger
trains will Leave Portland:
For Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction, Nashua,
Windham and lipping at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30

—

3o%

98%

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER It. It.

—

Fulda.NewYork. .Genoa.Mch

Mch 14
10%
24%
11%
18%

PORTLAND & WORCESTER.

Will leave Portland Pier, Portland, at 10.00 a.
Service.
m, Mondays, Wednesdays and F'ridays lor
TO LIVERPOOL VIA. QUEENSTOWN. Lowell’s Cove, Orr’i Island; Card’s Cove. Poor’s
Sat.
noon.
R. M. S. CANADA, MARCH 26,
Point, East Harpswell; Small Point, Ashdale
R, M. S, CANADA, APRIL 30, 4.00 p. m. Sat Sebaseo, Phippsburg and Cuudy’s Harbor.

—

an v

!

RAILROADS.

Boston

Return
Cabin, *50.00 and upwards.
$ico and upwards according to steamer and acat 3 00®4 65.
commodations.
T
Second Cabin, to Liverpool, London, LonNotice to Mariners.
Redonderry and Queenstown. $34 to §42.50.
Domestic Markets.
Office on the Lighthouse Inspf.ctor, )
turn $66.75 ana $78.40, according to steamer
First District.
[
iBy Telesrapm
and accommodations.
TIT
11
1 eon
Portland. Me.. March 14. 18S9.)
Steerage, to Liverpool. London, London,
Notice is herehv riven that Fort Point Reef
NEW YORK—The Flour market—receipts
Glasgow, Queenstown and Belfastderry,
75
about
No
is
6,
buoy, spar, Dlack,
reported
©oo Kn onrJ
tn steamer.
28,039 bbls; exports 17,593 bbls; sales 10.000 feet
out or position, inside of the liee.f. Vesinactive,
barely
steady
packages:
Apply to J. B. Keating. 51 1-2 Exchange
sels should give it a wide berth. It will be rer lour quotations—city mills patepts at 5 70®
418 Congress street, J.
P.
T.
McGowan.
street,
6 00; winter patents 4 no®5 60:elty mills clears placed as soou as possible.
W. Peterson, 2 Exchange street, or David TorBy order of the Light House Board,
at 5 6045 B6; winter straits 4 66®4 70; Minn,
agents, foot of India
ranee ft Co., general
Thomas Ferrt,
10:Minn
3
6
extras
60:
winter
2545
70@4
pats
,treetCommander, U. S. N.
dee28dtf
bakers 4 40g4 60; winter low grades at 2 90®
InsDector 1st. L. H. Dlst.
3 00.
bu:
Wheat—receipts 111,926 bush: exports
Memoranda.
sales 201.000 Dr.sh; futures 88.000 ousli; spot
easy; No 2 Red at l 04V* fob afloat to arrive;
New York, Mch 13—Sch Thos VV Hyde, Rumaro
b
to
1
f
afloat
Duluth
1
Northern
11V*
No
rill, from Demerara. reports. Mch 7. lat 23, ion
New York Direct Line.
ve; No 1 hard Manitoba 1 10Vs fob afloat,
70, had a strong NE gale, with high seas, in
BY
bCorn—receipts 7c,000 bush: exports »6,690 which flooded decks, washed away water casks
us; sales 316.000 bush; futures 240 spot; spot and sustalasd othdr damage about deoks.
WEEK.
PER
TRIPS
THREE
afloat.
firm: No 2 at 37%c
Boston, March 13—Sch E A Pike, of Calais,
Oats—receipts 66,4uO bush; exports 6110 bu; which was run into and sunk last fall by steamer
Steamships Manhattan and John JEnglls
whart
Franklin
Tuesdays,
futuresr.usb:
!spot easier; Menemsha, lias at last been floated,—after sev- alternately leave
sales 36,000 hush;
No 2 at 3ic; No 3 at 80Vse; No 2 wnlte at 33c; eral unsuccessful attempts—and towed to East Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 p. m., for New
Pier
33, East
lleave
track
white
—o.
No 3 white 32V* c;
York direct. Returning,
Boston, where she will be repaired.
and Saturdays at
Beef s'eadv; ’amlly
;e tra mess $8®$9.
Baltimore, Mch 12—Sch Frank A Palmer, of River. Tuesdays. Thursdays
6
40.
Lard easier: Western steam
Bath, now duo at this port from Boston, is char- 6
PapIt
v
lllpqq
These steamers are superbly fitted and furtered to load 2000 tons coak and 600 tons coal
nished for passenger travel and afford the most
Butter firm: Western cream 14@l9c;
for Tampico.
convenient and comfortable route between
factory at lltojltc; Elgins 19c: state dairy 138
Portland and New York.
Domestic Ports,
lue;doerem 16®i9V4c.
Fare, one way, *4.00; round trip, $0.00.
Cheese dull; large white 8c; small white at
NEW YORK—Ar 13tli. sells Anna E J Morse,
Merchants’ and Buyers' round trip tlokets.
8 Vac.
Crocker. Clenfuegos Thos W Hyde, RumrlU, under regulations of Merchants Association of
Western
Penn
at
and
10%c;
Eggs firmiState
Thomas Lawrence. Poole’s Landing
Demerara;
N. Y.,on y *5.00.
fresh at 10% c.
for Washington; Geo E Dudley, Wilson, NorF LISCOmb.General Agent,
Tallow steady,
oct4dtf
folk; Wm H Davenport, Tracy, Norfolk; Chas
j. B. COYLE. Treasurer.
i etrole m dull.
fer
fm
Bath
P Nottman. Jewett,
Philadelphia;
Rosin steady.
Alice Holbrook, Ellis. Boothbay for Norfolk.
Spirits TurpDentlne steady.
Passed Hell Gate lOtb, sells Andrew Adams.
Molasses steady. |
New York for Boston; Lugano, do for do; MatFreights nulet.
tie J Alles. Amboy for Portland; O M Marrett,
ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS.
CHICAGO—Cash quotations;
Amboy for Providence; David Torrey, South
Flour dull.)
and Portland.
River for Portland.
BOSTON—Ar 12th. cutter Danl Manning, fm
Wheat—No 2 spring 92®94ci NoS do at 90g)
From
Pl'om,
Com—No 2 at Portland; barque Sarmiento, Harding, irom
97c; No 2 Red 1 01% *1 01%
29%(®29%c. Oats—No2 at 26V4c;No 2 white Rosario 83 days; BChs B W Morse, Newbury. Liverpool
at
No
3
White
Philadel28l44*2u;
2 Mar.
f 0 b at 28% ®29%c:
Pascagoula; John Twohy, Thatcher,
N umldlan.
12 FebT
5 Mar.
No 2 Tyeat48%c: No 2 Bariev fo b 35®42c : phia; Cornelia Soule, Saunders, New York.
Carthaginian,
17 Feb.
seed
at
Prime
G
Mar.
:
sells
McLean.
16
S
Hart,
Timothy
Ar 14th,
Apalachi- 26 Feb.
No t Flaxseed 1 19%
Mongolian,
26 Mar.
2 87%. Moss pork at 9 80®9 86. Lard 5 00 cola; Jennie S Hall, Watts, Savannah; Chas A 10 Mar.
Californian,
saltea
4
16.
PhilMar.
sides
Dry
30
80®6
Campbell, Robinson, Philadelphia: King
i®6 02 »/a : short rib
Laurentian,
12 Mar.
meats—shoulders 4%(®6; short clear sides 6 26 lip, Duncan, Baltimore; George A Pierce, Pink- 24 Mar.
Parisian,6 April
a)n 40.
ham, Hamburg.
Laurentian carries cabin passengers only.
In President Roads 14tli. sch Estelle Pliinney.
Butter weak; cremry 13@18%c; dairy 10%®
Eggs weak; fresh for Boothbay aud Baltimore; Mary Manning,
iBc. Cheese quiet 8®8Vic.
Carthaginian carries second cabin passengers
for Norfolk.
at 9%.
only.
for
Buenos
I
wheat
Mabel
The Saloons and Staterooms are In the cen68,000
Sid 14th, barque
Meyers,
Receipts—Flour, 18.000 bbls;
Is lelt.
Elecbus; corn S03,0u0 bush; oats 226.000 bush; Ayres; sehs Leonora, for New York; Henry tral part, where least motion
for
Feruan47.000
J
W
bush.
Belano,
tricity is used for lighting the ships throughMay, Elizabethyort;
rye 19.000 bush; barley
out. the lights being at the command of the
Shipments—Flour 28,000 bbls;wheat 154,000 dlna; Estelle Phinuey, Boothbay.
Muslo
Passed Highland Light 13th, barque James W passengers at any hour of the night.
bush; com 186,000 bush; oats 2o7,000 bush;
Elwell. from Philadelphia for Portland; seb S G Rooms and Smoking Rooms on the promenade
rye 2000 bush; barley 21.000 bush.
ara heated
staterooms
and
The
Saloons
deck.
for
Boston.
Apalachicola
TOLEDO—Wheat—No 2 cash at 97c; May at Hart.
BRUNSWICK— Sid 12th, sch Jennie Lock- by uteam.
97c.
A reRates of passage $62.60 to;$70.00.
wood. Hathorn. Boston.
Corn—No 2 mixed at 31c.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, sch Jas B Pace, Gar- duction Is made on Round Trip Tlokets.
Oats dull—No 2 mixed 27c.
and
London
Cabin—To
Liverpool,
Second
den!, Uaggets Cove.
Rve—No 2 at 61c.
return.
*34.u0 and $36.26;
BELFAST—Sid 14th, sells Mary Farrow, and Londonderry,
Cloverseed—prime cash and Dec —.
and
*09.00.
*06.75
Emma W Day. Boston.
March at 98 ;May
Steerage—To Liverpool, London. Glasgow,
MINNEAPOLIS—Wheat
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR— Ar 12th, sobs
re96V4e; July 93@93%c; No 1 hard at 1 OOV2 1 D D Haskell, Riverton for Weymouth; Hor- Belfast or Londonderry. Including every
quisite for the voyage $22.60 and $23.50.
No 1 Northern at. 98c.
tensla, Fall River for New Bedford.
or further information apply to
tlokets
For
I
sell
Clifford
18th.
MINNEAPOLIS—Flour—first patents 4 86@
Passed
EASTPORT
T. P. MCGOWAN. 418 Congress St., J. B.
6 06; second patents 4 70®4 80: first cleaisat White, Falklngham, Calais for Slnilee, NS.
Q. ft A. AL3 70®3 80; second clears at 2 70®2 99.
GALVESTON—Ar 12th, sch Georgle L Dick- KEATING. 61^ Exchange St.,
AN, Montreal, 92 Stalest. Boston, and 1 India
ST. LOUIS—Wheat closed nearly steady 97 Va son. Harding, Baltimore.
Portland.
jly31dtr
St.,
A
Donuell, Brendlge.Ifor
Cld 12th, sell Clara
for cash auditor March: 99V* lor May.
Corn closed 27V*c cash, ano for Mch; 27Vfcc Port Tampa.
E
sch
13tli.
M
Palmer,
HYANN1S—Passed
for May.
Marv Mantling, for Norfolk; Lydia M DesrDETROIT—Wlieatclosedamet at 93 for No 1 nda
nda Oliver 8 Barrett, coal ports.
lug.
96c.
and
2
Red
cash
No
White cash;
May
WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar )2th, sch Charlotte T
DULUTH—Wheat firm—No 1 hard at 99c for Sibley, Coombs, New York.
GOING WEST.
cash; No ^Northern 97%c cash and for May
KEY WEST—Sid 12ih, sell Jeremiah Smith.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves as folPai sons, Port Tampa.
lows:
Cotton Markets.
MOBILE—Ar 12th. brig L F Munson. Watts,
EAST BOOTHBAY for PORTLAND, MonSt Jago; seh Vila Y’Hermano. Gill. Vera Uruz. days aad Fridays, at 7.15 a. m.. touching atty lelegrapn.
MACHIAS—Ar 4tli, sch E H Foster, St John
MOIL 14 1RPR
South Bristol, and Bootlibay Harbor,
tn-uky for Boston.
PEMAQIUD for PORTLAND. Wednesdays
OHARLESTG N—Tlie Cotton
for Sand River, NS,
Sid
sell
14th.
Hortensia,
at 6.00 a. m., touching at above landings.
was quiet; Middling 5s/ic.
aud New York.
XU'.DIFAT U
•
1 QHi
odll lVfaW fWo
GALVESTON—Cotton market today was
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Thursdays
quiet; middling 6 13-16c.
Key West. Ill tow of tug .J D Jones.
for
NEW LONDON—Sid 12ih. sell SS Kendali. and Saturdays
MEMPHIS—The Cotun market to-oav was
liootbbay Harbor, South Bristol,
Bedford.
for
New
a
Whitney, New York
steady; middlings 6 ll-ltio.
and
East Boothbay,
Ar 13th, sell Laura Robinson, Burxoss, South
Leave PORTLAND at 7.00 a. m. Tuesdays
NEW ORLEA 48—1119 Cotton market to-aay
Amboy for Rockland.
6
9-16c.
above landings.
and
middling
for
was easy;
PEMAQUID
Ar 13th, sch Florence Lelaud, SpoHord, from
ALFRED RACE. Manager
oetSOdtt
BMOB1LE—The Cotton n arket to-day was Brunswick for Norwich; Ella May, Greenlaw.
New York for Providence; Harriets Brooks.
quiet;middling 6%c.
KnowlSAVANNAH—The Cotton market to-day was Bullock, Amboy for Bangor; FThemau.
ton.
5
Amboy lor Bucksport.
9-16
quiet; middling
P
sch
Henry
Mason,
NOBSKA—Passed 13th,
Perth Amboy for Portsmouth.
European MirKets.
Waelmsett,
3d.
ship
PORT TOWNSEND-Ar
ISv Telemann.

pigs 0.
Sheep—receipts 26,000

May,
Opening.
Closing.

a

144

Union Pacific.

4

/a

111% for money and

Opening...
C’osing..

the ..Vancouver, who
won the prize, ,a line banjo, at the first
singing contest at the Seamen’s Recre-

Spofiforth

Mr.

83

Arrived.

Steamer Salacia, Oliver. Bootlibay Harbor and
12th, sch Lewis H GowWlacasse;.
Boothbay.
Steamer Enterprise, Race. South Bristol and arti. Haines, sell John J Hanson, Oliver, Quancid 12th,
East Bootlibay.
to load for Weymouth.
Tui: Honeybrook, towing barge Cent RR No 7 tlco, Va,
from Philadelphia—coal to B & M RR.
Foreign Forts.
Brque Janies W Klwell, Goodman, PhiladelAr at Aucklaud, NZ, Feb 7th, barque Samar,
coal to Me Cent RR. Vessel to J S Winsphia—
lnw & Co.
Forbes. Wellington, NZ.
slo Jan 28, barque Alice, Swain, New York.
Seb Juanita, (Br) Dixon. Porto Rieo for St
Sid fin Liverpool Mcli 12, steamer Laurentian,
John. NB, short of provisions. Was supplied
Halifax and Portland.
and she proceeded.
Ar at Buenos Ayres prev to Mch 10, barque
Sell H s Boynton, Cooper, Boston—cement to
Boylston. Small, Boston for Rosario.
Cox & Ward.
Cld at St John, NB, Mcli I2th, sch Mollie
Sell Geo S Boutweli, from La Have Banks,
Rhodes. Dobbin. New York.
with 30,000 lbs fish.
Sid fm Havana 6tli, sell Jas H Dudley, Cobb,

Portland and Boothbay Steamooat Co

>

OATS.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Tomorrow evening Rev. Lewis Malverr:
will deliver his interesting lecture “A
Bay in London” at the First FreeBaptisI
church. He will exhibit over one hundred

5215
62 15
«84
...4“/s

9 60010100
do bhi
8 00
Maine.
Pea Beans.l 3001 40
Yellow Bvet.l 6501 05;
Cal Pea.... 1 6601 do

Closing.

series, but

■lisa

Standardtiran
Ex cllne duality
axtrac.

Many think that Portland and not Bath
should play the series with Fall River.
Portland is doubtless a stronger team today than Bath and would do better work
a

11*15

Congous.16*50
Japan.isasi
Formoso.22*60

Cape canrrete f»oo

Opening.

Curator—W. E. Burgess of Calais.
BAY IN’ LON BON’.

Coffee.

(Buying* telling price) Rio,roasted

Coo—Large
Javi&Mocha do26®28
MoIumb.
Shore ....» 760500
email do.. 2 0093 6o Porto Rico.26*30
Pollock ... .2 25543 60 Barbadoea. ....26*26
Haddock.. .1 7692 00 Fane*.30*33
Tam
Hak*.2 00*2 25
H erring. Box
Amoys.16*20

Chandlers.

in

and

Provisions weak and favor buyers. Corn and
Oats unchanged.
Eggs lower with receipt#
quite large. Linseed and Boiled Oil lc lower.
The following are tody3’ wholesale prices of
Provisions. Groceries; etc

Be sure to get the pretty group picture
of the Portland club given as you enter to
every patron tonight.
The South Portlands and Forest Citys
will furnish an. excellent article of polo
prior to the big game.
Don’t
delay if you wish to get good
It is an unusual atseats for tonight.
traction and it will be busy
today at

Marx-

rroduce.

1*J*
16%

FLOUSt.

Exports.
LIVERPOOL, EXG, Steamship Labrador-

Beales....
9®14c
Mackerel.'u
Snore It *22 009*26
snore at sis ou®g20
Large st
*13®$16

173

prld.150
St'Paul.lMtnii. ft Mann.12S
Tsxas Pacific.
9%

sa;.ir

Portland market—cut loaf 7; confetion t a y
ot
pulverised 6cj powered, 6s; gra.iuiui.eu
coiiee crushed 6c: yellow 4
6%

nut.

11"'*.>

4o
ti omestaxe,
Ontario.............. 3
Paolflo Man... 23

..

BuierBne

21,4
69%

do

Peoples Gas.

The following quotations represent the paying prices in this market:
lb
Cow and ox hides.7%e
Bulls and stags.6%c
Ceaif skins, trimmed,....... ,10c
9c
do
untrimmed..
Lamu skins.50 to 80c each

Portland

JJ '*

63

Amboy for

Passed 14tb, scbs George R Walcott, Norfolk
News
for Portland; Sarah 0 Ropes, Newport

MONDAY March 14.

11“_

Passed I3tli, schs A B Mitchell, PhUadelpUia
jerfor Salem; John P Snow, and M H Beed
It W Hopkins, Boston
sey City for Rockland;
Ella Pressey, Perth
f°A?l«b?»cb
Portland, and sailed.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Xn

pfd.>.173%

uo

3STEWg

'2’4%

Oni & Western. 14%
Reading. 10%
Rook Island. 82%
St Paul... 80%
do bid. 144%
St.Pau: !# Omasa. 07%

S. Exnress.

Hides.

2120 cs

b0

Boston # Maine.163
New York&New England pfd, 87
Old Colony.186
Adams! Express...102
American; Express— .120

Silver certificates 543/a@56%.
liar Silver 64%
Mexican dollars 44%.
Government Bonds weak
State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds strong..

itetail Orocer*

M AEINK

6%

Central.

Mlohigan Central.101%
Minn & St Louis...123 %
Minn & St Loms.pl. 80
Missouri Paoiflc. 24y3
New" Jersev Central.. 00%
110%
New YorkCentrai.
New York. Chicago# St Louis 12%
63
dopf
20'/s
Northern Pacific com
do
uo
pfd. 58%
Northwestern.H7Va
do

New York Stock andMoney Marifi.

capital

Historian—D. L. Theriault, of Caribou.
Presentator— G. E. Wilson, of Colum-

A

mat-

In 1861 he moved to Portland,
1841.
where he learned the barber's trade. Soon
after he married and removed to Brunswick, where he spent several yeatB. Moving from Brunswick he made Gardiner

assigned:

Orator—C. O. Porter, of Westbrook.
Poet—L. H. Homer, of Springfield,

oiuson

Maine

General
Hospital on Friday morning, March 11th,
was held at the Abyssinian church on
Sunday afternoon. The deceased was
born in Yarmouth, N. 8. in the year
died at the

who

thews,

Jas. Greene’s snecial nractioe.
spent the Sabbath with Mr. Jordan,
•'•ashing wus with his brother in the city tlcaiiy certain.

and Alice Randall was with relatives in
Maiden. Mrs. Will Orne met the party
at the old North church.

Leading Markets.

mission.

afternoon.

North church,
party attended the Old
famous as the one from which the signal
Paul
for
Revere, now
were
lanterns
hung
the oldest oburch edifice standing in the
citv. The interior retains most of its ancient fixtures, the old clock has been do
ing duty since 1746. Privilege was given
silver plate given to
us to examine the
the church by King George IX. in 1733,
having engraved upon it the royal arms.
The old “vinegar Bible” was on exhibition, so named from the faot that the
“parable of the vineyard” is called the
“parable of the vinegar.” Several changAs
es had been made in the prayer book.

(; notations of Stanlo Predacts in Ike

4 FO.

before she floated.
the
The tug Honeybrook arrived with
No.
coal laden barge C. R. R. of N. J.,

7, in tow.

FINANCIAL ANKOMERCIAL

Mexican

—

LONDON

TO

:

DIRECT.

5000 tons. Mar. 11.
5000 tons. Mar 25.
Lambert s Point 7000 tons, Apr. 1.
And weekly thereafter.
8.8.

8. 8.
8. s.

Iona,

Iluroun,

Special attention given to the carriage oi
Cheese, Butter. Apples and Perishable Cargo.
For all information apply to

Th3 ROBERT REFORO CO., Limited,
Commercial St.» Portland, Me.
dtf
sept23

--

--A*—■

Portland Widow’s Wood Society,
SPECIAL MEETING.
Notice is hereby given of a special meeting
of the Portland Widow's Wood society to be
held at the rooms of the society in the City
building on Wednesday, March l»». 18‘JS. nt 7.30
o’clock" in the evening.
tance is to be considered.

Business

of

impor-

11. e. BRADFORD, Secretary.
marddut
Portland, Me.. March l.

THE
NEW

PRESS,

3; Alderman Lamson,

Alderman
f,
F.
A. Merrill and Alderman Cornell! s
A. Mannix one each. No choice resulte :1
from this ballot as it requires a majorit y

AilVEBTISEMISSIB 10U1Y.

their

appropriate heads

on

Their

elect.
It is supposod that

page 0.

BRIEF JOTTINGS.
Mr. Dow Had Three Votes for Three
lots and

After
vention

Bal-

Withdrew—Then Mr. Laingn-

be

Twice

Chosen

Gas

Agent.—Mr.

Goody's Resolution Calling for

Mon-

a

itor.

the

dissolving

of the

joint

cor

Councilman
a

nomination

President Gei
rish made a very graceful speeoh in whic;
he promised to preside over the dolibera
tions of the counoil in an impartial man
ner, and said ho hoped in the adminiftra
tion of the city affairs for the
ensuini
year the council would know no party
would put aside all sectional and person
al feeling and labor for the best interest
of the whole city of Portland.
President Gerrish then called upon th
board to elect a permanent clerk.
Coun

ft

yesterday morning

A committee on credentials consisting oilman
Phillips of ward seven placed ii
presented by City Messenger Macgowan of Aidermen Lamson and Sprague
report- nomination Harry M. Bigelow, and oi
With a handsome bottonhole pink.
ed the following gentlemen as aldermen motion of Councilman Driscoll he wo
The Wednesday club will give a recepelect: Wardsone.^Wilson Sprague, ward
'V-tion at the Shorwood tomorrow afternoon two, Cornelius A. Mannlx; ward three, elected to the position by the unanimou
vote of the council.
Mr. Bigelow in as
I from 4 to 6 o’olook, to meet Mrs. F. B. Edgar E. Rounds; ward four, John F.
the position of olerk also epoki
suming
LiterWomen’s
the
of
'Clark, president
A. Merrill; ward five, William H. Dow;
after whioh he was duly swori
briefly,
ary Union.
ward six, Rufus Damson; ward seven, into the office
ft’L
_1
_ti-i-__ill
fnt.
by the city clerk.
finis? T.
Councilman Milliken then presentee
at
afternoon
'.-organization tomorrow
The aldermen then requested a joint President
Gerrish, in behalf of the Man
t"4.30 o’clock.
session with the Common council for the ual
school, a gavel, madt
Training
and
a
musical
There will be
literary

purpose of qualifying the members of the from eigtheen different kinds of wood.
entertainment at A. M. E. Zion mission
new city government and inaugurating The
presentation speech was a very bappj
son Mountfort street this evening.
the mayor.
enort on the part or Mr. Miiiiken, anc
S Next Tuesday evening Beacon lodge^of
In the common council the body was at the conclusion of his remarks he wa:
Odd Fellows will confer the initiatory deorder by City Auditor Leroy
called to
warmly applauded. President Oerrish ao
| gree on several candidates,
Sanborn, acting clerk of that body. cepted the gavel in a few well choser
There will be a meeting of the superinCouncilman Florence F. Driscoll of ward words and the conncil then adjourned
tending school committee at their rooms, two was elected
temporary chairman. until 7.30 o’clook.
City building, Wednesday evening next In accepting the position he made a graceat 4.80 o’clock.
ful speech thankiDg the council for the
THE EVENING MEETING.
“|The Martha Washington society will honor they had done him in this selecMr. Dow’s Withdrawal—A Much Elected
with
Mrs.
meet
Thomas
Thursday
tion.
Gas Agent—Mr. Goody Wants a lloni
130 Brackett street, corner of
Haskell,
The committee on credentials consisting
tor.
Spring.
of Messrs. Smith, Lefavor and Burke, reThe interesting thing about the evenported the following members elect:
PERSONAL.
the election oi
Ward one, Elmer G. Gerrish, George E. ing gathering apart from
P. Huston; ward two, the subordinate oilioers was the continuaHon. A. A. Strout and Mrs. Strout left Lefavor, Lewis
tion of the eontest over the election oi
Florenoe 1’. Driscoll,
Joseph McLaughyesterday for California and will return
chairman in the board of aldermen.
Beward
Samuel
Rosenberg;
three,
lin,
Jr.,
'
In May.
Fred
H. Johnson, fore the meeting all the Republican memHon Geo. P. Wescott and Mrs. Wescott Hugh T. Barker,
bers of the board with the exception oi
A. Sloman; ward four, Daniel
have taken rooms at Congress
Square
A. Burke, Joseph E. Alderman Rounds, met in the ante-room.
Tobias
Chasej
hotel.
Mr. Dow and his supporters wanted this
Mr. J. W. Peters, superintendent of the F. Connolly; ward five. George E.Smith,
Everett
R.
Walter
H.
Josselyn; meeting considered as a caucus, but to
Brown,
Portland & Rochester, has taken rooms
this Mr. Sprague declined to agree. When
ward six, Charles P. Waldron, John H.
at the United States hotel.
ward seven, the matter finally reached a ballot in the
Elias
Jr.;
Pierce,
Thomas,
from
her
late
Miss Ulmer has recovered
of the board it was found that
A. Goud.v, Edwin C. Milliken, meeting
Illness and has resumed her desk at the Lewis
the Demoeratio aldermen continued to
O. Phillips.
Herbert
Probate office.
eaoh other as they had at the foreThe common council then went into vote for
Ex-Gov. Cleaves and Marshal Saunders
noon session, while Mr. Sprague and Mr.
convention.
joint
rooms
at
the
have secured
Congress
The
convention was called to or- Rounds voted first for Mr. Lamson and

j

Charges

joint

Square.

elected.
A committee was

Square.

oiLcr,

appointed consisting

cBuuriicu

•

jy

i/iio

a tew days In Washington.
mon conncilmen.
Bartlett, who is stopping at the
Prayer was offered
Congress Square hotel, will bo the local
chard.
agent here of the Maine Steamship com-

officiated
at Evergreen.

by Rev. Dr.

Blan-

another page of the PRESS.
After the joint convention the aidermen were called to order by Mayor Ran-

FUNERAL OF C. S. D. GRIFFIN.

was

dall.

Mayor Randall appointed George W.
Sylvester’marshal, and Joseph C. Sterling and Timothy E. Hartnett deputy

fchA
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Alderman

was

persuaded

baking powder
try
than Cleveland’s, but that was just
once

;

|

!

>1

|

I

j

|

another

to

I

!

Having used Cleveland’s for 20 years, always with the

||

I cannot be inuse anything else."

@

once too

often.

greatest
duced

success,

(again) to

Mrs.
Don’t let

1

|

grocers substitute any
reliable standard

peddlers

brand for the old,

J.

M.

or

(Cleveland's
Baking

Powder.

§! |

I

!

IJ
®{ (
1

tabled the order on motion of Aldernan Lamson.
An order introduced by Mr. Rounds
iver,

;

laid over

until

the

NEW

nex

meeting,only four being eleoted and these
were oilioers whose duty requires them t<
The oitj
serve warrants in the interim.

so soon

in the

Tip cnirl

“FiAhI;

vn*r

T

hat the assistant

assessors

report forth-

vith was passed.
Then Alderman Smith began a stateuent with the words “The Republican
□embers of this board have met in cau-

where.

Edgar

Low-Priced

WOOL DRESS GOO
Our line of medium and low priced Colored Wool
Dress Goods cannot be improved upon. Ma ny of them are
almost exact reproductions of the more expensive fabrics.
In part they consist of Fancy Covert C oths, Checks and Piaias,
Bayedere and Braid Effects, Two Toned Poplin Velour, Vigoreaux

else-

see

Suitings, Matalasse

plaids,

down

and whites, soft
browns, vivid greens and
blues, all the blended
shades

of

e

r isr

of 31 Eastern

promenade

wag

granted

as

For

showing

time

novelties

today

in

ported Dimities,

im-

fresh

a

stock

of

variety

of

new

passed

or

stock of white and colored
cotton dresses for children

Reefers
and

faint idea.

a

We want you to

Prices and

see

the

descrip-

goods,

for

Sasbes—four yards long and
3.50, 3.75 and
5,00, in black and colors, stripes
and plaids.

fringed, $2,89,

with

one

ends
The
sailor

a

d’Paris, Point Venise, Fancy Em- knot that
snaps on instead of tying. Plaids and stripes.
75c and $1.00

small

broidered Muslin d'Soie.

girls.

yard.

Neckwear and

Portland, Ml, Desert and Machias Stbt. Co,

“Frank Jone§.”
Beginning Friday, April 1st, 1898, will leave
Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at 11 p. m., on
arrival of train leaving Boston at 7 p. m.. for
Rockland, Bar Harbor. Machiasport and intermediate landings. Returning leave Machiasport on Mondays and Thursdays at 4 a. m.
Passenger and freight rates‘the lowest, serGEO. F. EVANS,
vice the best.
General Manager.
marl5dtf
Str.

Complete

line

Bright

Mings.
of

Plaitings,
“Juby" Trim-

trimming

New

Ribbons for
dresses—also a

muslin

beautiful line of

ribbons to

fancy

for Neckwear at

use

25c

yd

Embroideries—a new line of
Rufflings
Nainsook and Swiss
dress
for
ornamatations,
Cambric,
mings,
all
Embroideries
and
and Al!-Overs just
Fronts
Jabots,
Fancy
and

received.

colors.

Our line of Ladies’ New Spring
Hosiery will be open soon. Watch
the papers for announcement.

EASTMAN BROS. S BANCROFT.
HANDS UP!

W. L Doug!;

Train
“Hands

robbers give the order,
Up!” and then go through
the passengers’ pockets.
Fire goes through a man’s house,
taking everything, while the family
hold up their hands in horror, of
their own accord.
Yon can’t insure against train robbers, but you can against flames.
A great deal, however, depends
written
apon having the policy

not.

to

Mr. Waldron said he didn’t approve of
:he passage of the resolution. It would
i>'tate the publio and would do no good,
relied upon to see
rhe Mayor could be

■ight.

hat Portland was properly protected.
The resolution was then put to a vote
1 md passed the convention by a vote of 13

IN COMMON COUNCIL.

rSmi,

Writers of
1

35

**>» SHOI

HAND-SEWED PROCESS.
jj

j the

|1

about paying $3.50 for their shoes, supposing they cannot be properly made for
this price. They do not realize that,

|!
|!

rai

7, quite a number of the members not
rotlng. The joinFsession then dissolved.
;o

|
I
|

Riglrt Policies,

EXCHANGE

world.

I
Some

ST, I

BRUSH

Devoted
AH our
Window

f
I

•

'll!

PHARMACY,

Space
till?

WEEK
AT HAY’S

>

[

week to

various

kinds

the
of

display of

the

Brushes

our

stock contains, and the values

are

i

good in every instance. Brushes for
the Teeth, Hair, Hands, Nails, Shaving, Complexion, Hats, Clothes and

!

.hesitate

ENAMEL

FRENCH
We

Have

men

with our large business and
modern methods, we can make
and sell as fine a shoe for $3.50
as those usually sold from $5.00
to $7.00.
A trial pair would be
Our
more convincine proof.

I

style

I

shown in cut is made

Toe lasts, of

and

soles for street wear,

the Gem

is

as

as

possible

Australian Kangaroo tops. We
155 styles and widths, from
EE, in Vici Kid (kid-lined),
Patent Calf, Kussia Storm

1

Box

Calf,

make
A

to

Calf,
Calf,

etc.

Catalogue

|

near

for leather to
Fast-color hooks and eyelets and

waterproof
be.

on

imported leather, with heavy

from W. L.

las, Brockton,

I)oug~

Mass.

Shoes.
Also

Our

Paint Brushes of every sort

Kidney

bark, etc., at this meeting and asked that emedy for Kidney Ills. Read it, and
these elections bo laid on the table until c all at H. H. Hay & Sion Wholesale store,
the neat meeting. The eleotion of oonsta- £ 3i3 Middle street.

realty astounding values

some

goods department.

dress

Net

85c to $3.50

be no
Goudy thought it would
ask for the monitor, as they
might get it for the asking and wouldn’t
probably get it if it wasn’t asked for.

c

shall offer

we

tion give but

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

resolution

The common council was called to order
1 jy the president at seven thirty o’clock.
Vll the members were present with the
< noeption of Mr. Smith of ward five. The

yard.

A beautiful assortment of
Scarf Ties with fringed
Top Venise, Silk Chantilly, to wear with linen collars.
Point
Valenciennes,
Mechlin,
newest tie is

and 3 years old, and a
very choice line of Cloaks
2

boys

days

priced

LACE
DEPARTMENT.

department has
received
its spring
lately

Mr.

harm

63c

We still continue to give the cambric skirt lining—best quality—
free with every wool dresss pattern bought of us.

This

at Gettysburg from wooden guns or any
other kind of gnns.
The Mayor thought that It would not
be wise to pass the resolution.
Alderman Lamson said it would do no
good to pass it as the government would
;lo as it saw fit in regard to Portland, but
the

yard

*

P. K.’s in a
new effects.

and

few

war with
Spain. It is to be
that war will be avoided, but if it
should some, Portland should he properly protected. The old adage In the time
of peace prepare for war should be reThe resolution may be premagarded.

whether

58c

yard.

white

delicate

colors,
siripes, figures and plain;

and

a

hoped

oare

and Mixed Novelties, at prices from

in our medium

threatened

he didn’t

25c

costumes—prices 29c, 35c, 50c,

I

E. C. Reynolds’s petition for permislon to erect a three story dwelling in the

low

In support of his resolution Mr. Goudy
said that all knew the nation at large is
much disturbed at present owing to the

J

lumber,

as

In Colored India Twills—a materia! always popular and always in style—we are showing many new shades suitable for spring

pink, yellow,
also

are

and

The motion was seoonded and was carried by a vote of 14 to 4.
Mr. Milliken then nominated Aiderman Rounds who had been eleoted in
the
morning by the aldermen, and Alderman

mings.

;For Sealer of Weights and Measures—

Medium and

black

many

agent.

an

son.

you’ll

Brilliant

for the first

possible.

For City Weigher and Ganger—ConO. Leach.
■For Weigher of Hay—Jacob ^W. Robin-

fancy

We

of Mr. Lamson. I have wanted him from
Sprague cast the ballot of the convention
the first. He is a man of large experience
for the gentleman named, and he wa9
for
in
the
and
every way qualified
posi- declared to be elected.
tion.
In this matter
the council seized an
Mr. Lamson was then elected by acclaearly opportunity of showing the aidermation and in returning thanks for the
men that they proposed to stiok
up for
honor conferred on him, said: ‘‘This is
their rights, and all in the lower board
Most men havo to
a very unusual thing.
considered the point they had won as a
go for an office, but this has come to me
good beginning in the oourse they will
unsought. I have not sought the office,
probably pursuedn the coming year.
but have done all in my power for my
Counoilman Goudy of ward seven now
I hope that we
friend from ward five.
introduced a resolution calling attention
shall have a pleasant year and accept the
of the government officials to the defensenomination in the interest of harmony.”
less
condition of Portland and asking
The bonds of Howard F. Hall, S. D.
that one of the
old monitors which are
Hall, and Eben N. Perry as constables now
being repaired in Philadelphia for
were approved.
use as
harbor defenoe
in oase of a
The board then adjourned.
war with Spain be sent to Portland as
IN JOINT SESSION.
soon as

verse

the

etc.

in all that Mr. Milliken said.
Mr. Lefavor from ward one wanted to
know why the council oould not
aupoint
a gas agent and leave the board of aidermen to confirm the
appointment. It was
matter, but I want to square the rumor as right in one oase as it was
in the other.
that certain men are up to beat Rounds.”
Alderman Merrill said that the aiderAlderman Merrill said that the minori- men had
got ahend of the council in this
ty members had not regarded this con- case and they would have to do
the controversy as one in which they could prop- firming.
erly take a part, and any had therefore
Mr. Milliken moved that the
joint connot voted for thier of the Republican vention
prooeed to the eleotion of a gas
had
not
acted
as
members.

There was some Interesting things done
in the joint session of the two branches
wfcioh was called for the purpose of electBefore proceeding subordinate officers.
ing to ballot for these offioers Alderman

to

great stock of

like what

nn

they

m

different from any we’ve
shown before, quite un-

in inhere green. I was eleoted gas agent,
and after my eleotion some people tried
to throw mo down. I am not a candidate
for this place and I haven’t been for that

They

111

day we have opened this
morning thirty or forty
new patterns in plain and
"tufted'’ Ginghams, quite

Mr. Milliken—“The city council means
both branches of the city government.
If the aldermen should elect one person
and the oity council another wo would

did to cause a deadlock.
Then Mr. Smith moved that Alderman
Lamson be chosen ohairman by acclamation. Mr. Round seconded the nomination. He said: “I second the nominaiton

N

and
Ginghams
other wash fabrics told of
in this column the other

Mr.
Milliken then said that he was
to hear this explanation of the matter, but he did not believe that the gas
agent eleoted illled the bill. He said he
did not
think Alderman Rounds was
ohosen in the proper manner.
The sta-

glad

members of the board,but that he did
not desire to do anything that would lead
to quarreling or prevent harmony. “Pour have two
gas agents. Precedent has estabof us got together this morning,
said lished the election of a
gas agent by the
Mr. Dow, “and decided to hold a caucus aldermen.
But precedent
some
may
at 7.15 this evening. We notified the fifth times be
The council was told
wrong.
member. This evening throe of us wanted that It was
green, but it has a voice in
a caucus, but the fourth objected. I withthis
matter and Intends to exercise Its
draw in the interest of harmony.”
rights.
Then Alderman Rounds explained his
Mr.
fcAm
Ann nnn«n»nJ
nncif.irm

Han

BQJj ||| A

addition

IN

morning.

Morrill said it might be necessary to elect the gas agent by the oity
council of which the common oounoil
was a part without question,
hut he did
not think it was necessary to elect this
officer in joint convention.

can

MO^

PORTLAND, March 15, 1838.

i“Alderman

Dow arose and said
Then Alderman
that he had reason to believe that he was
the choice of a majority of the Republi-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.,

HEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

distinctly provided that the gas
agent should be elected by the city counThere being
no ohoioe, M-. Rounds cil and the common council was a
part of
moved that the matter be tabled.
Aider- the oity oounoil. In
support of this statemen Sprague, Mannix and j Rounds voted
ment, Mr. Milliken read the law upon
yes; Aldermen Merrill, Dow, Lamson the matter.

son.

|

m
invaluable when the stomach
is out of order; euro headache, biliousness, and
efficient. 25 cents.
Mild
and
all liver troubles.

tutes

and Smith voted no, and a second ballot
was taken which resulted the same as the
first, except that there were two votes for
Mr. Sprague instoad of two for Mr. Lam-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hood’s

Should he iu every family
medicine chest and every
traveller's grip. They are

The Mayor gala they would have been
informed of it If they bad not adjourned

F. Swett.
1 ounoil
passed in concurrence a few
For Truant Officer—EbenlS. Burns.
For Superintendent of Clocks—George < irders which originated in tho upper
W. Barbour.
After the joint
I ioard without debate.
For City Physician—Owen P. Smith.
of the two branches of the
city
us.
For
Consulting Physicians—Charles 1 ession
Mr. Smith
was interrupted by a rao- D. Smith, H. H.
Brock, Charles Y. 1 ;overnment dissolved and the order oomj ng from tho upper board and calling for
ion to go into joint convention and the Lord.
For Overseers of the Poor and Work- <
he appointment of a committee to examonvention was then held.
E
house—Fred
Isaiah
Anderson,
L.
George N. E. Kimball, S. E. Randal], Daniels, Frank I. Moore, Frank C. John- J no into the qualifications of constables
ras passed in concurrence and it was
I’homas J. Dolan were appointed special ston.
For Superintendent of School Buildings
oted that three members from the lower
lolicemen
without
pay.
,
W. L. Bradley.
ioard be appointed on this committee,
The rules and orders of the last board
For Engineers of the Fivo Fire ComGerrish appointed on tho speof aldermen and
were panies—One, Edward W.
city council,
Porter; Two J ’resident
and business ooraing from the Warrent E. Loring: Three, Alfred Wig- i »1 committee Councilraen Sioman, Dris£ dopted
in; Four, Harry Williams; Five, Charles oll and Pierce and the council then ad1 ist oitv council was referred to the apF. BFrench.
ropriate oommitt6es when appointed.
Weigher of Coni—George R. Robinson, j ourned.
At the conclusion of the joint conventSurveyor of Lumber—John A. Stevens.
• ion Alderman Rounds introduced
an
The
balloting for these officers took
FOR THE PUBLIC GOOD.
rder that a committee of two aldermen nearly an hour, and when the list bad
In another part of this paper appears
rith such as the council might join be gone through with the fun began.
n advertisement
worthy the reading as
In
ppointed to examine candidates for city theltlret place Alderman Rounds objected i t’s for the publio good. It tells of a Free
The order was passed.
c onstables.
to tho election of surveyors of
istribution of Doan’s
Pills, u

|

|

3
a
1
1

William H. Dow,
Rufus Lamson,
O. C. Mannix,
J. P. A. Merrill,

Tfnnnds mnxrpd

board,

“I

committee to oount the votes.
The ballot resulted:
a

ranging from 18 to 8 to 18 to 7, as once
that as the hoar had arrived to which the
and a while some member would forget
the
memabsent
meeting had adjourned,
to rote. The officers elected last were as
be notified by he city messenger. follows:
bers
The notioe was delivered and the conferFor City Clerk—Edwin L. Dyer.
ence promptly adjourned.
For City Treasurer aud Collector—Geo
| Alderman Rounds presented an order H. Libby.
For City Auditor—Leroy S. Sanborn.
ieclarlng that subordinate city officers
For City Messenger—George E. Macsleeted at this time with the exception of
gowan.
;he assistant assessors shall not assume
W. i MorFor City Solicitor—Carroll
first.
rill.
iheir offices until April
Assessor
for
Three
For
Years—
City
The mayor said that he doubted if the
Walter L. Lefavor.
srder would have any force.
For Assistant Assessors—Ward 1, OsMr. Rounds said that the purpose of man C. Munroe; Ward 2, Terrence C.
to
time
to
was
officers
Kent; Ward 3. Wilbur C. Wheldon; Ward
jhe order
give
city
C. Douglass; Ward 5, Orlando
who might not be re-elected to close up 4, Charles
E. Dyer; Ward 6, Richard H. Ball;
In Warii 7, Edward A. DeGarmo.
;he business of their departments.
the objection raised, Mr.
to
Fire
m6wer
For Chief Engineer of
DepartRounds said that this matter should be ment—Melvin N. Eldridge.
For Assistant
Engineers—1st
Asst.,
before the subordinate officers
lettled
John N. Long; 2nd Asst., Albert H.
were elected, and asked that the city so- Hatch; 3d, Samuel A. Hodgdon;
4th, S.
icitor be sent for to give an opinion on Major Hammett.
Electrician—Levi L. CumFor
City
of
order.
The
how;he effect
the

marshals for the ensuing year.
The following special policemen were
appointed: T. O. Bonner, J. A. Craig,

J. A. MERRILL & CO., ASSIGN,
H. B. Hunt, J. B. Henderson, G. P.
Yesterday J. A.Merrill A Co., the well- Harmon, P. E. Haggett, G. A. Johnson,
known jewellers, assigned to Mr. Frank- A. M. Sawyer,'_E. W. Rowe, C. W. Stevlin
C. Payson. No statement of assets ens.
liabilities Is yet
and
Edgar E. Rounds was unanimously
prepared. The
-creditors will meet atllO a. in. Saturday. elected gas agent for the ensuing year.
Mr. Rounds said in relation to thfe
#
tl^Miss N. G. Dolley, manager of the criticism that the gas now used by the
-dressmaking department of the J. R. city is of inferior quality that he is not
Xdbby Co., will spend this week in New in favor of reducing the price to such a
York, gathering materials and informa- point that good gas cannot bo furnished.
tion and styles for the use of her departIt was then moved that the board of
ment this
spring. She will open the ildermen
proceed to the election of a perwhen
she
■season next'Monday morning,
A vote was taken
will be pleased to see her friends and manent chairman.
customers.
and resulted as follows: Alderman Dow,

r

also

Rounds said that he desired to introduce
order for the consideration of the conThe order was the one which
vention.
Alderman Rounds had previously introduced in the
upper board to the effeot ture, but It can do no harm, at least.
There is not the shadow of a doubt that that none of the offioers elected in joint
Alderman Rounds—“The old monitors
Mr. Rounds has been elected gas agent convention should begin theirduties until look to me like the old forts we have in
for the ensuing year.
April first, with the exception of the as- our harbor today.
They are good monuAlderman How raised
Mr. Goudy’s resolution calling for a sistant assessors.
ments, but nothing else.”
monitor to help defend the port In cave of the point that it was not in order for AlMr. Goudy—“Our heroes at Bull Run
war was another thing which considera- derman Rounds to introduce an order in
were ; frightened Into running away by
convention
and
the
susthe
mayor
joint
ble discussion.
ggjsn
wooden guns. The old monitor in the
tained the point and Alderman .Rounds
THE ALDERMEN’S PROCEEDINGS.
harbor here might have the same effeot on
did not press the matter. The convention
the Spaniards.”
At half past seven, Messrs. Sprague,
then proceeded to ballot for the various
Alderman Rounds—“The heroes ran
Dow, Lamson and Smith were in confer- city officers.
Without exoeption the Reawn.v af, Bnll Rnn.
hirfc f.hov rlirln’f. vnn
ence in the ante-room.
The mayor took
stead of the aldermen alone.
The aidermen had already elected Mr. Rounds to
the office, but the convention
did
not
that stand In the
let a little thing like
over again.
way and eleoted him all

ouu

Mayor Randall then read his Inaugural
address, which will be found in full on

continues

j'-fitreet Congregational^ ohurch,

maisuai

these oooasions when Mr. Mllliings
ken raised the point that the gas agent
should be eleoted by the city council Inon

committee.
The oath of offioe was then administered
in turn to the mayor, aldermen and com-

spend

The
funeral of the late Charles S. I).
Griffin took place at 2.30 o'oloek yesterday afternoon from the residence of the
Rev. J. 'L.
^deceased, 202 High street.
tTenkins, D. D.,
pastor of the State

matter was settled by the
nnunimous
choice of Mr. Lamson.
In the joint convention there was a
variation from the usual order of proceed-

of Alderman Rounds, Counoilmen Gerrish and Thomas to notify Mayor Randall
of his re-election.
Mayor Randall, accompanied by Rev.
Henry Blanchard, D. D., entered shortly

It is likely that Campbell. MoKay and
Whipple of the Portland polo team will
remain in this city this summer as they
have secured business situations here.
Mrs. Ruel Small, and her eon Harold,
left last week to join Mr.'Small in Washington. Yesterday Mr. and Mrs. Small’s
Albert Small, and wife, also
son, Mr.

,-pany. Mr. J. F. Liscomb still
s-ne general agent.

then for Mr. Sprague leaving only three
votes for Mr. Dow, one less than a majority. Then Mr. Dow withdrew and the

der by Alderman Merrill.
for
The oity clerk read the returns
mayor, by which it appeared that Hon.
Charles H. Randall had been duly re-

Mr.
Joseph E. Alexander, chief clerk
in the secretary of state’s office in Augusta, was in town yesterday on business.
Mr.
C. M.
Hart, manager of Hotel
Touraine, Boston, is at the Congress

and interment

was

ing:

J

the oommou council.
In assuming the chair

f'last

;

hies

oi

vote.
Alderman Sprague—I don’t understand
that there was anything binding about
it. The matter was simply talked over.
and Lamson were
Aldermen Merrill

Councilman Elmer G
Councilmen Burke moved ths
Mr. Barker of ward three cast the ballo c
of the
oouncil for
Mr. Gerrish, an I
he was declared the unanimous choice o f

f

left to
Mr.

Inspector

this ballot Aide]
and Dow voted fc

Gerrish.

Happened to

The inauguration of the mayor
and
the new city government oocurred yesterOne year ago yesterday (March 14th)
There was
day forenoon at ten o’clock.
.hsi* inches of snow tell.in this city.
the usual large attendance of prominent
The Fraternity club was entertained citizens and
ladies.
The desks of the
by Mr. Nathan Goold at the Sherwood mayor, president of the common council
F.
Geo.
Mr.
Emery’s
paper
evening.
and olerks of both bodies was decorated
I was much enjoyed.
with flowers.
A stated assembly of Portland CounThe board
of aldermen was called to
Weil, Royal and Seleot Masters, was held order by the city olerk, Mr. Dyer, and
,at Masonio hall.last evening,
John F. A. Merril, alderman from ward
Every j member oi the incoming city four was eleoted as temporary chairman.

t

of the

on

COMMON COUNCIL.

nominations for
in

Officers—How Mr. Bounds

ed.
The splendid spring weather contini ties. It was a little cooler yesterday than
i-lor a few days previous.
Ground was broken yesterday for the
new.theatre near the Cape Cottage site.
t

was

approval

buildi ngs.
Then Alderman Smith brought up the
matter of the chairmanship again, say

Driscoll called fc r
permanent president
Was Unanimously Chosen—The lie pub’
Councilman Lefavor of ward one, place 1
appointed
lican Nominees Elected as Subordinate

The usual Washingtonian Temperanoe
will be held at the.Gospel Mission
this evening at 7,45 o’olook; good spoaking and singing; all are cordially invit-

Meeting

I'^government

the

o’clock.

IN

h

to

Work for the Year.

Lost.

oe

City Fathers Began

How the

Found
found under

New Wants, To Let. For Sale.

iT.sand similar advertisements will

subject

marshal and his deputies and the city
“I would state that tho Republicans messenger were the only constables elected
members of the board had a caucus, oi last night.
men Lamson, Smith
r
Councilman Milliken now moved that
Alderman Dow, A ldermen Sprague an 1 tried to have a caucus thisevenlDg, but
Rounds voted for Alderman ;Lamson an 3 one member did not attend, and one re- the joint convention proceed to the elecfused to be bound
Aldermen Merrill and Mannix,the Dome
by the action of the tion of a gas agent.
caucus.
The caucus voted to nominate
The Mayor said a gas agent had already
oratic members, voted for each other.
Mr. Dow and I move that he be elected.?
been elected by the board of aldermen.
The selection of a permanent
chaii
Alderman Rounds—Was it a unanimous
A LIVELY CONTEST
OVER THE man was then put over until the evenin
Mr. Miliken said he was not aware of
the faot as the lower board had not been
session and the board of aldermen ad j vote?
ALDERMANIC CHAIRMANSHIP.
Alderman Smith—It was a m ijority officially notified of It.
.iourned until 7.80
to

Kastman Bros. & Bancroft.
J. K. Libby Co.
Owen. Moore & Co.
Bines Brothers Co.
‘Marti® L. Hall & Co,
‘-•Portland, Mt. Desert & Maehias Steamboat Co.
AUCTION SALKS,
i K. O. Bailey & Co.
AMUSEMENTS.
1 Portland Theatre.
1

2;

H. H, HAY & SON, Middle St.
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I
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at

our stores
POLISHED FREE,

store is

located

at

046 CONGRESS ST.
A

I:
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